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Assessing text complexity in kindergarten and grade one is more a qualitative than quantitative process. The guiding statements 
provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the texts—particularly 
anchor texts—WCSD is considering for adoption. Anchor texts are materials designed to serve as the central unifying tool for the 
development of reading comprehension. While evaluations of text complexity formally begin with grade two, student reading 
materials, texts, and other materials in kindergarten and grade one need to create the conditions for rich and robust discussion and 
writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, English Learners, students who are 
performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and 
academic language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in 
CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Complex Text Features section supports questioning for concept 
development in Interactive RA.


Mentor Texts
Shared Read Big Books


Example : Bugs of rLunch - Interactive RA. 



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to 
read both literary and informational texts. For student reading 
materials in kindergarten and grade one, refer to the Alignment 
Criteria for Foundational Skills (4a-4d of this 
document).Read- aloud anchor texts should fall within or 
above the grades two through three text complexity band. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


108 - GR titles/ 3 titles linked to each week's theme 


Program includes 30 digitsl/interactive RA and 3 shared read selections for each themed unit; G/R titles leveled and linked to theme/
unit topic study. 
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At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw students’ attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent 
questions that address the kindergarten and grade one standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In kindergarten and grade one, and 
across all other grade levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade 
level should be expanded in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in 
order to foster independent reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple 
times and are aligned to district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State 
Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 
teachers and students to explore content that coherently 
and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across 
subjects, themes, and topics. This applies especially to texts 
read aloud by the teacher, which should promote speaking 
and listening about topics under study in kindergarten and 
grade one. (See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade-level 
knowledge demands.) Text sets also address a wide variety of 
student interests, and are likely to foster independent reading. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and   appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Shared Read FlipCharts
30 interactive RA Books
6 Mentor texts/Shared reads



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts, including poems and stories with relevant illustrations. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1d. The range of informational texts include: 
• At least two selections on the same topic 
• Selections with various text features such as headings, 


tables of contents, glossaries, and illustrations 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


            4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence           1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


G/R Tittles linked to theme study; leveled supporting learner 
content access each week 


Compelling themes with digital content and leveled readers supporting learner content access at learner level for each week's theme. 
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Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language. Texts for 
kindergarten and grade one students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order thinking skills. There 
should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for conveying meaning, as 
well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require that the student refer to the text 
in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of questions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions about key details in the text 
• Retelling familiar stories, including key details 
• Identifying and describing characters, settings, and major 


events in a story 
• Identifying the main topic of a text 
• Describing the connection between two individuals, events, 


or ideas in a text 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not 
limited to: 
• Determining the meanings of unknown words and phrases 


in stories, poems, and informational texts 
• Recognizing and explaining the differences between 


common types of text both literary (such as storybooks 
and poems) and informational 


• Naming the author and illustrator and describing their roles 
in telling the story or presenting ideas 


• Recognizing and using various features in informational 
texts (such as headings or glossaries) to locate information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Unit Focus Question/essentials question supports instruction 
and questioning 


Lesson format -
Use
Know
Pre-teach
Routines to address language development including text 
structure/author's craft



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and 
tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters in 


stories 
• Describing the key ideas conveyed in illustrations 
• Identifying reasons authors give to support points and the 


similarities between two texts on the same topic 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive  evidence              3) sufficient  evidence               2) some evidence                     1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Interactive RA/Close reads include instructional supports for 
attaining key understandings 


Program format lessons include learning routines supporting student text analysis, building stud bet comprehension, and grade-level 
knowledge of concept/topic.
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The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. In kindergarten and grade one, 
students perform age-appropriate writing tasks and assignments with support and guidance from the teacher. For details on text 
types and purposes, production and distribution of writing, research to build and present knowledge, and the range of writing in 
kindergarten and grade one, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. The metrics below show 
key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and materials a reorganized to 
elicit responses to sources in age-appropriate ways. 
This might include activities such as dictation or making 
pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing, with 
support from the teacher. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, including: 
• Opinion writing, in which students introduce atopic or 


name a book, state an opinion, and supply a reason for the 
opinion (using a combination of drawing, dictating, and 
writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Informative/explanatory writing, in which students name a 
topic and supply facts about the topic (using a combination 
of drawing, dictating, and writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Narrative writing, in which students recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, including details about 
what happened (using a combination of drawing, dictating, 
and writing at the kindergarten level) 


            
          4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore writer’s 
craft and support student production of grade-level opinion, 
informational, and narrative writing. 


           4) extensive 
 
 


          3) sufficient 
 
 


          2) some 
 
 


          1) weak 


Writing every day connected to student text experiences 


Writing process driven/trait writing 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing 
standards, including: 
• Focusing on a topic, responding to questions from 


peers, and adding details to strengthen writing as 
needed 


• Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources 
for students to participate in shared research and 
writing projects, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from provided sources 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient   evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Unit at a Glance section provides focus for unit writing - 
Example: Author's Craft - examines use of word sequence to 
convey information.
Informative writing tasks connected to mentor texts. 


Attending to conventions,
Example: Unit 2, Whales -Mentor Text 


30 mins of Writning in daily lesson components; process driven tasks. 
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Effective instruction on foundational skills in kindergarten and grade one includes explicit and systematic lessons and diagnostic 
support in concepts of print, the alphabetic principle, phonics, phonological awareness, vocabulary development and word 
recognition, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to focus on the 
major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Building these foundational skills must be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the kindergarten and 
grade one Reading Standards for Foundational Skills (CCSS), 
including concepts of print, phonological awareness, 
letter recognition, phonics, word recognition, and reading 
fluency in a research-based and transparent progression. 
(Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational reading skills.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities that allow 
for systematic and frequent practice of all foundational 
skills through such features as engaging texts, games, digital 
materials, etc. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Phonics/Word Study
Build/Sort words
Introduce, model, apply routines for phonics and phonological 
awareness instruction
Systematic and explicit instruction - 20 mins/day 


Digital materials
Interactive texts 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/K/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/1/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in encoding (spelling) 
and decoding (reading) the sound symbol relationships 
of English. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading emergent reader texts 
for kindergarten and grade-level texts for grade one with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Writing an d word study. Leveled readers.


Phonics and word study 


Program components dedicated to the systematic and explicit instruction of grade-level foundational skills. 
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The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language 
skills and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and 
knowledge (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in kindergarten and grade one are designed to help 
build student understanding and use of: 
• Upper- and lower-case letters 
• Question words 
• Recognition and use of end punctuation 
• Frequently occurring nouns in kindergarten, and common, 


proper, and possessive nouns by grade one 
• Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten, and use of verbs 


to convey past, present, and future actions in grade 
one 


• Complete sentence in kindergarten, and compound 
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory 
sentences in grade one 


• Capitalization of the first word in a sentence in 
kindergarten, and of dates and names of people in 
grade one 


• Correct spelling,  by sounding out simple words 
phonetically in kindergarten and applying common 
spelling patterns to spell words in grade one 


Grade One 
• Regular plural nouns, with matching verbs 
• Personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns 
• Conjunctions and determiners, such as articles or 


demonstratives 
• Frequently occurring adjectives 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Language Objectives section in each interactive RA lesson


Vocabulary Action Words - micro workshops for Vocabulary 
acquisition strategies 


Word vocab program - digital 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5b. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Identifying new meanings for familiar words in kindergarten 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words in grade one 
• Using frequently occurring inflections and affixes as clues 


to the meaning of words 
• Using root words(such as look) and their inflectional forms 


(looks, looked, looking) in grade one 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


5c. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


WORD digital vocabulary program 


Interactive RA


Instructional support of language development in many lessons components including digital Interactive RA and Shared reads and 
WORD vocabulary program. 
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To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression 
of communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If 
kindergarten and grade one students are able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or 
misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may 
differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t 
understand or need more clarification. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide 
a frame that guides student participation in 
academic conversations by: 
• Agreeing on rules for discussion, taking turns speaking 
• Confirming understanding of texts read aloud 
• Asking and answering questions to clarify and gather 


information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


6b. Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials include 
tasks that promote oral responses in a range of 
collaborative discussions, and support students in: 
• Describing people, places, things, and events 
• Using visual displays to add details 
• Speaking audibly and completing sentences 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Turn and stalk routine in writing lesson component


Includes visual anchor charts 


One-on-one writing conferences
Partner tasks 


Few embedded lesson routines providing opportunities to practice oral language development and speaking and listening skills 
independently or providing performance tasks with integral speaking and listening components. 
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While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all kindergarten and grade one students, 
the materials must include supports for students to apply concepts of print, phonics, vocabulary development, syntax, and fluency in 
comprehending texts. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. 
All scaffolding and supports require ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple opportunities for students to 
demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade- level work. As text 
complexity increases, and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade- level access is 
equally important. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 


          1) weak 
 


Leveled instructional supports for ELL-
Emerging/expanding/bridging


Appropriate supports for all learners 
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-level 
text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ skills 
strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of knowledge 
supporting specific common core standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7d. The materials provide support for students with varying 
learning styles and modalities (i.e., there are provisions for 
print, digital, and other multimedia sources for information 
attainment). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7e. The materials include developmentally appropriate 
materials and instructional sequences specifically designed 
for students in the primary grades (such as role-play, songs, 
games, etc.). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


 


GR component - online tools for instructional recommendations 
based upon student assessment 


ELL instructiuonal supports included in Interactive RA lessons


DOKA Island - digital reading program with adaptive reading 
platform 


Games
Digital interactive games and tools
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7f. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be used 


to assess student understanding  and next instructional 
steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive   evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Integration of Interdisciplinary Content Standards; Building Knowledge Systematically 
              THEMATIC                 SPIRAL                 NGSS                 NVACSS                   SEL                  ELD 


 
1. Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 


Assessment suggestions included across lesson components; 
digital tools 


Lesson scaffolds and instructional supports are differentiated and grade-level appropriate. 


✔ ✔
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The guiding statements provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the 
texts WCSD is considering for adoption. To address the grade three standards, the submitted materials need to create the conditions 
for rich and robust discussion and writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, 
English Learners, students who are performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and academic 
language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in CCSS, 
Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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C1c.Thematerialsconsistentlyprovideopportunitiesto 
read both literary and informational texts in the grades three 
through five-text complexity band with scaffolding as needed at 
the high end of the range. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1d. Materials provide instructional content and strategies 
for grade-level vocabulary acquisition. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


This program looks like it has some good components, but not enough materials were submitted to form an opinion.
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At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw student attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent questions 
that address the grade three standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In grade three, and across all other grade 
levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade level should be expanded 
in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in order to foster independent 
reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple times and are aligned to 
district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a.The range of materials, both print and digital, 
allows teachers and students to explore content that 
coherently and systematically builds knowledge and 
vocabulary across subjects, themes, and topics. (See CCSS 
Appendix B for examples of grade-level knowledge demands.) 
Text sets also address a wide variety of student interests, and 
are likely to foster independent reading. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





5 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts including, but not limited to: 
• Fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures 
• Stories, drama, and poetry 
• Multiple stories by the same author 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1d.The range of informational texts include selections 
that: 
• Present historical events 
• Describe technical procedures 
• Present scientific ideas or concepts 
• Contain relevant visual representations of  information 
• Contain at least two texts on the same topic 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence              1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Not enough submitted







6 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language and domain- 
specific words and phrases. Text for grade three students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order 
thinking skills. There should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for 
conveying meaning, as well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require 
that the student refer to the text in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of 
questions—and should also require the student to begin comparing texts, authors, and opinions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but 
not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions to demonstrate 


understanding of a text, referring to the text as the basis 
for answers 


• Recounting stories, including fables, folktales, and myths 
from diverse cultures 


• Determining the central message, theme, or  idea  of a 
text, recounting key supporting details 


• Describing the characters in a story and explaining how 
their actions contribute to the sequence of events 


• Describing the relationship between a series of historical 
events, scientific concepts, or steps in technical procedures 


• Make inferences 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





7 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require students 
to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not limited to: 
• Determining the meaning of words and phrases used in 


a text, including general academic and domain-specific 
words, and distinguishing literal from nonliteral language 


• Referring to parts of stories, dramas, or poems, using terms 
such as chapter, scene, and stanza, and how the parts build 
on earlier sections 


• Distinguishing their own point of view from that of 
the author, narrator, or characters in a text 


• Using text features and search tools such as key words 
and side bars 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, including, 
but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the most important points 


and details presented in two texts on the same topic 
• Comparing and contrasting the themes, settings, and 


plots of stories 
• Explaining how specific aspects of a text’s 


illustrations contribute to what is described in 
words 


• Using information gained from illustrations 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Not enough submitted







8 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. For details on grade-level writing 
expectations and writing exemplars for grade three, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. 
The metrics below show key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and routinely include writing over 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) and 
extended time frames (for research, reflection, and revision) 
for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and 
audiences. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


1) weak 
 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, 
including: 
• Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a 


point of view with reasons 
• Writing informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic 


and convey ideas and information clearly 
• Writing narratives to develop real or imagined 


experiences or events using effective technique, 
descriptive details, and clear sequences of events 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore 
writer’s craft, demonstrate use of domain-specific words and 
phrases, and support student production of grade-level 
narrative, informational, and opinion writing. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





9 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the grade three writing 
standards, including: 
• Producing writing in which the development 


and organization  are  appropriate to the task and 
purpose 


• Developing and strengthening writing by planning, revising, 
and editing 


• Using technology to produce and publish writing, as well 
as to interact and collaborate with others 


Materials should also guide the teaching of specific 
components of grade three writing standards 1-3 (See CCSS). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources for 
students to conduct short research projects that build 
knowledge about a topic, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from print and digital sources 
• Taking brief notes on sources and sorting evidence 


into provided categories 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Not enough submitted



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





10 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


Materials provide guidance and support for explicit and systematic instruction and diagnostic support in grade-level phonics, 
vocabulary development, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order 
to focus on the major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Effective foundational skills instruction in grade three includes an 
explicit and systematic focus on phonics and practice in applying phonics for students who are struggling. Building word analysis 
skills and fluency must also be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the grade three Reading 
Standards for Foundational Skills, including phonics, word 
analysis, and reading with fluency to support 
comprehension. 
(Refer to CCSS, Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational skills in reading.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 


2) some 
 
 
        1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities for students 
to develop and apply word analysis and decoding 
skills, including: 


• Understanding grade-level vocabulary 
• Identifying and knowing the meaning of most 


common prefixes and derivational suffixes 
• Decoding words with common Latin suffixes 
• Understanding multisyllabic words in context 


and out of context 
• Reading grade-appropriate irregularly-spelled 


words 
• Self-correcting using word  recognition skills 


and context to confirm understanding 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/3/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf





11 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in reading grade-level 
prose and poetry with accuracy, at an appropriate rate, and 
with appropriate expression. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading grade-level texts with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Not enough submitted







12 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language skills 
and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills, knowledge, 
and vocabulary gained in preceding grades (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in grade three are designed to help build student 
understanding and use of: 
• Nouns (abstract, regular, and irregular) 
• Possessive pronouns 
• Regular and irregular verbs, and the simple verb tenses 
• Comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs 
• Coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in writing 


compound and complex sentences 
• Commas (such as in addresses and with quotations in 


dialogue) 
• Correct spelling and capitalization, applying knowledge of 


spelling patterns and generalizations in writing 
words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


Knowledge of Language 
5b. The materials support instruction on: 
• Choosing words and  phrases for effect 
• Recognizing differences between the conventions of 


spoken and written English 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





13 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5c. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for developing vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words 
• Using affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of 


words 
• Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to 


determine the meaning of words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


5d. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence             1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Not enough submitted







14 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression of 
communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If grade three students are 
able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or misunderstandings, their learning 
becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may differ from their own, and they 
learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t understand or need more 
clarification (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a.Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials 
provide a language framework that guides student 
participation in academic conversations, including the 
ability to: 
• Come to a discussion prepared 
• Follow agreed upon rules/roles 
• Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow 


up on information 
• Review key ideas and explain their own ideas 
• Differentiate between contexts for formal English 


and situations where informal discourse is 
appropriate 


• Use accurate, grade-appropriate conversational, general 
academic, and domain-specific words and phrases 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





15 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6b.Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials provide 
a language framework for student planning of effective 
presentations, focusing on: 
• How to report on a topic using evidence to present 


findings from their research 
• How to tell a story or recount an experience 
• How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to 


support ideas 
• How to speak in complete sentences when appropriate to 


the task and situation 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence             2) some evidence              1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Not enough submitted







16 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all grade three students, the materials 
must include supports for students to comprehend texts at the grades three through five-complexity band as required, and at the 
high end of this complexity band with scaffolding. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide 
strategies for vocabulary acquisition. All scaffolding and support requires ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide 
multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade-level work. As text 
complexity increases and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade-level access is 
equally important (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





17 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-
level text. 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ 
comprehension skills strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of 
knowledge supporting specific common core 
standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7d.The materials provide support for student 
learning through varying modalities (i.e., there are 
provisions for print, digital, and other multimedia sources 
for information attainment). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


 







18 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7e. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of  challenging  and complete text that can be 


used to assess student understanding and next 
instructional steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 
 


1 Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 


Not enough submitted
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             TIM-01 ELA 


Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  


1 **ALL scores of a 1 are due to limited sample sent and no current digital access.


1
1


1


1 Reading research provided is good, but program is not field-tested.


1
1 Unsure of actual size of print in materials
1 Hard to tell


1 Unsure
1 Some


10


Literacy ? Scholastic


2018 ELA/K
?


?
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  


2
1 Unsure due to incomplete K sample


1
1
1 Possibly but hard to tell


1
1
1
1


1
1
1
1


2
1


2


1
1


21
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      


1 Unsure
1


1
2


1
6


1
1


1


3


40
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ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE K-1 2  


 
Assessing text complexity in kindergarten and grade one is more a qualitative than quantitative process. The guiding statements 
provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the texts—particularly 
anchor texts—WCSD is considering for adoption. Anchor texts are materials designed to serve as the central unifying tool for the 
development of reading comprehension. While evaluations of text complexity formally begin with grade two, student reading 
materials, texts, and other materials in kindergarten and grade one need to create the conditions for rich and robust discussion and 
writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, English Learners, students who are 
performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and 
academic language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in 
CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE K-1 3  


C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to 
read both literary and informational texts. For student reading 
materials in kindergarten and grade one, refer to the Alignment 
Criteria for Foundational Skills (4a-4d of this 
document).Read- aloud anchor texts should fall within or 
above the grades two through three text complexity band. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw students’ attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent 
questions that address the kindergarten and grade one standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In kindergarten and grade one, and 
across all other grade levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade 
level should be expanded in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in 
order to foster independent reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple 
times and are aligned to district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State 
Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 
teachers and students to explore content that coherently 
and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across 
subjects, themes, and topics. This applies especially to texts 
read aloud by the teacher, which should promote speaking 
and listening about topics under study in kindergarten and 
grade one. (See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade-level 
knowledge demands.) Text sets also address a wide variety of 
student interests, and are likely to foster independent reading. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and   appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts, including poems and stories with relevant illustrations. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1d. The range of informational texts include: 
• At least two selections on the same topic 
• Selections with various text features such as headings, 


tables of contents, glossaries, and illustrations 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


            4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence           1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language. Texts for 
kindergarten and grade one students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order thinking skills. There 
should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for conveying meaning, as 
well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require that the student refer to the text 
in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of questions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions about key details in the text 
• Retelling familiar stories, including key details 
• Identifying and describing characters, settings, and major 


events in a story 
• Identifying the main topic of a text 
• Describing the connection between two individuals, events, 


or ideas in a text 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not 
limited to: 
• Determining the meanings of unknown words and phrases 


in stories, poems, and informational texts 
• Recognizing and explaining the differences between 


common types of text both literary (such as storybooks 
and poems) and informational 


• Naming the author and illustrator and describing their roles 
in telling the story or presenting ideas 


• Recognizing and using various features in informational 
texts (such as headings or glossaries) to locate information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and 
tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters in 


stories 
• Describing the key ideas conveyed in illustrations 
• Identifying reasons authors give to support points and the 


similarities between two texts on the same topic 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive  evidence              3) sufficient  evidence               2) some evidence                     1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. In kindergarten and grade one, 
students perform age-appropriate writing tasks and assignments with support and guidance from the teacher. For details on text 
types and purposes, production and distribution of writing, research to build and present knowledge, and the range of writing in 
kindergarten and grade one, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. The metrics below show 
key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and materials a reorganized to 
elicit responses to sources in age-appropriate ways. 
This might include activities such as dictation or making 
pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing, with 
support from the teacher. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, including: 
• Opinion writing, in which students introduce atopic or 


name a book, state an opinion, and supply a reason for the 
opinion (using a combination of drawing, dictating, and 
writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Informative/explanatory writing, in which students name a 
topic and supply facts about the topic (using a combination 
of drawing, dictating, and writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Narrative writing, in which students recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, including details about 
what happened (using a combination of drawing, dictating, 
and writing at the kindergarten level) 


            
          4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore writer’s 
craft and support student production of grade-level opinion, 
informational, and narrative writing. 


           4) extensive 
 
 


          3) sufficient 
 
 


          2) some 
 
 


          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing 
standards, including: 
• Focusing on a topic, responding to questions from 


peers, and adding details to strengthen writing as 
needed 


• Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources 
for students to participate in shared research and 
writing projects, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from provided sources 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient   evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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Effective instruction on foundational skills in kindergarten and grade one includes explicit and systematic lessons and diagnostic 
support in concepts of print, the alphabetic principle, phonics, phonological awareness, vocabulary development and word 
recognition, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to focus on the 
major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Building these foundational skills must be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the kindergarten and 
grade one Reading Standards for Foundational Skills (CCSS), 
including concepts of print, phonological awareness, 
letter recognition, phonics, word recognition, and reading 
fluency in a research-based and transparent progression. 
(Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational reading skills.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities that allow 
for systematic and frequent practice of all foundational 
skills through such features as engaging texts, games, digital 
materials, etc. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/K/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/1/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in encoding (spelling) 
and decoding (reading) the sound symbol relationships 
of English. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading emergent reader texts 
for kindergarten and grade-level texts for grade one with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language 
skills and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and 
knowledge (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in kindergarten and grade one are designed to help 
build student understanding and use of: 
• Upper- and lower-case letters 
• Question words 
• Recognition and use of end punctuation 
• Frequently occurring nouns in kindergarten, and common, 


proper, and possessive nouns by grade one 
• Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten, and use of verbs 


to convey past, present, and future actions in grade 
one 


• Complete sentence in kindergarten, and compound 
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory 
sentences in grade one 


• Capitalization of the first word in a sentence in 
kindergarten, and of dates and names of people in 
grade one 


• Correct spelling,  by sounding out simple words 
phonetically in kindergarten and applying common 
spelling patterns to spell words in grade one 


Grade One 
• Regular plural nouns, with matching verbs 
• Personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns 
• Conjunctions and determiners, such as articles or 


demonstratives 
• Frequently occurring adjectives 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5b. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Identifying new meanings for familiar words in kindergarten 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words in grade one 
• Using frequently occurring inflections and affixes as clues 


to the meaning of words 
• Using root words(such as look) and their inflectional forms 


(looks, looked, looking) in grade one 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


5c. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression 
of communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If 
kindergarten and grade one students are able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or 
misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may 
differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t 
understand or need more clarification. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide 
a frame that guides student participation in 
academic conversations by: 
• Agreeing on rules for discussion, taking turns speaking 
• Confirming understanding of texts read aloud 
• Asking and answering questions to clarify and gather 


information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


6b. Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials include 
tasks that promote oral responses in a range of 
collaborative discussions, and support students in: 
• Describing people, places, things, and events 
• Using visual displays to add details 
• Speaking audibly and completing sentences 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all kindergarten and grade one students, 
the materials must include supports for students to apply concepts of print, phonics, vocabulary development, syntax, and fluency in 
comprehending texts. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. 
All scaffolding and supports require ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple opportunities for students to 
demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade- level work. As text 
complexity increases, and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade- level access is 
equally important. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 


          1) weak 
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-level 
text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ skills 
strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of knowledge 
supporting specific common core standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7d. The materials provide support for students with varying 
learning styles and modalities (i.e., there are provisions for 
print, digital, and other multimedia sources for information 
attainment). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7e. The materials include developmentally appropriate 
materials and instructional sequences specifically designed 
for students in the primary grades (such as role-play, songs, 
games, etc.). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7f. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be used 


to assess student understanding  and next instructional 
steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive   evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Integration of Interdisciplinary Content Standards; Building Knowledge Systematically 
              THEMATIC                 SPIRAL                 NGSS                 NVACSS                   SEL                  ELD 


 
1. Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters ideas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful sty l e and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: Scholastic is the biggest producer of texts for schools and they have a wealth of texts to supply students. The texts are designed to read multiple times and convey a lesson/message across the unit. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1b The materials consistently include short challenging and complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academiclanguageworthyofclosereadingSeeexemplarsin CCSS Appendix B: Shared reading, interactive reading, guided reading texts are of rich and related content. Texts designed for students to read multiple times and lesson plans destined to carry students from understanding to extending. 

		C1c The materials consistently provide opportunities to readbothliteraryandinformationaltextsForstudentreading mater i alsin k i ndergartenand gradeonerefertothe A l i gnment Criteria for Foundational Skills 4a4d of this documentReadaloud anchor texts should fall within or above the grades two through three text complexity band: Mentor texts provided with each week. Lots of informational and literary texts available. 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: Lots of reading material at varied levels for students and all surrounding a topic or theme for building a knowledge base. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1a The range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherently and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across subjectsthemesand topicsThisappliesespecially totexts readaloudbytheteacherwhichshouldpromotespeaking andlisteningabouttopicsunderstudyinkindergartenand gradeone See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade l evel knowledgedemandsTextsetsalsoaddressawidevarietyof studentinterestsandarelikelytofosterindependentreading: Shared reading and mentor texts designed to build knowledge, SEL component within each unit. Micro workshops surrounding the texts promote speaking and listening skills. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of h i gh qual i ty cu l tural l y responsive and appropriate topics andthemesTextsfrom diverse cultures reflect the same highquality features that are demanded of all texts: Not sure. Texts not provided. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1cMaterialsincludearich anddiverse sampling ofliterary texts i nc l ud i ng poems and stories with re l evant illustrations: Of samples provided, the pictures look relevant and engaging but only 1 story on kinder level is available. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1d The range of informational texts include  At least two selections on the same topic  Select i ons with var i ous text features such as headings tablesof contentsglossaries andillustrations: Materials say thematically aligned authentic fiction and non fiction literature but not outlined specific number and no text available to view text features. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1e Student reading materials contain a range of increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to build students ability to comprehend complex text and expand vocabulary throughout the school year: The RFP says so...

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: Perhaps there is more evidence in the complete unit but by the samples provided, there is only some evidence. More examples are needed to know for sure. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text includingbutnot limited to  Askingandanswer i ngquestionsaboutkeydetailsinthetext  Retelling familiar stories including key details  Ident i fy i ng and describing characters sett i ngs and major events in astory  Identifying the main topic of a text  Describing the connection between two individualsevents or ideas in a text: Questions in unit 3 day 1:
What does the author want me to know? What does the author already think I know? 

Unit 3 day 4:
What subjects do the facts tell about?
What do some of the pictures show?

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend tothetext including but not limited to  Determ i n i ng the meanings of unknown words andphrases in stories poems and informational texts  Recognizing and explaining the differences between common types of text both literary such as storybooks and poems and informational  Namingtheauthorandillustratoranddescribingtheirroles in telling the story or presenting ideas  Recognizingandusingvariousfeaturesininformational texts such as headings or glossar i es to l ocate i nformat i on: Questions in unit 3 day 2: 
WHy do you think the author uses this phrase?
What do these words tell you about how locust red pods move?
What do you think you will red about on the next page? 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2c Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Questions and tasks requirestudentstoexplicitlyattendtothetext including but not limitedto  Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters i n stories  Describing thekeyideas conveyed in illustrations  Identifyingreasonsauthors give to supportpoints andthe similarities between two texts on the same topic: Questions from Unit 3 day 2:

What place does this picture dhow? What kinds of seeds are found here? What animals moves seeds on this page? 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: Questions related to the text and students must use it to answer questions. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what students are reading and materials a reorganized to elicit responses to sources in ageappropriate ways This might include activities such as dictation or making pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing with support from the teacher: Assignment: Encourage children to think about "Flip, Float, Fly" as they complete these sentences:
Maple seeds _____.
______ grow as round as globes.
Raindrops can _________.

Then have them write 3 sentences about things that flip folate or fly. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Opinion writing inwhich studentsintroduceatopic or nameabookstateanopinionandsupply areasonforthe opinionusing acombinationof drawingdictatingand writing at the kindergarten level  Informativeexplanatory writing in which students name a topic and supply facts about the topic using a combination ofdrawing dictating and writingatthe kindergarten level  Narrativewritinginwhichstudentsrecounttwoormore appropriately sequencedeventsincluding detailsabout what happened us i ng a combinat i on of draw i ng dictat i ng and writing at the kindergarten level: Unit 3 is clear that students are writing informative/explanatory

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3c Reading mater i als can serve as models to explore writers craft and support student production of gradelevel opinion informational and narrative writing: Have children begin gathering facts to answer the unit question: how do writers help you care about trees and plants? 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materials include explicit support to teachers either intheteacherseditionorclassroommaterialsforwriting instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing standards including  Focusing on a topic responding to questions from peers andadding detailstostrengthenwritingas needed  Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing including in collaboration with peers: Yes, writers workshop components in unit 3- writing together and revising. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3e Materials provide opportunities and resources for students to participate in shared research and writing projects including  Recalling information from experiences  Gathering information from provided sources: Have children being gather facts to answer the unit question; how do writers help you care about trees and plants? 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: Sufficient evidence provided in unit 3.  If all units are this strong, extensive evidence would be an accurate rating. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4a Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicitandsystematicinstructionofthekindergartenand gradeoneReadingStandardsfor FoundationalSkillsCCSS including concepts of print phonological awareness letter recognitionphonics wordrecognitionandreading fluencyin a researchbased and transparent progression Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the advancement of foundational reading skills: Each week has phonics and word study, developing writing traits, daily writing/grammar and mechanics, strategies
Also daily practice on digital literacy forum. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4bMaterialsincludeavarietyofopportunitiesthatallow forsystematicandfrequent practiceof all foundational skills through suchfeatures as engagingtexts games digital materials etc: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Mater i a l s provide regu l ar pract i ce in encoding spe l l i ng and decoding reading the sound symbol relationships of English: Spelling Well lesson for each day on encoding and conventions. 
Decodable readers and practice available daily too. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4dMaterialsguidestudentsinreadingemergentreadertexts for kindergarten and gradelevel texts for grade one with purpose and understanding making frequent connections betweentheacquisition offoundationalskills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: Foundational skills planned for daily. Attended to in whole and small group. Digital learning supports too. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5a There is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextua l i zed approach i n dai l y i nstruct i on Mater i als and tasksinkindergarten andgradeonearedesignedto help build student understanding and use of  Upperand lowercaseletters  Question words  Recognition and use of end punctuation  Frequently occurr i ng nouns in k i ndergarten and common proper and possessive nouns by grade one  Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten and use of verbs toconvey past present and futureactions ingrade one  Complete sentence in kindergarten and compound dec l arat i ve i nterrogat i ve i mperat i ve and exc l amatory sentences in gradeone  Capitalizationofthefirstword inasentence in k i ndergarten and of dates and names of people in gradeone  Correct spelling by sounding out simple words phonetically in kindergarten and applying common spelling patterns to spell words in grade one Grade One  Regular plural nouns with matching verbs  Personal possessive and indefinite pronouns  Conjunctions and determiners such as art i c l es or demonstratives  Frequently occurringadjectives: Evidence in unit 3
Conventions poster
Sentences tell what doe one or something did
"Temporary" spelling while figuring it out
Discuss why spelling is important. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5bThe materialsprovidecontextsupportand strategies for teaching vocabularyacquisition skills including  Identifyingnew meaningsforfamiliar wordsin kindergarten  Us i ng sentencelevel context clues to unlock the meaning of words in grade one  Us i ng frequently occurring i nf l ect i ons and aff i xes as clues to the meaning of words  Usingrootwordssuchaslookandtheirinflectionalforms looks looked looking in grade one: Unit 3:
Action words, 


		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS5c The materials provide embedded opportunities for studentstoencounterand developanunderstanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings: Didn't see this in unit 3

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_6: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6a Comprehension and Collaboration Materials provide a frame that guides student participation in academic conversations by  Agreeing onrulesfordiscussiontaking turnsspeaking  Confirming understanding of texts read aloud  Ask i ng and answer i ng questions to c l ar i fy and gather information: Meta cognition has 2 lessons in unit 3

No notice of rules for discussion and turn taking, however, all lessons have oral/listening components. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6b Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas Materials include tasks that promote oral responses in a range of collaborative discussions and support students in  Describing people places things and events  Using visual displays to add details  Speaking audibly and completing sentences: Students work together to answer each unit's essential question through synthesis of texts.  
Additionally, writing assignments encourage brainstorming prior to writing and eliciting feedback after. 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_7: Each lesson has speaking and listening components. Students must work together to create essential understandings, brainstorm, and elicit feedback on writing. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames  Repeatedgrammatical structures and language: Supports for different levels and ELs outlined in teacher materials. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs and charts  Maps and photographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignalsequenceoroffercluestomeaning suchas where when and how key events occur: Yes. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c Thematerialsaredesignedto supportteacher instruction by use of  Expl i c i t i nstruct i onal direct i ons accompanied by mater i als that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and that buildstudentabilitytoreadandcomprehendgrade l evel text  Strategies to gradually i ncrease difficulty as students ski l l s strengthen  Strategiestosupportstudentacquisitionofknowledge supporting specific common corestandards  Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance for introducing new concepts and skills  Clear guidance for documenting student progress toward meeting gradelevelstandards: Stated goals and objectives are not outlined nor are they connected to standards...the material says that online lesson planning materials have standards though.  

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThe materials provide supportfor students with varying learningstylesand modalitiesiethereareprovisionsfor print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: Digital resources available. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include developmentally appropriate mater i als and i nstruct i ona l sequences specifically designed for students in the pr i mary grades such as roleplay songs games etc: Could be more playfulness 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7f The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance l evels and needs based on assessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces ofchallengingandcomplete text thatcanbeused to assess student understanding  and next instructional steps  Reading selections and questions that progress in a logica l sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasks for students who areon target for meeting gradelevelexpectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fallbehind: Assessments available online and teacher materials help get birds eye view of student performance. 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_8: Assessments available, differentiation outlined in teacher's materials, digital experiences for students to access independently. 

		Check Box1: Yes

		Check Box2: Off

		Check Box3: Off

		Check Box4: Yes

		Check Box5: Yes

		Check Box6: Off

		Group1: Choice2

		Group2: Choice2

		Group3: Choice1

		Group4: Choice2

		Group5: Choice2

		Group6: Choice3

		Group7: Choice3

		Group8: Choice3

		Group9: Choice3

		Group10: Choice3

		Group11: Choice2

		Group12: Choice2

		Group13: Choice2

		Group14: Choice2

		Group15: Choice2

		Group16: Choice2

		Group17: Choice2

		Group18: Choice2

		Group19: Choice2

		Group20: Choice2

		Group21: Choice2

		Group22: Choice2

		Group23: Choice2

		Group24: Choice2

		Group25: Choice2

		Group26: Choice2

		Group27: Choice3

		Group28: Choice4

		Group29: Choice3

		Group30: Choice3

		Group31: Choice2

		Group32: Choice2

		Group33: Choice2

		Group34: Choice2

		Group35: Choice3

		Group36: Choice2

		Group37: Choice3

		Group38: Choice2

		Group39: Choice2
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



ebadger

Text Box

20.ELAState.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: X

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: X

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: X

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: X

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: X

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: X

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: X

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 8

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 5

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: X

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: X

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: X

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: X

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: X

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: X

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: X

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: X

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: X

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: X

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: X

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: X

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: X

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: X

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 18

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 9

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: X

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: X

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: X

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: X

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: X

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 2

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 4

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: X

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: X

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 4

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 1

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 51

		Title: Scholastic Literacy

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: Scholastic

		Copyright Date: 2018

		Subject/Grade Level: K

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



EBadger

Text Box

26.StateELA.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 1

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 1

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 1

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 1

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 1

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 2

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 1

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 1

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 1

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 2

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 1

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 1

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 1

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 2

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 1

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 1

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 1

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 1

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 1

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 1

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 1

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 1

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 1

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 1

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 1

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 1

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 2

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 17

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 1

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 1

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 1

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 1

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 1

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 0

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 5

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 1

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 1

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 0

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 3

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 4

		Title: Scholastic Literacy

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: Scholastic 

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: Kindergarten 

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



EBadger

Text Box

27.StateELA.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 1

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: Not in sample, may be in actual materials.

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 2

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 1

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 2

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 1

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 2

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 2

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: Based on what I see from the sample

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 1

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 2

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 1

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 2

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 1

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 2

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 2

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 2

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 2

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 2

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 1

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 2

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 1

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 2

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 2

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 2

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 2

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 1

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 1

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 1

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 2

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 1

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 

		Title: Scholastic Literacy

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: Scholastic

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: K-5

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 
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Assessing text complexity in kindergarten and grade one is more a qualitative than quantitative process. The guiding statements 
provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the texts—particularly 
anchor texts—WCSD is considering for adoption. Anchor texts are materials designed to serve as the central unifying tool for the 
development of reading comprehension. While evaluations of text complexity formally begin with grade two, student reading 
materials, texts, and other materials in kindergarten and grade one need to create the conditions for rich and robust discussion and 
writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, English Learners, students who are 
performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and 
academic language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in 
CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Thematic, complex texts that go deep throughout


No scope and sequence with themed stories provided, sample 
week does seem to show depth and complexity and close 
reading



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to 
read both literary and informational texts. For student reading 
materials in kindergarten and grade one, refer to the Alignment 
Criteria for Foundational Skills (4a-4d of this 
document).Read- aloud anchor texts should fall within or 
above the grades two through three text complexity band. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Can not find a value with literary and informational texts. 
Leveled readers seem to have a variety of both.
4a. Foundational skills daily
4b. Digital games, texts for students. Unknown for teachers
4c.
Encoding within foundational skills, decoding within leveled 
library and guided reading
4d. Leveled reader library, guided reading curric provides 
teaching cards with TD and TS questions and understanding/
cinnections
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At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw students’ attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent 
questions that address the kindergarten and grade one standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In kindergarten and grade one, and 
across all other grade levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade 
level should be expanded in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in 
order to foster independent reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple 
times and are aligned to district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State 
Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 
teachers and students to explore content that coherently 
and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across 
subjects, themes, and topics. This applies especially to texts 
read aloud by the teacher, which should promote speaking 
and listening about topics under study in kindergarten and 
grade one. (See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade-level 
knowledge demands.) Text sets also address a wide variety of 
student interests, and are likely to foster independent reading. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and   appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Print materials for teacher, nothing digital known of, students 
have games and texts online. 6 themes for 6 weeks, Curricilum 
correlated throughout theme. Shared reading, interactive 
reading. Spiraled thematic program


Program notes that it does but unseen due to lack of story scope 
and sequence



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts, including poems and stories with relevant illustrations. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1d. The range of informational texts include: 
• At least two selections on the same topic 
• Selections with various text features such as headings, 


tables of contents, glossaries, and illustrations 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


            4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence           1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Only viewed sample and scope and sequence of leveled books


Yes in sample provided


Large leveled library
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Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language. Texts for 
kindergarten and grade one students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order thinking skills. There 
should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for conveying meaning, as 
well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require that the student refer to the text 
in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of questions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions about key details in the text 
• Retelling familiar stories, including key details 
• Identifying and describing characters, settings, and major 


events in a story 
• Identifying the main topic of a text 
• Describing the connection between two individuals, events, 


or ideas in a text 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not 
limited to: 
• Determining the meanings of unknown words and phrases 


in stories, poems, and informational texts 
• Recognizing and explaining the differences between 


common types of text both literary (such as storybooks 
and poems) and informational 


• Naming the author and illustrator and describing their roles 
in telling the story or presenting ideas 


• Recognizing and using various features in informational 
texts (such as headings or glossaries) to locate information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and 
tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters in 


stories 
• Describing the key ideas conveyed in illustrations 
• Identifying reasons authors give to support points and the 


similarities between two texts on the same topic 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive  evidence              3) sufficient  evidence               2) some evidence                     1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. In kindergarten and grade one, 
students perform age-appropriate writing tasks and assignments with support and guidance from the teacher. For details on text 
types and purposes, production and distribution of writing, research to build and present knowledge, and the range of writing in 
kindergarten and grade one, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. The metrics below show 
key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and materials a reorganized to 
elicit responses to sources in age-appropriate ways. 
This might include activities such as dictation or making 
pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing, with 
support from the teacher. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, including: 
• Opinion writing, in which students introduce atopic or 


name a book, state an opinion, and supply a reason for the 
opinion (using a combination of drawing, dictating, and 
writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Informative/explanatory writing, in which students name a 
topic and supply facts about the topic (using a combination 
of drawing, dictating, and writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Narrative writing, in which students recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, including details about 
what happened (using a combination of drawing, dictating, 
and writing at the kindergarten level) 


            
          4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore writer’s 
craft and support student production of grade-level opinion, 
informational, and narrative writing. 


           4) extensive 
 
 


          3) sufficient 
 
 


          2) some 
 
 


          1) weak 


Intro text correlates to theme


Unknown



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing 
standards, including: 
• Focusing on a topic, responding to questions from 


peers, and adding details to strengthen writing as 
needed 


• Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources 
for students to participate in shared research and 
writing projects, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from provided sources 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient   evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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Effective instruction on foundational skills in kindergarten and grade one includes explicit and systematic lessons and diagnostic 
support in concepts of print, the alphabetic principle, phonics, phonological awareness, vocabulary development and word 
recognition, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to focus on the 
major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Building these foundational skills must be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the kindergarten and 
grade one Reading Standards for Foundational Skills (CCSS), 
including concepts of print, phonological awareness, 
letter recognition, phonics, word recognition, and reading 
fluency in a research-based and transparent progression. 
(Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational reading skills.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities that allow 
for systematic and frequent practice of all foundational 
skills through such features as engaging texts, games, digital 
materials, etc. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3 programs for students needs



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/K/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/1/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in encoding (spelling) 
and decoding (reading) the sound symbol relationships 
of English. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading emergent reader texts 
for kindergarten and grade-level texts for grade one with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language 
skills and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and 
knowledge (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in kindergarten and grade one are designed to help 
build student understanding and use of: 
• Upper- and lower-case letters 
• Question words 
• Recognition and use of end punctuation 
• Frequently occurring nouns in kindergarten, and common, 


proper, and possessive nouns by grade one 
• Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten, and use of verbs 


to convey past, present, and future actions in grade 
one 


• Complete sentence in kindergarten, and compound 
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory 
sentences in grade one 


• Capitalization of the first word in a sentence in 
kindergarten, and of dates and names of people in 
grade one 


• Correct spelling,  by sounding out simple words 
phonetically in kindergarten and applying common 
spelling patterns to spell words in grade one 


Grade One 
• Regular plural nouns, with matching verbs 
• Personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns 
• Conjunctions and determiners, such as articles or 


demonstratives 
• Frequently occurring adjectives 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Grammar and mechanics taught along with writing. Would like to 
see scope and sequence of skills though



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5b. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Identifying new meanings for familiar words in kindergarten 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words in grade one 
• Using frequently occurring inflections and affixes as clues 


to the meaning of words 
• Using root words(such as look) and their inflectional forms 


(looks, looked, looking) in grade one 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


5c. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Yes correlated to theme. Scope and sequence of vocabulary and 
comprehension skills provided
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To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression 
of communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If 
kindergarten and grade one students are able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or 
misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may 
differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t 
understand or need more clarification. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide 
a frame that guides student participation in 
academic conversations by: 
• Agreeing on rules for discussion, taking turns speaking 
• Confirming understanding of texts read aloud 
• Asking and answering questions to clarify and gather 


information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


6b. Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials include 
tasks that promote oral responses in a range of 
collaborative discussions, and support students in: 
• Describing people, places, things, and events 
• Using visual displays to add details 
• Speaking audibly and completing sentences 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Turn and talk sections, reflect and discuss, plenty of dok TD and 
TS questions
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While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all kindergarten and grade one students, 
the materials must include supports for students to apply concepts of print, phonics, vocabulary development, syntax, and fluency in 
comprehending texts. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. 
All scaffolding and supports require ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple opportunities for students to 
demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade- level work. As text 
complexity increases, and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade- level access is 
equally important. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 


          1) weak 
 


Frames found in Formative assessments and ELD support
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-level 
text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ skills 
strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of knowledge 
supporting specific common core standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7d. The materials provide support for students with varying 
learning styles and modalities (i.e., there are provisions for 
print, digital, and other multimedia sources for information 
attainment). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7e. The materials include developmentally appropriate 
materials and instructional sequences specifically designed 
for students in the primary grades (such as role-play, songs, 
games, etc.). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


 


No beyond or below grade level strategies found for 
differentiation very clear teacher guidelines in TE
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7f. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be used 


to assess student understanding  and next instructional 
steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive   evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Integration of Interdisciplinary Content Standards; Building Knowledge Systematically 
              THEMATIC                 SPIRAL                 NGSS                 NVACSS                   SEL                  ELD 


 
1. Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 


Can not find and suggestions for interventions. There is 
extended learning


✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



ebadger

Text Box

11.StateELA.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 1

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 1

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: Only a sample with 1 chapter. 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 1

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: Unable to determine

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 1

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: Research presented was general/about reading. Not stats on this program.

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 2

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 2

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 2

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 1

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: Unable to determine. End of unit task not avail in sample.

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 2

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 14

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 1

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: Unable to see enough to thoroughly eval

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 1

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 1

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 2

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate:  1

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: Not seen in sample

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 1

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: "

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 1

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: "

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 1

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: "

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 1

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: "

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 1

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: "

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 2

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research:  1

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving:  1

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: "

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 25

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 1

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: Whole group only

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 2

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 1

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 1

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: Inadequate. Only in sidebars.

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 1

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 6

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 1

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: Unable to determine

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 1

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 3

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 42

		Title: Literacy

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: Scholastic

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: 

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 








2018-2019 WCSD CAP K-5 ELA Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component. 


1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Program -


Does not occur Sometimes 


occurs Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, and print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13


13







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
https://www.evidenceforessa.org/


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


10 11 12 13





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Group1: Choice2

		Group3: Choice4

		Group4: Choice4

		Evaluator Number: 31

		Text1: 1-game based learning, digital access to trade books, text collections, leveled texts. No evidence of TM version
2. Interactive white board lessons, built-in online features, T can integrate own lessons-some features available offline, S texts available through eReader, iRead adaptive 30" videos before lessons
3. All components for T and S on multiple devices-T can annotate lessons; E Big Book, E Presentation
4. S and T digital platforms, performance tasks, book trailers (book talks) with optional S response]
5. E resources and videos for T, share reading/audio books/video library/context lessons/recording forms; reading record app
6. Discounted digital library (subscription) for gr. 4-5
7. Digital TM w/ embedded links for PD and other digital resources; all web resources are designed for T
8. Online lesson planner, family letters, TM, EL resources, Activities, videos, digital library, student eEdition
9. online assessments, interactive resources and instruction for entire program, videos, e-books, online parent letters and activities
10. All is accessible except 2nd grade chapter books; interactive activities, videos, worksheets; online games
11. Home use available for different devices and OS (ind. rdg., vocabulary, foundational skills)
12. Could find no evidence
13. Completely web-based

		Text3: 1. Baseline, module-level (writing, speaking, listening), anchor-text assessments, summative/end of unit with optional online, close read books, assessment book
2. Throughout daily lessons, 4 pt. rubrics, weekly tests with accommodation tips, EL formative ideas, quick-write ideas weekly, PM assessments (K-2 foundational, 1-5 ORF), running records
3. Benchmark (phonics, alpha knowledge, vocab, comprehension, grammar), fluency component with 3x/year benchmark and weekly checks
4. Weekly separate story with mult.choice/short answer, end of unit assessments, 
5. Summative and formative assessments with monitoring resources, reading record app
6. Beg/Middle/End of year benchmarks, mid/end of unit assessments (spelling, word recognition, comprehension, fluency), formative opportunities in each lesson, check for understanding, pre-made checklists and student record sheets
7. Small group placement tests, formative observational checklists, summative master/CRT (benchmark)
8. Check/re-teach embedded in daily lessons, fluency monitoring, weekly/unit tests, benchmark tests
9. Formative built into end of each mini (daily) lesson, 4 interim assessments, weekly/end of unit, text evidence question cards per each text)
10. Online assessments with auto-scoring, printable tests, closure activities, skills book, no evidence of PM
11. SEL competencies, formative assessment guidance throughout each unit, web-based data monitoring
12. Formal assessments, closure and guidance with questions at end of each lesson and assessment guidance
13. Reading rate, text-dependent questions, online lesson assessments, eBooks have mult.choice and short answer, Foundational assessments

		Text5: 1. Interactive audio digital tests, videos; read to self/working on writing/listening to reading/read to someone/word work; gives support ideas/hints for EL and struggling readers/accelerated readers
2. Whole group/small group/independent; differentiated Spanish vocabulary; leveled readers; EL support with ideas/suggestions, cross curricular connections; think alludes, special EL tab in TM
3. DI and EL support for every lesson, tips for EL (approaching, on, beyond); essential questions; worksheets for intervention groups; ELL kit; close reads
4. EL scaffolding support; weekly digital target lessons for EL; online learning components/games; visual vocab cards/workstation activity cards; Cole read exemplars mixed in weekly lessons
5. Interactive read-aloud/shared reading/guided reading/indep. rdg with conferring; Whole to small to indep. With class library
6. Read aloud so; strong writing component; language studio supports EL 5 proficiency levels (separate from whole group); heavy in phonological awareness (k-2)
7. DI small group reading (k-2), leveled readers, strategies/modifications for EL in TM; built in phonics in intervention (SIPPS); ELL notes embedded in weekly lessons
8. DI tips for special learners, above/below, EL embedded in daily lessons; whole/small group instruction, small group reading guidance separate TM
9. Shared reading, read aloud so, close reads; embedded meeting needs of S with disabilities/advanced learnings; K-2 foundational skills; EL supports in separate TM (shorter versions of advanced text with visuals
10. EL support tips; DI tips for below/on/above levels; closure "tuck in" for last 10 minutes to reinforce/extend skills; skill building book
11. Shared reading, interactive reading, phonics/word study; T tips for EL groups (emerging, expanding, bridging); articulation and transfer tips about English/Spanish differences, extensions of text/lesson; DI guidance on writing, scripted Think Alouds; Metacognitive mini-lessons with interactive texts
12. Guiding questions/big ideas; SEL focus; end of lesson "meeting students' needs" guidance
13. Reader's Theater/leveled books/decodable and phonics; Close reads; PBL packs; E books have read/listen options; very leveled; Spanish eReaders 

		Text6: 1. books/titles are both cartoonish and with photographs; diversity represented in texts and covers
2. Diverse authors with mini-bios relative to text; texts represent multiple ethnicities past and present
3. Lots of cartoon stories; titles represent diversity ("Fighting Discrimination", "Monsoons", "Growing up in Cuba"...)
4. Titles, stories represent wide degree of diversity
5. Lots of "photo" titles, high level of diversity
6. Civilizations from around the world and important contributions (e.g. Excerpts from Rosa Parks and other diverse bios)
7. Embedded SEL; student and read-aloud texts are varied and represent diverse population son throughout history
8. Multi-cultural stories; fiction/non-fiction texts show diverse representations
9. Diverse texts (topics) by diverse sets of authors
10. Book club contains authentic literature of different genres from different cultures
11. Very cartoonish/animals in primary grades; US presidents and topical figures in upper grades
12. Uses trade books not included with demo but knowledge of them tells me they represent diverse cultures
13. Books are somewhat diverse to the extend of looking at the limited sample

		Text7: 1. Colorful; sturdy and colorful word/letter cards; sturdy Big Books
2. Colorful, picturesque, heavy duty; 
3. All materials colorful, easy to read
4. All durable and colorful
5. High quality, lots of materials and resources; instructional/lesson cards in lieu of TM
6. TM are spiral and separated by units, consumables are typical and by unit; nothing is hardbound-not even student readers
7. TMs and consumables are book binding and spiral binding
8. TM and S books are heavy duty and colorful
9. Lots of materials (all appropriate heavy -duty) and come in separate boxes
10. Small TM but of quality
11. Limited due to samples but appear high quality; bright and engaging
12. TM's are book bound
13. All online unless printing leveled books

		Text8: 1. No evidence of research save for development research shared in product paperwork
2. Strong evidence for K-2 foundational components
3. Significantly positive and negative results
4. No significant positive results (vendor research done in Miami-Dade area)
5. No studies met inclusion requirements
6. No studies met inclusion requirements
7. No studies met inclusion requirements
8. Promising, content-based core ESL program
9. No data
10. Moderate: only K-2 studies completed
11. No studies found
12. No studies met inclusion requirements
13. No studies met inclusion requirements


		Text9: 1. Parents get letter at beg of year with intro to program and how to access e-resources. HW assignments may come from student workbook but not explicit
2. Online component but no evidence of specific HW or home connections. Workbook has spelling, language/grammar, and comprehension
3. Nothing specific to HW but plenty of consumable books and all anchor and leveled texts available digitally
4. Letters to parents in multiple languages; consumables offer HW opportunities but nothing explicit
5. Could not find evidence of HW component
6. Take home copies of student readers; family letters with each lesson and "home learning suggestions: consumable for each unit can be used
7. Family letter for end of each week with words/meanings and suggestions. No evidence of explicit HW but consumables and reading logs available
8. Online decodable/practice texts, family letters, consumables could be used but nothing explicit found
9. Monthly calendar with simple and engaging daily activity. Very interactive and easy to read. Requires parent to read to or with student and guiding question
10. Parent portal offers parents at-home activities, message board with teacher and Eng/Span take-home letters
11. 3 web-based components usable on variety of devices. Grade level literacy guide for families (Eng/Span) with tips for parents. No specific HW guidelines found
12. Special section at end of each unit with in modules with HW resources for families. TM has additional ideas/opportunities for HW
13. Must have Internet access and device. Leveled books can be printed and taken home. Could not find explicit HW component

		Group2: Choice4

		Group5: Choice3

		Group6: Choice1

		Group7: Choice4

		Group8: Choice4

		Group9: Choice4

		Group11: Choice4

		Group12: Choice4

		Group13: Choice4

		Group14: Choice4

		Group15: Choice4

		Group16: Choice4

		Group17: Choice4

		Group18: Choice4

		Group19: Choice4

		Group21: Choice4

		Group22: Choice4

		Group23: Choice4

		Group24: Choice4

		Group25: Choice4

		Group26: Choice4

		Group27: Choice3

		Group28: Choice4

		Group29: Choice4

		Group31: Choice3

		Group32: Choice3

		Group33: Choice3

		Group34: Choice4

		Group35: Choice4

		Group36: Choice3

		Group37: Choice4

		Group38: Choice4

		Group39: Choice4

		Group 41: Choice4

		Group 42: Choice4

		Group 43: Choice4

		Group 44: Choice4

		Group 45: Choice4

		Group 46: Choice4

		Group 47: Choice3

		Group 48: Choice4

		Group 49: Choice4

		Group 51: Choice1

		Group 52: Choice4

		Group 53: Choice2

		Group 54: Choice1

		Group 55: Choice1

		Group 56: Choice1

		Group 57: Choice1

		Group 58: Choice3

		Group 59: Choice1

		Group 61: Choice2

		Group 62: Choice2

		Group 63: Choice2

		Group 64: Choice2

		Group 65: Choice1

		Group 66: Choice4

		Group 67: Choice3

		Group 68: Choice2

		Group 69: Choice4

		Group 71: Choice4

		Group 72: Choice4

		Group 73: Choice4

		Group 74: Choice4

		Group 75: Choice4

		Group 76: Choice3

		Group 77: Choice3

		Group 78: Choice4

		Group 79: Choice4

		Text22: 1. Easy to walk through lesson; teacher talk easily found with lesson objectives; backwards design model based on learning goals/big idea/essential questions
2. Teachers will have to flip back and forth in TM for each day's lesson (whole to small group), grouped by topic of instruction. Teacher pages very busy with leveled reader lessons in TM
3. TM broken into week-long lessons w/ week at a glance pages; T script easy to find; TM for each unit (6)
4. Big scope/sequence booklet for each grade with big idea/question by week. All easy to see at a glance. TM easily laid out with T script prominent and 10 day at a glance
5. Lessons organized into folders; resources well laid out and easy to read very organized
6. Each lesson has focus objective; well organized with simple design in black/white; vocab in bold and T script bullet points or highlighted; suggested time frame for each lesson component. Very easy to read
7. TM looks like textbook: simple font with green highlight boxes; separate TM books for vocabulary and assessment
8. Lots of content on TM pages and visually distracting; good use of colored text for script, highlight of vocab and visuals of student text and worksheets.
9. TM has script in blue and italics; small displays of S text and lesson objective; easy to move through TM (not busy)
10. TM easy to read and use, very user-friendly with nice lay-out
11. Unit at a glance, week at a glance, think aloud script and reflect and discuss script; TM shows student text and worksheets; user friendly layout 
12. Book bound TM with ancillary manuals; TM reads more like a text book; each lesson has standards/how it links to previous work/specific notes to T
13. Completely web-based; interactive with hyper links (will need a lot of screen time and surfing) and big paradigm shift for non-tech savvy teachers

		Group80: Choice4

		Group81: Choice1

		Group82: Choice1

		Group83: Choice3

		Group84: Choice4

		Group85: Choice4

		Group86: Choice4

		Group87: Choice4

		Group88: Choice3

		Group89: Choice3

		Group90: Choice2

		Group91: Choice2

		Group92: Choice4

		Group93: Choice3

		Group94: Choice4

		Group95: Choice3

		Group96: Choice1

		Group97: Choice1

		Group98: Choice4

		Group99: Choice3

		Group100: Choice4

		Group101: Choice4

		Group102: Choice4

		Group103: Choice4

		Group104: Choice4

		Group105: Choice4

		Group106: Choice4

		Group107: Choice2

		Group108: Choice1

		Group109: Choice1

		Group110: Choice2

		Group111: Choice4
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



ebadger

Text Box

02.StateELA.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: X

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: X

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: X

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: X

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: X

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: X

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: Dont have actual manual to know for sure

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: X

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: X

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: X

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: X

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: X

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: X

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: X

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: X

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: X

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: X

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: X

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: X

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: X

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: X

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: Not enough evidence.              

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: X

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: X

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: X

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: X

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: X

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: X

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: X

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: X

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: Not for writing.            

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: X

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 

		Title: Scholastic literacy 

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: 

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: 4

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 
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ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE K-1 2  


 
Assessing text complexity in kindergarten and grade one is more a qualitative than quantitative process. The guiding statements 
provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the texts—particularly 
anchor texts—WCSD is considering for adoption. Anchor texts are materials designed to serve as the central unifying tool for the 
development of reading comprehension. While evaluations of text complexity formally begin with grade two, student reading 
materials, texts, and other materials in kindergarten and grade one need to create the conditions for rich and robust discussion and 
writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, English Learners, students who are 
performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and 
academic language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in 
CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Hard to tell given sample sent.



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to 
read both literary and informational texts. For student reading 
materials in kindergarten and grade one, refer to the Alignment 
Criteria for Foundational Skills (4a-4d of this 
document).Read- aloud anchor texts should fall within or 
above the grades two through three text complexity band. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


I think so but hard to tell from sample sent.
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At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw students’ attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent 
questions that address the kindergarten and grade one standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In kindergarten and grade one, and 
across all other grade levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade 
level should be expanded in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in 
order to foster independent reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple 
times and are aligned to district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State 
Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 
teachers and students to explore content that coherently 
and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across 
subjects, themes, and topics. This applies especially to texts 
read aloud by the teacher, which should promote speaking 
and listening about topics under study in kindergarten and 
grade one. (See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade-level 
knowledge demands.) Text sets also address a wide variety of 
student interests, and are likely to foster independent reading. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and   appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts, including poems and stories with relevant illustrations. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1d. The range of informational texts include: 
• At least two selections on the same topic 
• Selections with various text features such as headings, 


tables of contents, glossaries, and illustrations 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


            4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence           1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Unsure on depth of all components above due to limited sample and no digital access right now.
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Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language. Texts for 
kindergarten and grade one students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order thinking skills. There 
should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for conveying meaning, as 
well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require that the student refer to the text 
in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of questions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions about key details in the text 
• Retelling familiar stories, including key details 
• Identifying and describing characters, settings, and major 


events in a story 
• Identifying the main topic of a text 
• Describing the connection between two individuals, events, 


or ideas in a text 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not 
limited to: 
• Determining the meanings of unknown words and phrases 


in stories, poems, and informational texts 
• Recognizing and explaining the differences between 


common types of text both literary (such as storybooks 
and poems) and informational 


• Naming the author and illustrator and describing their roles 
in telling the story or presenting ideas 


• Recognizing and using various features in informational 
texts (such as headings or glossaries) to locate information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and 
tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters in 


stories 
• Describing the key ideas conveyed in illustrations 
• Identifying reasons authors give to support points and the 


similarities between two texts on the same topic 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive  evidence              3) sufficient  evidence               2) some evidence                     1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Not sure at this point.
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The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. In kindergarten and grade one, 
students perform age-appropriate writing tasks and assignments with support and guidance from the teacher. For details on text 
types and purposes, production and distribution of writing, research to build and present knowledge, and the range of writing in 
kindergarten and grade one, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. The metrics below show 
key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and materials a reorganized to 
elicit responses to sources in age-appropriate ways. 
This might include activities such as dictation or making 
pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing, with 
support from the teacher. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, including: 
• Opinion writing, in which students introduce atopic or 


name a book, state an opinion, and supply a reason for the 
opinion (using a combination of drawing, dictating, and 
writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Informative/explanatory writing, in which students name a 
topic and supply facts about the topic (using a combination 
of drawing, dictating, and writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Narrative writing, in which students recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, including details about 
what happened (using a combination of drawing, dictating, 
and writing at the kindergarten level) 


            
          4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore writer’s 
craft and support student production of grade-level opinion, 
informational, and narrative writing. 


           4) extensive 
 
 


          3) sufficient 
 
 


          2) some 
 
 


          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing 
standards, including: 
• Focusing on a topic, responding to questions from 


peers, and adding details to strengthen writing as 
needed 


• Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources 
for students to participate in shared research and 
writing projects, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from provided sources 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient   evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Writing sample is very limited right now!
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Effective instruction on foundational skills in kindergarten and grade one includes explicit and systematic lessons and diagnostic 
support in concepts of print, the alphabetic principle, phonics, phonological awareness, vocabulary development and word 
recognition, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to focus on the 
major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Building these foundational skills must be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the kindergarten and 
grade one Reading Standards for Foundational Skills (CCSS), 
including concepts of print, phonological awareness, 
letter recognition, phonics, word recognition, and reading 
fluency in a research-based and transparent progression. 
(Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational reading skills.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities that allow 
for systematic and frequent practice of all foundational 
skills through such features as engaging texts, games, digital 
materials, etc. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


No foundational skills scope and sequence included in sample.


HFW?


Digital materials are said to be included yet no current access to 
check out.



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/K/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/1/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in encoding (spelling) 
and decoding (reading) the sound symbol relationships 
of English. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading emergent reader texts 
for kindergarten and grade-level texts for grade one with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


No sample of shared reading texts included in sample
No list or examples if leveled reading texts included in sample 
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The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language 
skills and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and 
knowledge (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in kindergarten and grade one are designed to help 
build student understanding and use of: 
• Upper- and lower-case letters 
• Question words 
• Recognition and use of end punctuation 
• Frequently occurring nouns in kindergarten, and common, 


proper, and possessive nouns by grade one 
• Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten, and use of verbs 


to convey past, present, and future actions in grade 
one 


• Complete sentence in kindergarten, and compound 
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory 
sentences in grade one 


• Capitalization of the first word in a sentence in 
kindergarten, and of dates and names of people in 
grade one 


• Correct spelling,  by sounding out simple words 
phonetically in kindergarten and applying common 
spelling patterns to spell words in grade one 


Grade One 
• Regular plural nouns, with matching verbs 
• Personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns 
• Conjunctions and determiners, such as articles or 


demonstratives 
• Frequently occurring adjectives 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5b. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Identifying new meanings for familiar words in kindergarten 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words in grade one 
• Using frequently occurring inflections and affixes as clues 


to the meaning of words 
• Using root words(such as look) and their inflectional forms 


(looks, looked, looking) in grade one 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


5c. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Very little in sample sent
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To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression 
of communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If 
kindergarten and grade one students are able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or 
misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may 
differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t 
understand or need more clarification. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide 
a frame that guides student participation in 
academic conversations by: 
• Agreeing on rules for discussion, taking turns speaking 
• Confirming understanding of texts read aloud 
• Asking and answering questions to clarify and gather 


information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


6b. Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials include 
tasks that promote oral responses in a range of 
collaborative discussions, and support students in: 
• Describing people, places, things, and events 
• Using visual displays to add details 
• Speaking audibly and completing sentences 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all kindergarten and grade one students, 
the materials must include supports for students to apply concepts of print, phonics, vocabulary development, syntax, and fluency in 
comprehending texts. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. 
All scaffolding and supports require ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple opportunities for students to 
demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade- level work. As text 
complexity increases, and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade- level access is 
equally important. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 


          1) weak 
 


No digital versions of the whole-group module, small-group 
module, or 7 Strengths classroom libraries
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-level 
text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ skills 
strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of knowledge 
supporting specific common core standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7d. The materials provide support for students with varying 
learning styles and modalities (i.e., there are provisions for 
print, digital, and other multimedia sources for information 
attainment). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7e. The materials include developmentally appropriate 
materials and instructional sequences specifically designed 
for students in the primary grades (such as role-play, songs, 
games, etc.). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


 


Hard to tell from sample


Additional digital student resources mentioned


Can't tell from sample
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7f. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be used 


to assess student understanding  and next instructional 
steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive   evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Integration of Interdisciplinary Content Standards; Building Knowledge Systematically 
              THEMATIC                 SPIRAL                 NGSS                 NVACSS                   SEL                  ELD 


 
1. Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 
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2 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The guiding statements provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the 
texts WCSD is considering for adoption. To address the grade three standards, the submitted materials need to create the conditions 
for rich and robust discussion and writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, 
English Learners, students who are performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and academic 
language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in CCSS, 
Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





3 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


C1c.Thematerialsconsistentlyprovideopportunitiesto 
read both literary and informational texts in the grades three 
through five-text complexity band with scaffolding as needed at 
the high end of the range. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1d. Materials provide instructional content and strategies 
for grade-level vocabulary acquisition. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







4 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw student attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent questions 
that address the grade three standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In grade three, and across all other grade 
levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade level should be expanded 
in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in order to foster independent 
reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple times and are aligned to 
district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a.The range of materials, both print and digital, 
allows teachers and students to explore content that 
coherently and systematically builds knowledge and 
vocabulary across subjects, themes, and topics. (See CCSS 
Appendix B for examples of grade-level knowledge demands.) 
Text sets also address a wide variety of student interests, and 
are likely to foster independent reading. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





5 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts including, but not limited to: 
• Fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures 
• Stories, drama, and poetry 
• Multiple stories by the same author 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1d.The range of informational texts include selections 
that: 
• Present historical events 
• Describe technical procedures 
• Present scientific ideas or concepts 
• Contain relevant visual representations of  information 
• Contain at least two texts on the same topic 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence              1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







6 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language and domain- 
specific words and phrases. Text for grade three students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order 
thinking skills. There should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for 
conveying meaning, as well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require 
that the student refer to the text in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of 
questions—and should also require the student to begin comparing texts, authors, and opinions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but 
not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions to demonstrate 


understanding of a text, referring to the text as the basis 
for answers 


• Recounting stories, including fables, folktales, and myths 
from diverse cultures 


• Determining the central message, theme, or  idea  of a 
text, recounting key supporting details 


• Describing the characters in a story and explaining how 
their actions contribute to the sequence of events 


• Describing the relationship between a series of historical 
events, scientific concepts, or steps in technical procedures 


• Make inferences 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





7 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require students 
to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not limited to: 
• Determining the meaning of words and phrases used in 


a text, including general academic and domain-specific 
words, and distinguishing literal from nonliteral language 


• Referring to parts of stories, dramas, or poems, using terms 
such as chapter, scene, and stanza, and how the parts build 
on earlier sections 


• Distinguishing their own point of view from that of 
the author, narrator, or characters in a text 


• Using text features and search tools such as key words 
and side bars 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, including, 
but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the most important points 


and details presented in two texts on the same topic 
• Comparing and contrasting the themes, settings, and 


plots of stories 
• Explaining how specific aspects of a text’s 


illustrations contribute to what is described in 
words 


• Using information gained from illustrations 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







8 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. For details on grade-level writing 
expectations and writing exemplars for grade three, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. 
The metrics below show key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and routinely include writing over 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) and 
extended time frames (for research, reflection, and revision) 
for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and 
audiences. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


1) weak 
 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, 
including: 
• Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a 


point of view with reasons 
• Writing informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic 


and convey ideas and information clearly 
• Writing narratives to develop real or imagined 


experiences or events using effective technique, 
descriptive details, and clear sequences of events 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore 
writer’s craft, demonstrate use of domain-specific words and 
phrases, and support student production of grade-level 
narrative, informational, and opinion writing. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





9 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the grade three writing 
standards, including: 
• Producing writing in which the development 


and organization  are  appropriate to the task and 
purpose 


• Developing and strengthening writing by planning, revising, 
and editing 


• Using technology to produce and publish writing, as well 
as to interact and collaborate with others 


Materials should also guide the teaching of specific 
components of grade three writing standards 1-3 (See CCSS). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources for 
students to conduct short research projects that build 
knowledge about a topic, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from print and digital sources 
• Taking brief notes on sources and sorting evidence 


into provided categories 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





10 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


Materials provide guidance and support for explicit and systematic instruction and diagnostic support in grade-level phonics, 
vocabulary development, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order 
to focus on the major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Effective foundational skills instruction in grade three includes an 
explicit and systematic focus on phonics and practice in applying phonics for students who are struggling. Building word analysis 
skills and fluency must also be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the grade three Reading 
Standards for Foundational Skills, including phonics, word 
analysis, and reading with fluency to support 
comprehension. 
(Refer to CCSS, Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational skills in reading.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 


2) some 
 
 
        1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities for students 
to develop and apply word analysis and decoding 
skills, including: 


• Understanding grade-level vocabulary 
• Identifying and knowing the meaning of most 


common prefixes and derivational suffixes 
• Decoding words with common Latin suffixes 
• Understanding multisyllabic words in context 


and out of context 
• Reading grade-appropriate irregularly-spelled 


words 
• Self-correcting using word  recognition skills 


and context to confirm understanding 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/3/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf





11 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in reading grade-level 
prose and poetry with accuracy, at an appropriate rate, and 
with appropriate expression. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading grade-level texts with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







12 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language skills 
and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills, knowledge, 
and vocabulary gained in preceding grades (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in grade three are designed to help build student 
understanding and use of: 
• Nouns (abstract, regular, and irregular) 
• Possessive pronouns 
• Regular and irregular verbs, and the simple verb tenses 
• Comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs 
• Coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in writing 


compound and complex sentences 
• Commas (such as in addresses and with quotations in 


dialogue) 
• Correct spelling and capitalization, applying knowledge of 


spelling patterns and generalizations in writing 
words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


Knowledge of Language 
5b. The materials support instruction on: 
• Choosing words and  phrases for effect 
• Recognizing differences between the conventions of 


spoken and written English 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





13 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5c. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for developing vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words 
• Using affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of 


words 
• Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to 


determine the meaning of words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


5d. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence             1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







14 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression of 
communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If grade three students are 
able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or misunderstandings, their learning 
becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may differ from their own, and they 
learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t understand or need more 
clarification (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a.Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials 
provide a language framework that guides student 
participation in academic conversations, including the 
ability to: 
• Come to a discussion prepared 
• Follow agreed upon rules/roles 
• Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow 


up on information 
• Review key ideas and explain their own ideas 
• Differentiate between contexts for formal English 


and situations where informal discourse is 
appropriate 


• Use accurate, grade-appropriate conversational, general 
academic, and domain-specific words and phrases 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





15 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6b.Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials provide 
a language framework for student planning of effective 
presentations, focusing on: 
• How to report on a topic using evidence to present 


findings from their research 
• How to tell a story or recount an experience 
• How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to 


support ideas 
• How to speak in complete sentences when appropriate to 


the task and situation 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence             2) some evidence              1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







16 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all grade three students, the materials 
must include supports for students to comprehend texts at the grades three through five-complexity band as required, and at the 
high end of this complexity band with scaffolding. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide 
strategies for vocabulary acquisition. All scaffolding and support requires ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide 
multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade-level work. As text 
complexity increases and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade-level access is 
equally important (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





17 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-
level text. 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ 
comprehension skills strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of 
knowledge supporting specific common core 
standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7d.The materials provide support for student 
learning through varying modalities (i.e., there are 
provisions for print, digital, and other multimedia sources 
for information attainment). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


 







18 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7e. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of  challenging  and complete text that can be 


used to assess student understanding and next 
instructional steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 
 


1 Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters ideas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful sty l e and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: One lesson on baseball.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1bThemater i alscons i stentlyincludeshortchal l engingand complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academ i c language worthy of close reading See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: 

		C1cThematerialsconsistentlyprovideopportunitiesto read both l i terary and i nformationaltexts in the gradesthree throughfivetextcomp l exityband with scaffo l ding as needed at the high end of the range: 

		C1d Mater i als prov i de i nstruct i onal content and strategies for grade l evel vocabulary acquisition: Vocabulary taught in context; both academic and domain specific vocab.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: Unit 5 Sports Stars with one lesson on baseball was provided.  The text wasn't complex or rich.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1aThe range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherently and systemat i ca l l y builds know l edge and vocabulary across subjectsthemesand topicsSee CCSS AppendixB for examples of grade l eve l know l edge demands Text sets a l so addressa wide variety of student i nterestsand arelikelyto foster independent reading: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of high quality culturally responsive and appropriate topicsand themes Textsfrom diverseculturesreflectthesamehighqualityfeaturesthat are demanded of all texts: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1c Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of l i terary texts including but not limited to  Fablesfolktales and myths from diversecultures  Stories drama and poetry  Multiple stories by the same author: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1dThe range of informational texts include selections that  Present historical events  Describe technical procedures  Present scientific ideas or concepts  Contain relevantvisual representations of information  Contain at least two texts on the same topic: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1e Student reading materials contain a range of increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to build students ability to comprehend complex text and expand vocabulary throughout the school year: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: The supplied reading material was 2 pages w/ small text boxes w/ billeted information. Not enough text for me to get a sense of complexity.  

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text including but not limited to  Asking and answering questions to demonstrate understanding of a text referring to the text as the basis for answers  Recounting stor i es including fables folktales and myths from diversecultures  Determining the central messagethemeor idea ofa text recounting key supporting details  Describ i ng the characters in a story and explaining how their actions contribute tothe sequence of events  Describing the relationship between a series of historical events sc i ent i f i c concepts or steps i n technica l procedures  Make inferences: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitlyattend tothe text including but not limited to  Determining the meaning of words and phrases used in atext including general academic and domainspecific words and distinguishing l i teral from nonliteral language  Referring to parts of stor i es dramas or poems us i ng terms suchaschaptersceneandstanzaandhowthepartsbuild on earlier sections  Distinguishing their own point of view from that of the author narrator or characters in a text  Using text featuresandsearchtools such as keywords and side bars: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: The questions and tasks are the same type used in the Disruptive Thinking book.  What does the author want me to know?  What does the author think I already know?  What surprised me about my reading?

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what students are reading and routinely include writing over shorter time frames a single sitting or a day or two and extended time frames for research reflection and revision for a range of disciplinespecific tasks purposes and audiences: The writing sample was on conventions and students reread the text looking for question and exclamation marks.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts supporting a point of view with reasons  Writing informativeexplanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly  Writing narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events us i ng effect i ve techn i que descr i pt i ve deta i l s and clear sequences of events: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3cReading materials can serve as models to explore writers craft demonstrate use of domainspecific words and phrases and support student production of gradelevel narrative informational and opinion writing: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materialsinclude explicit support toteachers either intheteacherseditionorclassroommaterialsforwriting instruction linked to the grade three writing standards including  Producing writing in which the development and organ i zat i on  are appropriate to the task and purpose  Developing and strengthening wr i ting by planning rev i s i ng and editing  Using technology to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others Materials should also guide the teaching of specific componentsof gradethree wr i tingstandards 13SeeCCSS: Just gave directions not specifics on how to teach.  Example:  Have students write a poem about Roberto Clemente.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3eMaterialsprovide opportunities and resourcesfor students to conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic including  Recalling information from experiences  Gathering information from print and digital sources  Takingbriefnotes on sourcesand sorting evidence into provided categories: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: The program claims students write daily about their reading, but the lessons were about conventions.  A student friendly scoring guide, punctuation work page, student writing on "Head Lice" and a cartooning work page were the only writing items provided in the student binder.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4a Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicitandsystematicinstructionofthegradethreeReading Standards for Foundational Skills including phonics word analysis and reading with fluency to support comprehension RefertoCCSSAppendixAfortheresearchdetailingthe advancement of foundational skills in reading: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4b Materials include a variety of opportunities for students to develop and apply word analysis and decoding skills including  Understanding gradelevel vocabulary  Identifying and knowing the meaning of most common prefixes and derivational suffixes  Decoding words with common Latin suffixes  Understanding multisyllabic wordsin context and out of context  Reading gradeappropriate irregularlyspelled words  Selfcorrectingusingwordrecognition skills and context to confirm understanding: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Mater i als prov i de regular pract i ce in reading grade l evel prose and poetry with accuracy at an appropriate rate and with appropriateexpression: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4d Materialsguide studentsinreading gradelevel texts with purpose and understanding making frequent connections between the acquisition of foundational skills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: Only 5 work pages on digraph "ng" & "nk" were provided.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5a There is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextua l i zed approach i n dai l y i nstruct i on Mater i als and tasks in grade three are designed to help build student understanding and use of  Nouns abstract regular and irregular  Possessive pronouns  Regular and irregular verbsandthe simpleverbtenses  Comparativeandsuperlativeadjectivesandadverbs  Coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in wr i ting compound and complex sentences  Commas such as in addresses and with quotat i ons i n dialogue  Correct spel l i ng and capital i zat i on applying knowledgeof spelling patterns and generalizations in writing words: Punctuating dialogue present.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSKnowledge of Language 5b The materials support instruction on  Choosingwords and phrases for effect  Recognizing differences between the conventions of spoken and written English: Referred to specific phrase in text and students reread for task.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5cThematerials provide contextsupportand strategies for developing vocabulary acquisition skills including  Using sentencelevelcontext clues to unlock the meaning of words  Using affixes and roots as clues tothemeaning of words  Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to determine the meaning of words: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS5d The materials provide embedded opportunities for students to encounterand developanunderstanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_6: Although limited there was some evidence of language skills and applications.  Vocabulary taught in context w/ academic and domain specific vocab.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6aComprehension and Collaboration Materials provide a language framework that guides student participation in academic conversations including the abilityto  Come to a discussion prepared  Follow agreed upon rulesroles  Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on information  Review key ideas and explain their own ideas  Differentiatebetween contexts forformalEnglish and situations where informal discourse is appropriate  Useaccurategradeappropr i ateconversat i onal general academicanddomainspecificwordsandphrases: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6bPresentation of Knowledge and Ideas Materials provide a language framework for student planning of effective presentations focusing on  Howtoreportonatopicusingevidencetopresent findings from their research  How to tell a story or recount an experience  How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to support ideas  Howto speak in complete sentences when appropriateto the task and situation: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_7: Language objectives were provided but they only asked students to describe and interpret or use vocabulary in discussions.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames  Repeated grammatical structures and language: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs andcharts  Maps andphotographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignalsequenceoroffercluestomeaning suchas where when and how key events occur: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c Thematerialsaredesignedto support teacher instruction by use of  Explicit i nstruct i onal direct i ons accompanied by mater i als that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives that build student abilityto readandcomprehendgrade level text  Strategies to gradual l y i ncrease d i ff i cu l ty as students  comprehension skills strengthen  Strateg i esto supportstudentacquis i tionof know l edge supporting specific common core standards  C l ear and detai l ed teacher direct i ons and guidance for introducing newconcepts andskills  C l ear guidance for document i ng student progress toward meeting gradelevel standards: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThe materials provide support for student learning throughvaryingmodalitiesiethereare provisionsfor print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance l evels andneeds based on assessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces of challenging and complete textthatcan be used to assess studentunderstanding and next instructional steps  Reading select i ons and questions that progress in a l ogical sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasksfor students who areontarget for meeting gradelevel expectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fallbehind: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_8: The teacher binder provided a Leveled Reader Titles tab with titles for grades 1-3 and a tab for Independent Reading Guide.  The Independent Reading Guide had a table of contents with pages to refer to, but the pages were there.  
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2 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
Assessing text complexity in the early grades begins in grade two. The guiding statements provided in this section will examine text 
complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the texts—particularly anchor texts— WCSD is considering for 
adoption. Anchor texts are materials designed to serve as the central unifying tool for the development of reading comprehension. 
Reading materials, texts, and other materials in grade two need to create the conditions for rich and robust discussion and writing 
for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, English Learners, students who are performing 
at grade level, and advanced students). For student reading materials in grade two, refer to the Alignment Criteria for Foundational 
Skills (4a – 4d of this document). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) p.37-62 


  
        4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and academic 
language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in CCSS, 
Appendix B.) 


  
        4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
 
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





3 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to read 
both literary and informational texts in the grades two through 
three-text complexity band, as well as texts that directly 
address the Alignment Criteria for Foundational Skills (4a-4d 
of this document). Read-aloud texts should measure above 
the grades two through three-text complexity band. p. 31 


50% informational 


50% literary 


Anchor Standards 1-10 


  
        4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1d. Materials provide strategies for grade-level content 
and academic vocabulary acquisition. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







4 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw student attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent questions 
that address the grade two standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In grade two, and across all other grade 
levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge and vocabulary built at one grade level 
should be expanded in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in order 
to foster independent reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple 
times and are aligned to district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State 
Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a.The range of materials, both print and digital, 
allows teachers and students to explore content that 
coherently and systematically builds knowledge and 
vocabulary across subjects, themes, and topics. This 
applies especially to texts read aloud by the teacher, which 
should promote speaking and listening about topics 
under study in grade two. (See CCSS Appendix B for 
examples of grade-level knowledge demands.) Text sets 
also address a wide variety of student interests and are 
likely to foster independent reading. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


Text sets are connected to content. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





5 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts including, but not limited to: 
• Stories, poems, and songs 
• Fables and folktales 
• Multiple versions of the same story by different authors or 


from different cultures 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1d.The range of informational texts include selections 
that: 
• Present historical events 
• Present scientific ideas or concepts 
• Describe technical procedures 
• Contain relevant visual representations of information 
• Contain at least two texts on the same topic 
• Contain various text features such as glossaries, indexes, 


and icons 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







6 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language. Texts for grade 
two students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order thinking skills. There should be a range of 
questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for conveying meaning, as well as to support 
specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require that the student refer to the text in several places 
in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of questions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but 
not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions about who, what, where, 


when, and why 
• Recounting stories and demonstrating an understanding of 


their central ideas, message, or lessons 
• Describing how characters respond to major events and 


challenges 
• Identifying the main topic of multi-paragraph informational 


texts as well as the focus of specific paragraphs 
• Making connections between historical events, scientific 


ideas, and technical procedures presented in a 
text 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





7 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require students 
to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not limited to: 
• Describing how words and phrases supply rhythm and 


meaning to stories, poems, and songs 
• Describing the overall structure of a story 
• Acknowledging the differences in characters’ points of view 
• Determining the meaning of words and phrases in grade 


two reading selections 
• Identifying the main purpose of an informational text 
• Recognizing and using various text features (such as 


headings and glossaries)to locate information 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and tasks 
that accompany the text require students to explicitly attend 
to the text, including, but not limited to: 
• Using illustrations and words to access information, 


explaining how specific images contribute to understanding 
• Describing the reasons authors use to support specific 


points in a text 
• Comparing and contrasting important points from 


two texts on the same topic, or two versions of the same 
story 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







8 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. For details on grade-level writing 
expectations and writing exemplars for grade two, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. 
The metrics below show key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
Students are reading, and materials are organized to 
elicit responses to sources in age-appropriate ways. This 
might include activities such as dictation or making 
pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing, with 
support from the teacher. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, 
including: 
• Opinion writing, in which students state an opinion and 


supply reasons that support the opinion, using linking 
words to connect opinion and reasons 


• Informative/explanatory writing, in which students 
introduce a topic and use facts and definitions to develop 
points 


• Narrative writing, in which students recount events with 
details to describe actions, thoughts, and feelings 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore writer’s 
craft and support student production of grade-level opinion, 
informational, and narrative writing. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





9 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the grade two writing standards, 
including: 
• Focusing on a topic and strengthening writing as needed 


by revising and editing 
• Using a variety of digital tools to produce and publish 


writing, including in collaboration with peers 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 
 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources 
for students to participate in shared research and 
writing projects, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from provided sources 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







10 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 


Effective foundational skills instruction in grade two includes explicit and systematic lessons and diagnostic support in concepts of 
print, the alphabetic principle, phonics, phonological awareness, vocabulary development and word recognition, syntax, and reading 
fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to focus on the major goal of reading, which is 
comprehension. Building these foundational skills must be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a.Materials provide teachers with guidance and support 
for explicit and systematic sequenced instruction of the 
grade two 
Reading Standards for Foundational Skills, including phonics, 
phonological awareness, letter recognition, word recognition, 
and reading fluency in a research-based and transparent 
progression.(Refer to CCSS, Appendix A for the 
research detailing the advancement of foundational 
reading skills.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities that allow 
for systematic and frequent practice of all 
foundational skills through such features as engaging texts, 
games, digital materials, etc. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/2/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf





11 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in encoding (spelling) 
and decoding (reading) the sound symbol relationships 
of English. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading grade-level texts with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
Between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







12 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language skills 
and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills, vocabulary, 
and knowledge gained in preceding grades (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a.There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials 
and tasks in grade two are designed to help build student 
understanding and use of: 
• Nouns(including collective and irregular plural nouns) 
• Reflexive pronouns 
• The past tense of frequently occurring irregular verbs 
• Adjectives and adverbs 
• Complete simple and compound sentences 
• Commas in greetings and closings 
• Apostrophes to form contractions and possessives 
• Correct spelling, applying knowledge of spelling patterns in 


writing words 
• Capitalization of holidays and other proper nouns 
• Reference materials such as beginning dictionaries to check 


spellings 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


Knowledge of Language 
5b. The materials support instruction on comparing formal 
and informal uses of English. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





13 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5c. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for developing vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words 
• Using prefixes and roots as clues to the meaning of 


words 
• Using knowledge of the meaning of individual words to 


predict the meaning of compound words 
• Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to 


determine the meaning of words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5d. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding 
of word relationships and nuances in word 
meanings. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







14 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 


To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression of 
communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness. If grade two students are able to listen to others, discuss 
what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. 
They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express 
their own thoughts using grade-level vocabulary, and ask questions when they don’t understand or need more clarification. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a.Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials 
provide an embedded/integrated language framework 
that guides student participation in academic 
conversations, including the ability to: 
• Agree on rules for discussion 
• Link ideas to the remarks of others 
• Recount key details from texts 
• Ask and answer questions to deepen understanding 
• Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, 


reading and  being read to, and responding to 
texts 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


 


6b.Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials include 
tasks that promote oral responses in a range of 
collaborative discussions, and support students with: 
• Telling a story or recounting an experience with 


relevant facts and details 
• Creating audio recordings or visual displays to add details 
• Speaking in complete, coherent sentences 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 







15 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 


While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all grade two students, the materials must 
include supports for students to apply concepts of print, phonics, vocabulary development, syntax, and fluency in comprehending 
texts. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. All scaffolding 
and support requires ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate their 
proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade-level work. As text 
complexity increases and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade-level access is 
equally important. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 







16 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-
level text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ skills 
strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of 
knowledge supporting specific common core 
standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7d. The materials provide support for students with 
varying learning styles and modalities (i.e., there are 
provisions for print, digital, and other multimedia sources 
for information attainment). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7e. The materials include developmentally appropriate 
materials and instructional sequences specifically designed 
for students in the primary grades (such as role-play, songs, 
games, etc.). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


 







17 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7f. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging  and complete text that can be 


used to assess student understanding and next 
instructional steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall  behind 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 
1 Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters i deas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful sty l e and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B p3762: "Much of the instruction is anchored within the whole-class model." P. 1
The Small group model uses the Fountas and Pinnel Guided Reading A-Z System. Highly leveled.  Leveled texts matched to students (leveled students) p. 34

Blended curriculum - no digital versions of the whole group module, the small group module or the 7 strengths classroom libraries.  Independent learning Module contains 3 web based programs:  Literacy Pro - 2,000 ebooks.  W.O.R.D - vocabulary program. Okay Island - digital, game- based program that develops strong foundational reading skills through 24 levels of activities. 

Guided reading is predominant method used to differentiate learning - explicit instruction on "appropriately leveled text" - not complex text of the grade level.  NOT grade level text differentiated by the scaffolds provided.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1bThemater i alscons i stentlyincludeshortchal l engingand complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academ i c language worthy of close reading See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: The Themes are:  It happened in School (Community and Relationships), Wishes and Promises (Folklor and literacy Tradition), Search and Survive (Living Things), Like No One Else (A Sense of Self), Animal Watch (Inspired by True Stories) and Realistic Fiction (Genre Study).  Themes/topics are building student knowledge around meaning content.  Is this work worth doing?  Are the topics worthy?  Can't determine text complexity as there is no text.  There is a list of Leveled Readers but no qualitative or quantitative information for any of the leveled, read alouds, interactive texts

		C1cThemater i alsconsistentlyprov i deopportunitiesto read both l i terary and i nformational texts in the grades two through threetext complexity band as well as texts that directly address the Alignment Criteria for Foundational Skills 4a4d of th i s document Readaloud texts should measure above the grades two through threetextcomplexity band p 31 50 informational 50 literary Anchor Standards 110: Difficult to gage text complexity as no list of text used was provided except for  grade 2, Unit 3 Search and Survive sample pages.  No complete text provided or text set list The text provided was a snapshot of a "Guidebook" showing only 2 pages of an information text.

		C1d Mater i als prov i de strategies for grade l evel content and academ i c vocabulary acquisition: Vocabulary strategies consist of introduce word, give definition, say word 3 times and use a each word in sentence.  The "Apply" portion of instruction "challenges" students to provide other examples of describing words and then select a word to illustrate and write a sentence about.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: No enough material provided to review - no teacher editions or student material, just copies of selected pages.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1aThe range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherently and systemat i ca l l y builds know l edge and vocabulary across subjects themes and top i cs This appl i es espec i al l y to texts readaloudbytheteacherwhich shouldpromotespeak i ng and listening about topics under study in gradetwo See CCSS AppendixBfor examplesof grade l evelknow l edge demandsText sets alsoaddressa wide varietyof student interestsand are likelytofoster independent reading: Not enough information provided.  Sample questions do not seem text dependent or of high quality.  Range of materials - a lot of the material seems to be digital.  There is no scope and sequence provided so not sure if they are coherent or systematically building knowledge or vocabulary.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of high quality culturally responsive and appropriate topicsand themes Textsfrom diverseculturesreflectthesamehighqualityfeaturesthat are demanded of all texts Text sets are connected to content: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1c Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of l i terary texts including but not limited to  Stories poems andsongs  Fables andfolktales  Multiple versions of the same story by different authors or from differentcultures: Not enough material provided to determine

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1dThe range of informational texts include selections that  Present historical events  Present scientific ideas or concepts  Describe technical procedures  Contain relevantvisual representations of information  Contain at least two texts on the same topic  Contain var i ous text features such as glossar i es indexes and icons: Only 2 pages of a "Guidebook" provided

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: Not enough material provided to determine criteria rating.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text including but not limited to  Ask i ng and answer i ng questions about who what where when and why  Recounting stor i es and demonstrat i ng an understandingof their central ideas message or lessons  Describ i ng how characters respond to major events and challenges  Identifyingthe main topic of multiparagraph informational texts as well as the focus of specific paragraphs  Mak i ng connect i ons between histor i cal events sc i entific ideas and technical procedures presented ina text: Not enough material provided.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitlyattend tothe text including but not limited to  Describ i ng how words and phrases supply rhythm and meaning to stories poems and songs  Describing the overall structure of a story  Acknowledgingthe differences in characterspoints of view  Determ i n i ng the meaning of words and phrases in grade two readingselections  Identifying the main purpose of an informationaltext  Recognizing and us i ng var i ous text features such as headingsandglossariesto locate information: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2cIntegrationofKnowledgeandIdeasQuestionsandtasks that accompany the text require students to explicitly attend to the text including but not limited to  Using illustrations and words to access information explaining how spec i f i c i mages contr i bute to understanding  Describ i ng the reasons authors use to support specif i c points in atext  Comparing and contrasting important points from two textsonthesametopicortwoversionsofthesame story: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: Publisher didn't provide enough material to rate this material

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what Students are reading and materials are organized to elicit responses to sources in ageappropriate ways This might include activities such as dictation or making pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing with support from the teacher: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Opinion writing in which students state an opinion and supply reasons that support the opinion using linking words to connect opinion and reasons  Informativeexplanatory writing in which students introduce a topic and use facts and definitions to develop points  Narrative writing in which students recount events with details to describe actions thoughts and feelings: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3c Reading mater i als can serve as models to explore writers craft and support student production of gradelevel opinion informational and narrative writing: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materialsinclude explicit support toteachers either intheteacherseditionorclassroommaterialsforwriting instruction linkedtothegrade twowritingstandards including  Focusing on a topic and strengthening writing as needed by revising and editing  Using a variety of digital toolsto produce and publish writing including in collaboration with peers: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3eMaterials provide opportunities and resources for students to participate in shared researchand writing projects including  Recalling information from experiences  Gathering information from provided sources: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: Insufficient material provided to review and rate.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4aMaterials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicit and systematic sequenced instruction of the grade two Reading Standards for Foundational Skillsincluding phonics phonologicalawarenessletterrecognitionwordrecognition and reading fluency in a researchbased and transparent progressionRefer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the advancement of foundational reading skills: There was a scope and sequence for phonics instructions however not decodables or other material to determine if strong instruction is possible with materials.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4bMaterialsincludeavarietyofopportunitiesthatallow for systematic and frequent practice of all foundational skills through such features as engaging texts games digital materials etc: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Mater i a l s prov i de regular practice in encod i ng spelling and decoding reading the sound symbo l relationships of English: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4d Materialsguide studentsinreading gradelevel texts with purpose and understanding making frequent connections Between the acquisition of foundational skills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: Insufficient materials provided to review.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5aThere is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextualized approach in daily instruction Materials and tasks in grade two are designed to help build student understanding and use of  Nounsincluding collective and irregular plural nouns  Reflexive pronouns  The past tense of frequently occurring irregular verbs  Adjectives andadverbs  Complete simple and compound sentences  Commas in greetings and closings  Apostrophestoform contractionsandpossessives  Correct spelling applying knowledge of spelling patterns i n writing words  Capitalization of holidays and other proper nouns  Reference mater i a l s such as beginning dictionaries to check spellings: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSKnowledge of Language 5b The mater i a l s support instruction on comparing formal and informal uses of English: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5cThematerials provide contextsupportand strategies for developing vocabulary acquisition skills including  Using sentencelevelcontext clues to unlock the meaning of words  Usingprefixes and rootsascluestothe meaningof words  Using knowledge of the meaning of individual words to predict the meaning of compound words  Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to determine the meaning of words: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5d The materials provide embedded opportunities for studentsto encounterand developanunderstanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_6: A lack of actual curriculum materials did not allow for adequate review.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6aComprehension and Collaboration Materials provide an embeddedintegrated language framework that guides student participation in academic conversations including theabilityto  Agree on rules for discussion  Link ideas to the remarks of others  Recount key details from texts  Ask and answer questions todeepen understanding  Use words and phrases acquired through conversat i ons reading and being readtoand responding to texts: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6bPresentation of Knowledge and Ideas Materials include tasks that promote oral responses in a range of collaborative discussions and support students with  Tellingastoryorrecounting an experience with relevant facts and details  Creating audiorecordings or visual displaysto add details  Speaking in complete coherent sentences: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_7: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames  Repeated grammatical structures and language: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs andcharts  Maps andphotographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignalsequenceoroffercluestomeaning suchas where when and how key events occur: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c Thematerialsaredesignedto support teacher instruction by use of  Explicit i nstruct i onal direct i ons accompanied by mater i als that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives that build student abilityto readandcomprehendgrade level text  Strategies to gradual l y i ncrease d i ff i cu l ty as students  skil l s strengthen  Strateg i esto supportstudentacquis i tionof know l edge supporting specific common core standards  C l ear and detai l ed teacher direct i ons and guidance for introducing newconcepts andskills  C l ear guidance for document i ng student progress toward meeting gradelevel standards: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThematerials provide support forstudentswith varying learning stylesand modalities iethereare provisions for print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include developmentally appropriate mater i als and i nstruct i onal sequences specif i cally designed for students in the primary grades such as ro l eplay songs games etc: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7f The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance l evels andneeds based onassessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces ofchallenging and complete textthatcan be used to assess studentunderstanding and next instructional steps  Reading select i ons and questions that progress in a l ogical sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasksfor students who areontarget for meeting gradelevel expectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fall behind: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_8: 

		Text1: 

		Group1: Choice4

		Group2: Choice4

		Group3: Choice4

		Group4: Choice4

		Group5: Choice4

		Group6: Choice4

		Group7: Choice4

		Group8: Choice4

		Group9: Choice4

		Group10: Choice4

		Group11: Choice4

		Group12: Choice4

		Group13: Choice4

		Group14: Choice4

		Group15: Choice4

		Group16: Choice4

		Group17: Choice4
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: X

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: Unable to review fully due to unpublished

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: X

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: Cross curricular/grade level attention

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: X

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: X

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: X

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: X

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: X

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: X

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: "May include web-based version, digital supplemental materials"

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 12

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 4

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: X

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: X

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: X

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: X

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: No correlation guide included, no point of use reference

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: X

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: X

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: X

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: X

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: X

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: No resources for text levels/complexity

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: X

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: X

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: Unable to determine based on materials provided

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: X

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: X

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 20

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 8

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: X

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: Embedded

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: X

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: Unable to determine based on materials provided

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: X

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: X

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: X

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 4

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 3

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: X

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: Unable to fully determine

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: X

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 0

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 3

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 54

		Title: Scholastic Lliteracy

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: Scholastic

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: 1st grade

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 
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2 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


The guiding statements provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the 
texts WCSD is considering for adoption. To address the grade five standards, the submitted materials need to create the conditions for 
rich and robust discussion and writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities English 
Learners, students who are performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 
RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 


C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 


between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 


are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 


exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 


complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and academic 


language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in CCSS, 


Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





3 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to 


read both literary and informational texts at the high end 


of the grades three through five-text complexity band. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


C1d. Materials provide strategies for grade-level vocabulary 


acquisition as well as differentiated strategies for all 


students. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







4 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw student attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent questions 
that address the grade five standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In grade five, and across all other grade 
levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade level should be expanded 
in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in order to foster independent 
reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple times and are aligned to 
district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 


1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 


teachers and students to explore content that coherently and 


systematically builds knowledge and grade-level 


vocabulary across subjects, themes, and topics. (See CCSS 


Appendix B for examples of    grade-level knowledge 


demands.) Text sets also address a wide variety of 


student interests, and are likely to foster independent 


reading. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 


responsive and appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 


diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 


are demanded of all texts. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





5 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 


texts including, but not limited to: 


• Drama and poetry 


• Stories from various genres that invite exploration of the 


treatment of themes and topics 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


1d.Therangeofinformationaltexts include selections that: 


• Present historical events 
• Present multiple accounts of the same event or topic 


• Provide technical information 
• Present scientific ideas or concepts 


• Contain relevant visual representations of information 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







6 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language and domain- 
specific words and phrases. Texts for grade five students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order 
thinking skills. There should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for 
conveying meaning, as well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require 
that the student refer to the text in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of 
questions—and should also require the student to begin comparing texts, authors, and opinions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 


2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks require 


students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but 
not limited to: 


• Quoting from a text when explaining what the text says 


explicitly and making inferences 


• Summarizing text 


• Determining the theme of a story, drama, or poem from 


details in the text 


• Determining two or more main ideas of a text and how 


they are supported by key details 


• Comparing and contrasting two or more characters, 


settings, or events in a story or drama 


• Explaining the relationships or interactions between 


two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts 


covered in informational texts 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





7 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require students 


to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not limited to: 


• Determining the meaning of words and phrases as used 


in the text, including general academic and domain-


specific words as well as figurative language 


• Explaining how  a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fit 


together to form the overall structure of a story, drama, or 


poem 


• Comparing and contrasting the overall structure of two or 


more informational texts 


• Analyzing multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting 


similarities and differences in point of view and describing how 


point of view influences how events are described 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and tasks 


require students to explicitly attend to the text, including, 
but not limited to: 


• Drawing information from multiple print or digital 
sources 


• Analyzing how visual and multimedia elements contribute 


to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text 
• Comparing and contrasting the treatment of 


similar themes, topics, and patterns of events 


• Comparing and contrasting stories in the same genre on 


their approaches to similar themes and topics 


• Explaining how an author uses reasons and evidence to 


support points 
• Integrating information from several texts on the same 


topic 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence             1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







8 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. For details on grade-level writing 
expectations and writing exemplars for grade five, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. 
The metrics below show key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and routinely include writing over 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) and 
extended time frames (for research, reflection, and revision) 
for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and 
audiences. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 


for students to address culminating writing tasks, 


including: 


• Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a 


point of view with reasons and information 


• Writing informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic 


and convey ideas and information clearly 


• Writing narratives to develop real or imagined 


experiences or events using effective technique, 


descriptive details, and clear sequences of events 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore 


writer’s craft, demonstrate use of domain-specific words and 


phrases, and support student production of grade-level 


opinion, informational, and narrative writing. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





9 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either in the 


teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing instruction 


linked to the grade five writing standards, including: 


• Producing clear and coherent writing in which the 


development and organization are appropriate to the 


task, purpose, and audience 


• Developing and strengthening writing by planning, revising, 


editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach 


• Using technology to produce and publish writing, as well 


as to interact and collaborate with others, demonstrating 


sufficient keyboarding skills 


Materials should also guide the teaching of specific 


components of grade five writing standards 1-3 (See CCSS). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources for 


students to conduct short research projects that build 


knowledge about a topic, including: 


• Using several  sources to investigate different aspects 


of a topic 


• Recalling relevant  information from experiences 


or gathering information from print and digital 


sources 


• Summarizing or paraphrasing information in notes and 


finished work 


• Providing a list of sources 


• Drawing evidence from literary or informational texts to 


support analysis, reflection, or research 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





10 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


Materials provide guidance and support for explicit and systematic instruction and diagnostic support in grade-level phonics, 
vocabulary development, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize words fluently in order to focus on the 
major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Effective foundational skills instruction in grade five includes an explicit and 
systematic focus on phonics and practice in applying phonics for students who are struggling. Building word analysis skills and 
fluency must also be contextualized within the materials (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the grade five 
Reading Standards for Foundational Skills, including 


instruction in phonics, word analysis, and reading with 
fluency to support comprehension. (Refer to CCSS, 
Appendix A for the research detailing the advancement of 
foundational skills in reading.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities for students to 


develop and apply word analysis and decoding skills, 


including: 


• Understanding grade-level vocabulary using an integrated 


approach (including affixes, multi-syllable words, etc.) 


• Understanding multisyllabic words in context and out of 


context 


• Self-correcting using word recognition skills and 


context clues, rereading text purposefully as needed 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/5/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf





11 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in reading grade-level 


prose and poetry with accuracy, at an appropriate rate, and 


with appropriate expression. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading grade-level texts with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







12 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language skills 
and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills, knowledge, 
and vocabulary gained in preceding grades (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 


5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and conventions 


are addressed using an integrated and contextualized approach 


in daily instruction. Materials and tasks in grade five are 


designed to help build student understanding and use of: 


• Conjunctions (including correlative conjunctions), 


prepositions, and interjections, including knowing and 


explaining their function in a sentence 


• Correct verb tense, including perfect tenses, to 


convey various times, sequences, states, and 


conditions 


• Correct spelling of grade-level words 


• Commas to separate items in a series, separate an 


introductory phrase from the rest of a sentence, to indicate 


direct address, or to set off tag words or questions 


• Underlining, quotation marks, or italics to indicate titles 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


Knowledge of Language 


5b. The materials support instruction on: 


• Expanding, combining, and reducing sentences 


• Comparing and contrasting the varieties of English dialects 


and registers used in stories, dramas, or poems 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





13 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5c. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 


for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Using context clues to unlock the meaning of words 


• Using Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues 


to the meaning of words 


• Consulting reference materials to determine pronunciation 


or the meaning of words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


5d. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in 
word meanings. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







14 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression of 
communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness. If grade five students are able to listen to others, discuss 
what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. 
They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express 
their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t understand or need more clarification (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide a 


language framework for student participation in 
academic conversations, including the ability to: 


 


• Come to a discussion prepared 


• Follow agreed upon rules/roles 


• Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow 


up on information 


• Review key ideas and explain their own ideas 


• Differentiate between contexts for formal English 


and situations where informal discourse is 


appropriate 


• Use accurate, grade-appropriate general academic and 


domain-specific words and phrases 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





15 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6b.PresentationofKnowledge and Ideas. Materials provide a 


language framework for student planning of effective 
presentations, focusing on: 


• How to report on a topic or text using evidence to 


present findings from research 


• How to present an opinion 


• How to sequence ideas logically 


• How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to 


support ideas 


• How to use descriptive details to support main ideas or 


themes 


• How to use multimedia components 


• How to adapt speech to a variety of audiences 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







16 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all grade five students, the materials must 
include supports for students to comprehend text at the high end of the grades three through five text complexity band. Supports and 
scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. All scaffolding and support requires 
ongoing formal and informal assessments. These assessments should provide multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate their 
proficiency and inform instruction. 


It is important to note that scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above 
grade-level work. As text complexity increases and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above 
grade-level access is equally important (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 


instructional conversations about text to support student 


learning of: 


• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames for student talk and writing 


• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 


• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 


• Illustrations 


• Graphs and charts 


• Maps and photographs 


• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in the 


text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning(i.e., 


where, when, and how key events occur) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





17 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 


instruction by use of: 


• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives that 


build student ability to read and comprehend grade-level 


text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ 


comprehension skills strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of 


knowledge supporting specific common core 


standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 


for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 


toward meeting grade-level standards 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


7d.The materials provide support for student 


learning through varying modalities (i.e., there are 


provisions for print, digital, and other multimedia sources 


for information attainment). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


 







18 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7e. The materials include assessments along with: 


• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 


• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 


• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be 


used to assess student understanding and next 


instructional steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 


sequence for gradual release1
 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 


meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 


are starting to fall behind 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


 
1 Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters ideas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful style and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: Thematic units, but not enough texts in sample to determine.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1bThe materialsconsistentlyincludeshortchallengingand complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academic language worthy of close reading See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: Not enough information

		C1c The materials consistently provide opportunities to read both literaryand informationaltexts at the high end of the grades three through fivetextcomplexityband: Not enough information 

		C1d Materials provide strategies for gradelevel vocabulary acquisition as well as differentiated strategies for all students: Academic and domain specific vocabulary, but differentiated strategies are not evident

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1a The range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherentlyand systematicallybuilds knowledgeandgradelevel vocabulary acrosssubjects themes andtopics See CCSS Appendix B for examples of gradelevel knowledge demandsText setsalso address a wide variety of student interests and are likely to foster independent reading: Guided reading books, interactive read-alouds, and shared reading lessons are based on a common theme

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of high quality culturally responsive and appropriate topics and themes Textsfrom diverseculturesreflectthesamehighqualityfeaturesthat are demanded of all texts: Not enough information

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1c Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary texts including but not limited to  Drama and poetry  Stories from various genres that invite exploration of the treatment of themes and topics: Not enough information

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1dTherangeofinformationaltexts include selections that  Present historical events  Presentmultiple accounts of the same event or topic  Provide technicalinformation  Present scientific ideas or concepts  Contain relevantvisual representations of information: Not enough information

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1e Student reading materials contain a range of increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to build students ability to comprehend complex text and expand vocabulary throughout the school year: Not enough information

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text including but not limited to  Quoting from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and making inferences  Summarizing text  Determining the theme of a story drama or poem from details in thetext  Determiningtwoormoremainideasofatextandhow they are supported by key details  Comparing and contrasting two or morecharacters settings or events in a story or drama  Explaining the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals events ideas or concepts covered in informational texts: Questions and tasks are aligned to standards

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitlyattend tothe text including but notlimited to  Determining the meaning of words and phrases as used in the text including general academic and domain specific words as well as figurative language  Explaining how a series ofchaptersscenesorstanzas fit togethertoformthe overallstructureof a storydramaor poem  Comparing and contrasting the overall structure of two or more informationaltexts  Analyzingmultipleaccountsofthesameeventor topicnoting similaritiesanddifferencesinpointofviewanddescribinghow pointofviewinfluenceshoweventsaredescribed: See above

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2c Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Questions and tasks requirestudentstoexplicitlyattendtothetextincluding but not limitedto  Drawing information from multiple print or digital sources  Analyzing how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the meaning tone or beauty of a text  Comparingand contrasting the treatment of similar themes topics and patterns of events  Comparing and contrasting stories in the same genre on their approaches to similar themes and topics  Explaining how an author uses reasons and evidence to support points  Integrating information from several texts on the same topic: See above

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what students are reading and routinely include writing over shorter time frames a single sitting or a day or two and extended time frames for research reflection and revision for a range of disciplinespecific tasks purposes and audiences: Yes, connected to reading, but unknown if longer and shorter writing pieces
Includes unit projects

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts supporting a point of view with reasons and information  Writing informativeexplanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly  Writing narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique descriptive details and clear sequences of events: In the sample provided, only argument writing is evident

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3cReading materials can serve as models to explore writers craft demonstrate use of domainspecific words and phrases and support student production of gradelevel opinion informational and narrative writing: Includes mentor texts

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materials include explicit support to teachers either in the teachersedition orclassroommaterialsforwritinginstruction linkedto the gradefive writing standardsincluding  Producing clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to the task purpose andaudience  Developing and strengthening writing by planning revising editing rewriting or trying a new approach  Using technology to produce and publish writing as well as to interactandcollaboratewithothersdemonstrating sufficient keyboardingskills Materials should also guide the teaching of specific components of grade five writing standards 13 See CCSS: Not enough information

		2 some evidence: Did not see

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4a Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicit and systematic instruction of the grade five Reading Standards for Foundational Skills including instruction in phonics word analysis and reading with fluency to support comprehensionRefer to CCSS Appendix Aforthe research detailing the advancement of foundational skills in reading: Includes phonics lessons and fluency, but not enough information

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4b Materials include a variety of opportunities for students to develop and apply word analysis and decoding skills including  Understanding gradelevel vocabulary using an integrated approachincludingaffixesmultisyllablewordsetc  Understanding multisyllabic wordsin context and out of context  Selfcorrectingusingword recognition skills and context clues rereading text purposefully as needed: Included in whole class and guided reading; not enough info

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Materials provide regular practice in reading gradelevel proseand poetry with accuracyat an appropriate rate and with appropriateexpression: Not evident

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4d Materials guide students inreading gradelevel texts with purpose and understanding making frequent connections between the acquisition of foundational skills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: Average 1.5

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5a There is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextualized approach in daily instruction Materials and tasks in grade five are designed to help build student understanding and use of  Conjunctions including correlative conjunctions prepositions and interjections including knowing and explaining their function in a sentence  Correctverbtenseincludingperfect tensesto convey various timessequencesstates and conditions  Correct spelling of gradelevel words  Commas to separate items in a series separate an introductory phrase from the rest of a sentence to indicate direct address or to set off tag words or questions  Underliningquotationmarksoritalicstoindicatetitles: Not evident; the grammar lessons in the sample focused on copy editing symbols

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSKnowledge of Language 5b The materials support instruction on  Expanding combining and reducing sentences  Comparing and contrasting the varieties of English dialects and registers used in stories dramasorpoems: Not evident

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5cThematerials provide contextsupportand strategies for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills including  Using context clues to unlock the meaning of words  UsingGreek orLatin affixes and rootsas clues to the meaning of words  Consulting reference materials to determine pronunciation or the meaning of words: Some evidence in day 1 of sample--using prefixes

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS5d The materials provide embedded opportunities for students to encounter and develop an understanding of figurative language word relationships and nuances in word meanings: Not evident

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6a Comprehension and Collaboration Materials provide a language framework for student participation in academic conversations including the ability to  Come to a discussion prepared  Follow agreed upon rulesroles  Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on information  Review key ideas and explain their own ideas  Differentiate between contexts for formalEnglish and situations where informal discourse is appropriate  Use accurate gradeappropriate general academic and domainspecific words and phrases: Some structures included for partner talk, but no evidence of speaking and listening standards being addressed

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6bPresentationofKnowledge and Ideas Materials provide a language framework for student planning of effective presentations focusing on  How toreport on a topicor text using evidenceto present findings from research  How to present an opinion  How to sequence ideas logically  How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to support ideas  How to use descriptive details to support main ideas or themes  How to use multimedia components  How to adapt speech to a variety of audiences: Not evident

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames for student talk and writing  Repeated grammatical structures and language: Not evident

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs andcharts  Maps andphotographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignal sequenceorofferclues to meaningie where when and how key events occur: Includes digital texts

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c The materialsaredesignedto support teacher instruction by use of  Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials that are clearlyalignedtostated goals and objectives that build student ability to read and comprehend gradelevel text  Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students comprehension skills strengthen  Strategies to supportstudentacquisitionof knowledge supporting specific common core standards  Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance for introducing new concepts and skills  Clear guidance for documenting student progress toward meeting gradelevelstandards: Includes learning outcomes and unit focus questions

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThe materials provide support for student learning throughvaryingmodalitiesiethereare provisionsfor print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: Includes digital texts and interactive whiteboard lessons

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance levels and needs based on assessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces of challengingand complete textthatcan be used to assess student understanding and next instructional steps  Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasksfor students who are on target for meeting gradelevel expectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fallbehind: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: 
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ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE K-1 2  


 
Assessing text complexity in kindergarten and grade one is more a qualitative than quantitative process. The guiding statements 
provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the texts—particularly 
anchor texts—WCSD is considering for adoption. Anchor texts are materials designed to serve as the central unifying tool for the 
development of reading comprehension. While evaluations of text complexity formally begin with grade two, student reading 
materials, texts, and other materials in kindergarten and grade one need to create the conditions for rich and robust discussion and 
writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, English Learners, students who are 
performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and 
academic language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in 
CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to 
read both literary and informational texts. For student reading 
materials in kindergarten and grade one, refer to the Alignment 
Criteria for Foundational Skills (4a-4d of this 
document).Read- aloud anchor texts should fall within or 
above the grades two through three text complexity band. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw students’ attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent 
questions that address the kindergarten and grade one standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In kindergarten and grade one, and 
across all other grade levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade 
level should be expanded in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in 
order to foster independent reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple 
times and are aligned to district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State 
Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 
teachers and students to explore content that coherently 
and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across 
subjects, themes, and topics. This applies especially to texts 
read aloud by the teacher, which should promote speaking 
and listening about topics under study in kindergarten and 
grade one. (See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade-level 
knowledge demands.) Text sets also address a wide variety of 
student interests, and are likely to foster independent reading. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and   appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts, including poems and stories with relevant illustrations. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1d. The range of informational texts include: 
• At least two selections on the same topic 
• Selections with various text features such as headings, 


tables of contents, glossaries, and illustrations 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


            4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence           1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language. Texts for 
kindergarten and grade one students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order thinking skills. There 
should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for conveying meaning, as 
well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require that the student refer to the text 
in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of questions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions about key details in the text 
• Retelling familiar stories, including key details 
• Identifying and describing characters, settings, and major 


events in a story 
• Identifying the main topic of a text 
• Describing the connection between two individuals, events, 


or ideas in a text 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not 
limited to: 
• Determining the meanings of unknown words and phrases 


in stories, poems, and informational texts 
• Recognizing and explaining the differences between 


common types of text both literary (such as storybooks 
and poems) and informational 


• Naming the author and illustrator and describing their roles 
in telling the story or presenting ideas 


• Recognizing and using various features in informational 
texts (such as headings or glossaries) to locate information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and 
tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters in 


stories 
• Describing the key ideas conveyed in illustrations 
• Identifying reasons authors give to support points and the 


similarities between two texts on the same topic 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive  evidence              3) sufficient  evidence               2) some evidence                     1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. In kindergarten and grade one, 
students perform age-appropriate writing tasks and assignments with support and guidance from the teacher. For details on text 
types and purposes, production and distribution of writing, research to build and present knowledge, and the range of writing in 
kindergarten and grade one, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. The metrics below show 
key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and materials a reorganized to 
elicit responses to sources in age-appropriate ways. 
This might include activities such as dictation or making 
pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing, with 
support from the teacher. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, including: 
• Opinion writing, in which students introduce atopic or 


name a book, state an opinion, and supply a reason for the 
opinion (using a combination of drawing, dictating, and 
writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Informative/explanatory writing, in which students name a 
topic and supply facts about the topic (using a combination 
of drawing, dictating, and writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Narrative writing, in which students recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, including details about 
what happened (using a combination of drawing, dictating, 
and writing at the kindergarten level) 


            
          4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore writer’s 
craft and support student production of grade-level opinion, 
informational, and narrative writing. 


           4) extensive 
 
 


          3) sufficient 
 
 


          2) some 
 
 


          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing 
standards, including: 
• Focusing on a topic, responding to questions from 


peers, and adding details to strengthen writing as 
needed 


• Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources 
for students to participate in shared research and 
writing projects, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from provided sources 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient   evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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Effective instruction on foundational skills in kindergarten and grade one includes explicit and systematic lessons and diagnostic 
support in concepts of print, the alphabetic principle, phonics, phonological awareness, vocabulary development and word 
recognition, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to focus on the 
major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Building these foundational skills must be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the kindergarten and 
grade one Reading Standards for Foundational Skills (CCSS), 
including concepts of print, phonological awareness, 
letter recognition, phonics, word recognition, and reading 
fluency in a research-based and transparent progression. 
(Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational reading skills.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities that allow 
for systematic and frequent practice of all foundational 
skills through such features as engaging texts, games, digital 
materials, etc. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/K/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/1/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in encoding (spelling) 
and decoding (reading) the sound symbol relationships 
of English. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading emergent reader texts 
for kindergarten and grade-level texts for grade one with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language 
skills and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and 
knowledge (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in kindergarten and grade one are designed to help 
build student understanding and use of: 
• Upper- and lower-case letters 
• Question words 
• Recognition and use of end punctuation 
• Frequently occurring nouns in kindergarten, and common, 


proper, and possessive nouns by grade one 
• Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten, and use of verbs 


to convey past, present, and future actions in grade 
one 


• Complete sentence in kindergarten, and compound 
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory 
sentences in grade one 


• Capitalization of the first word in a sentence in 
kindergarten, and of dates and names of people in 
grade one 


• Correct spelling,  by sounding out simple words 
phonetically in kindergarten and applying common 
spelling patterns to spell words in grade one 


Grade One 
• Regular plural nouns, with matching verbs 
• Personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns 
• Conjunctions and determiners, such as articles or 


demonstratives 
• Frequently occurring adjectives 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5b. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Identifying new meanings for familiar words in kindergarten 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words in grade one 
• Using frequently occurring inflections and affixes as clues 


to the meaning of words 
• Using root words(such as look) and their inflectional forms 


(looks, looked, looking) in grade one 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


5c. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression 
of communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If 
kindergarten and grade one students are able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or 
misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may 
differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t 
understand or need more clarification. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide 
a frame that guides student participation in 
academic conversations by: 
• Agreeing on rules for discussion, taking turns speaking 
• Confirming understanding of texts read aloud 
• Asking and answering questions to clarify and gather 


information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


6b. Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials include 
tasks that promote oral responses in a range of 
collaborative discussions, and support students in: 
• Describing people, places, things, and events 
• Using visual displays to add details 
• Speaking audibly and completing sentences 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all kindergarten and grade one students, 
the materials must include supports for students to apply concepts of print, phonics, vocabulary development, syntax, and fluency in 
comprehending texts. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. 
All scaffolding and supports require ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple opportunities for students to 
demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade- level work. As text 
complexity increases, and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade- level access is 
equally important. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 


          1) weak 
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-level 
text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ skills 
strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of knowledge 
supporting specific common core standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7d. The materials provide support for students with varying 
learning styles and modalities (i.e., there are provisions for 
print, digital, and other multimedia sources for information 
attainment). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7e. The materials include developmentally appropriate 
materials and instructional sequences specifically designed 
for students in the primary grades (such as role-play, songs, 
games, etc.). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7f. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be used 


to assess student understanding  and next instructional 
steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive   evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Integration of Interdisciplinary Content Standards; Building Knowledge Systematically 
              THEMATIC                 SPIRAL                 NGSS                 NVACSS                   SEL                  ELD 


 
1. Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters ideas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful sty l e and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: Only one week of one unit was provided. There are some recommendations of small group titles that might relate to the overall idea. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1b The materials consistently include short challenging and complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academiclanguageworthyofclosereadingSeeexemplarsin CCSS Appendix B: Trade books as well as short shared reading texts. 

		C1c The materials consistently provide opportunities to readbothliteraryandinformationaltextsForstudentreading mater i alsin k i ndergartenand gradeonerefertothe A l i gnment Criteria for Foundational Skills 4a4d of this documentReadaloud anchor texts should fall within or above the grades two through three text complexity band: Both literary and informational texts were included in the sample provided. 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1a The range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherently and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across subjectsthemesand topicsThisappliesespecially totexts readaloudbytheteacherwhichshouldpromotespeaking andlisteningabouttopicsunderstudyinkindergartenand gradeone See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade l evel knowledgedemandsTextsetsalsoaddressawidevarietyof studentinterestsandarelikelytofosterindependentreading: The week seemed a bit disjointed. Students read an informational piece about alligators and crocodiles and then were asked to fill out a graphic organizer about setting and characters. Then they read a fictional story about a chameleon and then were asked to write an informational piece comparing a chameleon to a parrot. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of h i gh qual i ty cu l tural l y responsive and appropriate topics andthemesTextsfrom diverse cultures reflect the same highquality features that are demanded of all texts: Examples of texts were limited, I cannot determine overall quality of texts. I can assume based on my own knowledge of Scholastic. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1cMaterialsincludearich anddiverse sampling ofliterary texts i nc l ud i ng poems and stories with re l evant illustrations: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1d The range of informational texts include  At least two selections on the same topic  Select i ons with var i ous text features such as headings tablesof contentsglossaries andillustrations: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1e Student reading materials contain a range of increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to build students ability to comprehend complex text and expand vocabulary throughout the school year: I did not see evidence of any student reading materials for small group or independent reading that were leveled or became increasingly challenging. 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text includingbutnot limited to  Askingandanswer i ngquestionsaboutkeydetailsinthetext  Retelling familiar stories including key details  Ident i fy i ng and describing characters sett i ngs and major events in astory  Identifying the main topic of a text  Describing the connection between two individualsevents or ideas in a text: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend tothetext including but not limited to  Determ i n i ng the meanings of unknown words andphrases in stories poems and informational texts  Recognizing and explaining the differences between common types of text both literary such as storybooks and poems and informational  Namingtheauthorandillustratoranddescribingtheirroles in telling the story or presenting ideas  Recognizingandusingvariousfeaturesininformational texts such as headings or glossar i es to l ocate i nformat i on: There were many prompts to have students think directly about author's craft

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2c Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Questions and tasks requirestudentstoexplicitlyattendtothetext including but not limitedto  Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters i n stories  Describing thekeyideas conveyed in illustrations  Identifyingreasonsauthors give to supportpoints andthe similarities between two texts on the same topic: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what students are reading and materials a reorganized to elicit responses to sources in ageappropriate ways This might include activities such as dictation or making pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing with support from the teacher: Writing assignments are sometimes related to the reading but are very simple and at times contrived to match the reading. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Opinion writing inwhich studentsintroduceatopic or nameabookstateanopinionandsupply areasonforthe opinionusing acombinationof drawingdictatingand writing at the kindergarten level  Informativeexplanatory writing in which students name a topic and supply facts about the topic using a combination ofdrawing dictating and writingatthe kindergarten level  Narrativewritinginwhichstudentsrecounttwoormore appropriately sequencedeventsincluding detailsabout what happened us i ng a combinat i on of draw i ng dictat i ng and writing at the kindergarten level: Informative/Explanatory writing was specifically referenced but the teaching point was writing using multiple pages instead of how to write and informative piece. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3c Reading mater i als can serve as models to explore writers craft and support student production of gradelevel opinion informational and narrative writing: The mentor text was literary when the writing assignment was informative. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materials include explicit support to teachers either intheteacherseditionorclassroommaterialsforwriting instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing standards including  Focusing on a topic responding to questions from peers andadding detailstostrengthenwritingas needed  Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing including in collaboration with peers: There were teacher tips for ELL students to differentiate - very general. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3e Materials provide opportunities and resources for students to participate in shared research and writing projects including  Recalling information from experiences  Gathering information from provided sources: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4a Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicitandsystematicinstructionofthekindergartenand gradeoneReadingStandardsfor FoundationalSkillsCCSS including concepts of print phonological awareness letter recognitionphonics wordrecognitionandreading fluencyin a researchbased and transparent progression Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the advancement of foundational reading skills: Phonics skill for the week provided by the sample was the phonogram ph. I assume there would be a different skill each week but they may all be phonics based and not address all these areas. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4bMaterialsincludeavarietyofopportunitiesthatallow forsystematicandfrequent practiceof all foundational skills through suchfeatures as engagingtexts games digital materials etc: Referred to ooka island, W.O.R.D, and Literacy Pro - not sure what those are. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Mater i a l s provide regu l ar pract i ce in encoding spe l l i ng and decoding reading the sound symbol relationships of English: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4dMaterialsguidestudentsinreadingemergentreadertexts for kindergarten and gradelevel texts for grade one with purpose and understanding making frequent connections betweentheacquisition offoundationalskills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: Read aloud and shared reading texts were provided but there was no mention of guided reading or independent reading materials other than the workbook. 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5a There is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextua l i zed approach i n dai l y i nstruct i on Mater i als and tasksinkindergarten andgradeonearedesignedto help build student understanding and use of  Upperand lowercaseletters  Question words  Recognition and use of end punctuation  Frequently occurr i ng nouns in k i ndergarten and common proper and possessive nouns by grade one  Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten and use of verbs toconvey past present and futureactions ingrade one  Complete sentence in kindergarten and compound dec l arat i ve i nterrogat i ve i mperat i ve and exc l amatory sentences in gradeone  Capitalizationofthefirstword inasentence in k i ndergarten and of dates and names of people in gradeone  Correct spelling by sounding out simple words phonetically in kindergarten and applying common spelling patterns to spell words in grade one Grade One  Regular plural nouns with matching verbs  Personal possessive and indefinite pronouns  Conjunctions and determiners such as art i c l es or demonstratives  Frequently occurringadjectives: Not enough information to tell. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5bThe materialsprovidecontextsupportand strategies for teaching vocabularyacquisition skills including  Identifyingnew meaningsforfamiliar wordsin kindergarten  Us i ng sentencelevel context clues to unlock the meaning of words in grade one  Us i ng frequently occurring i nf l ect i ons and aff i xes as clues to the meaning of words  Usingrootwordssuchaslookandtheirinflectionalforms looks looked looking in grade one: Word list of essential words to pre-teach. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS5c The materials provide embedded opportunities for studentstoencounterand developanunderstanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_6: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6a Comprehension and Collaboration Materials provide a frame that guides student participation in academic conversations by  Agreeing onrulesfordiscussiontaking turnsspeaking  Confirming understanding of texts read aloud  Ask i ng and answer i ng questions to c l ar i fy and gather information: None that I saw. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6b Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas Materials include tasks that promote oral responses in a range of collaborative discussions and support students in  Describing people places things and events  Using visual displays to add details  Speaking audibly and completing sentences: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_7: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames  Repeatedgrammatical structures and language: ELL support tips 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs and charts  Maps and photographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignalsequenceoroffercluestomeaning suchas where when and how key events occur: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c Thematerialsaredesignedto supportteacher instruction by use of  Expl i c i t i nstruct i onal direct i ons accompanied by mater i als that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and that buildstudentabilitytoreadandcomprehendgrade l evel text  Strategies to gradually i ncrease difficulty as students ski l l s strengthen  Strategiestosupportstudentacquisitionofknowledge supporting specific common corestandards  Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance for introducing new concepts and skills  Clear guidance for documenting student progress toward meeting gradelevelstandards: Skills and standards were very disjointed. Phonics work was on ph and ph was not in the shared reading or read aloud texts. Bouncing back and forth between literary and informational in both reading and writing. Taught "opposites" for vocabulary when there were not opposites directly taught in any other context. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThe materials provide supportfor students with varying learningstylesand modalitiesiethereareprovisionsfor print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: Based on Technology resource suggestions 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include developmentally appropriate mater i als and i nstruct i ona l sequences specifically designed for students in the pr i mary grades such as roleplay songs games etc: Interactive read aloud, shared reading.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7f The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance l evels and needs based on assessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces ofchallengingandcomplete text thatcanbeused to assess student understanding  and next instructional steps  Reading selections and questions that progress in a logica l sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasks for students who areon target for meeting gradelevelexpectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fallbehind: There was a student rubric and a mention of formative assessment in a note in the margin. 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_8: 
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2018-2019 WCSD CAP K-5 ELA Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component. 


1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Program -


Does not occur Sometimes 


occurs Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, and print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


10 11 12
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13


13







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
https://www.evidenceforessa.org/


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
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Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns
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		Group1: Choice4

		Group3: Choice3

		Group4: Choice4

		Evaluator Number: 30

		Text1: #4-Online tools available for assessments and practice. Various forms of support and to reinforce learned skills. Spanish version available. 
#8- online assessment tools, digital library & student editions, vocabulary notebook, comprehension coach, interactive whiteboard resources. Online PD. No Spanish version 
# 9min. Online resources/assessments. All materials are also in Spanish. Readers workshop model w/ mini lessons. No online interactive games
#10- K-2 only. Many online resources and games. Online student assesesments-however minimal details. Spanish materials available under option A- however no examples or details of what can be provided 
#12- no online tools other than assessments, to support learning standardsDoe snot include supplemental materials, PD, or various instructional materials. 
#6 digital library is available at additional costs
#7 supplemental materials and assessment resources are available in a digital format. Supplemental individual reading libraries and Spanish trade books are available. Additional digital resources include: teacher's manual, small group manual, assessment resources, versions of vocabulary texts for small groups, access to learning HUB (interactive whiteboard activities, tutorials, masters, PDFs, and professional learning media) 
#1 print and digital components, game based learning, online assessment tools, online reading/writing journal, Spanish resources, onlin ePD options
#11 3 web-based programs available (independent reading texts w/comprehension, vocabulary game, and activities for foundational skills) no Spanish resources mentioned 
#13 All text and materials are web based. Spanish leveled texts. Online tutorial on how to use resources, however no in-depth professional learning 
#2 interactive whiteboard lessons, digital tools for teachers, online planning tools, eBooks for teachers, student eBooks, online workspace for students, multi-media texts, online assessment tools, blended learning, no evidence of Spanish texts, I did not see professional learning tools 
#5 includes audio books, online resources for shared reading/IRA, professional learning calendar
#3interactive teacher editions, intervention/EL, epresentation, eBooks, eGames, students anthologies audio. No Spanish version 'p

		Text3: #4- In early grades, it does not appear there is a true formative assessment system for monitoring students as they acquire strategies for learning to read (example: running records). The intermediate grades (4/5) appear to have a comprehensive system to monitor students using a variety of methods that are more appropriate to that ability level. 
#8- online assessment tools. Same feedback as #4 as for primary grades 
#9- same as #4 and #8
#10 Weak assessment system
#12- lack of monitoring 
#6 minimal formative assessments. Paper/pencil 
#7 Strong, comprehensive assessment system including running records, class pictures, developmental reading inventory, social skills assessment, vocabulary, foundational skills assessments, individual reading observation tools, cooperative group assessments
#1 assessments are included (baseline assessments, module, level performance, selection tests, summative assessments, and performace tasks) Also includes EL assessments, fluency, running records, comprehension, vocabulary, writing, phonemic awareness
#13 running records and foundational skills assessments 
#2 running records, performance tasks, weekly skill assessments, various rubrics available, benchmark assessment, progress monitoring assessments for intervention/tiered students (foundational skills, fluency, etc) 
#5 Benchmark assessment system, running records, early lit. Assessments, phonics
#3assessments- diagnostic, skills assessments, foundational assessments, benchmarks, writing rubrics, listening/speakign rubrics. No running records 

		Text5: #4- Leveled texts are provided, however limited to four levels. 
#8- Level readers (only 4 levels), additional classroom library resources based on theme/topic 
#9- EL instructional component. Leveled readers provide minimum picture support for struggling readers 
#12 min. Decodable texts 
#6 minimal opportunities for differentiation. Separate component for EL learners- "Language Studio" All available text is the exact same in each grade level. There are no leveled readers
#7 curriculum includes an intervention system SIPPS (decoding intervention), instructional strategies for EL learners integrated into each lesson. Level readers are provided, however limited 
#1 scaffold strategies, Ready Up! Intervention 
#11 small group modules with leveled readers, 108 titles (6 each)
#13 leveled text, however minimal support for teachers to differentiate their instruction. EL text titles
#2 EL componment, lesson for newcomers, leveled texts, language workshop for EL, culturally responsive teaching component, 
#5 all components of a balanced literacy system. Leveled texts. Lit. Continuum text to support teachers to identify instructional apporaches based on what students can do successfully and independently 
#3- there are areas noted at the bottom of the lesson on how to differentiate the lesson, however w/minimal directions or support 

		Text6: #8- strong representation of diversity and cultural issues 
#6 Strong content imbedded through each unit. Topics typically align with grade level content standards in social studies  
#7 text selection varies to represent our current and past society in a culturally responsive manner 
#13 variety of text titles and topics, however no link to an essential learning or theme
#2 various text titles and topics 
#5 vaired themes/topics. Text sets to support 

		Text7: #10- materials and format not engaging or appropriate for young readers. Lack of sequential development for reading instruction (levels of texts jump from lesson to lesson with no building of concepts, is not reflective of a typical student that age) 
#6 intermediate materials appear to be better suited for the age level. Primary resources (K/1) do not support methods for teacher young readers with picture support
#7 Lessons are clearly identified and resources are of high quality. Strong selection of texts for read aloud/shared reading 
#1 several parts and resource manuals for teachers. Lesson components are spread out among the resources 
#11 no samples of texts or actual instructional materials 
#13 all online unless printed 
#2 Basal with textbook, leveled text, sound spelling cards, eBooks
#5 text-rich materials are clear, often with real pictures. Big books, as well as text to support all instructional practices 
#3 materials labeled clearly 

		Text8: #1 curriculum shares positive results beginning from 2013 in some school districts 
#6 three-year study in New York, identifies one grade level in one year that had greater gains 
#11 does not share evidence of positive results 
#13 did not see evidence of positive impact in student achievement or peer review 
#2 co-author Irene Fountas, workshop model, gradual release model
#5 evidence based instructional for K-3rd grades. Materials support the research on early reading behaviors from high level of support to independance. Provides a systematic approach to learning. 
#3 it is noted where and how each component supports research 
#9 components of core literacy practices (shared reading, read-aloud, foundational skills, close reading, phonics, guided reading

		Text9: #1 online resources, digital books, and games accessible to students and families at home 
#7 several resources to communicate with families how to support at home and the intended learning in each particular unit. 
#11 online tools are available for students and families (leveled texts, online games) 
#13 All materials are assessable at home. Teachers can adjust materials to individual students and to communicate with families electronically 
#2 online tools for students to access at home 
#9 take home letters and activities 
#8 family, letters, support for independent reading, progress updates, home activities, and recommended apps
#10 web based version for home use, parent portal w/ at-hone activities, teachers can post messages, parents can also read about what thier child is studying in class
#12 HW resources available, however lengthly & not parent friendly. Language would be a barrier for many families. HW required students to have access to several texts, specifically based on the content
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		Text22: #2 student materials well-designed to clearly identify targeted objective, stopping points throughout the text supports the skill and and how to analyze the text. Vocabulary is highlighted 
#1 teacher's guide lays out lessons in a sequential order. Identified objectives, additional resources needs, each step of the lesson, separate books for assessments, foundational package, student package, leveled text library, 
#6 family letter to send home explaining topics, teacher materials in several skill books, appropriate  sequence of lessons with focus and time needed 
#5 materials are well organized by each instructional practice. The system guide creates an overview and purpose for each practice. Within each instructional practice are organized materials with lesson cards. Lesson cards are simple including needed materials, goals/objectives, sequences for instruction, questions, look-fors 
#3 there are minimal supporting resources for indepdnent practice or reinforcement. No leveled texts are provided. Blackline masters. 
#9 resources organized into kits with materials 
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2 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
Assessing text complexity in the early grades begins in grade two. The guiding statements provided in this section will examine text 
complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the texts—particularly anchor texts— WCSD is considering for 
adoption. Anchor texts are materials designed to serve as the central unifying tool for the development of reading comprehension. 
Reading materials, texts, and other materials in grade two need to create the conditions for rich and robust discussion and writing 
for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, English Learners, students who are performing 
at grade level, and advanced students). For student reading materials in grade two, refer to the Alignment Criteria for Foundational 
Skills (4a – 4d of this document). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) p.37-62 


  
        4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and academic 
language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in CCSS, 
Appendix B.) 


  
        4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
 
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





3 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to read 
both literary and informational texts in the grades two through 
three-text complexity band, as well as texts that directly 
address the Alignment Criteria for Foundational Skills (4a-4d 
of this document). Read-aloud texts should measure above 
the grades two through three-text complexity band. p. 31 


50% informational 


50% literary 


Anchor Standards 1-10 


  
        4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1d. Materials provide strategies for grade-level content 
and academic vocabulary acquisition. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







4 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw student attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent questions 
that address the grade two standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In grade two, and across all other grade 
levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge and vocabulary built at one grade level 
should be expanded in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in order 
to foster independent reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple 
times and are aligned to district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State 
Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a.The range of materials, both print and digital, 
allows teachers and students to explore content that 
coherently and systematically builds knowledge and 
vocabulary across subjects, themes, and topics. This 
applies especially to texts read aloud by the teacher, which 
should promote speaking and listening about topics 
under study in grade two. (See CCSS Appendix B for 
examples of grade-level knowledge demands.) Text sets 
also address a wide variety of student interests and are 
likely to foster independent reading. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


Text sets are connected to content. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





5 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts including, but not limited to: 
• Stories, poems, and songs 
• Fables and folktales 
• Multiple versions of the same story by different authors or 


from different cultures 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1d.The range of informational texts include selections 
that: 
• Present historical events 
• Present scientific ideas or concepts 
• Describe technical procedures 
• Contain relevant visual representations of information 
• Contain at least two texts on the same topic 
• Contain various text features such as glossaries, indexes, 


and icons 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







6 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language. Texts for grade 
two students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order thinking skills. There should be a range of 
questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for conveying meaning, as well as to support 
specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require that the student refer to the text in several places 
in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of questions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but 
not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions about who, what, where, 


when, and why 
• Recounting stories and demonstrating an understanding of 


their central ideas, message, or lessons 
• Describing how characters respond to major events and 


challenges 
• Identifying the main topic of multi-paragraph informational 


texts as well as the focus of specific paragraphs 
• Making connections between historical events, scientific 


ideas, and technical procedures presented in a 
text 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





7 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require students 
to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not limited to: 
• Describing how words and phrases supply rhythm and 


meaning to stories, poems, and songs 
• Describing the overall structure of a story 
• Acknowledging the differences in characters’ points of view 
• Determining the meaning of words and phrases in grade 


two reading selections 
• Identifying the main purpose of an informational text 
• Recognizing and using various text features (such as 


headings and glossaries)to locate information 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and tasks 
that accompany the text require students to explicitly attend 
to the text, including, but not limited to: 
• Using illustrations and words to access information, 


explaining how specific images contribute to understanding 
• Describing the reasons authors use to support specific 


points in a text 
• Comparing and contrasting important points from 


two texts on the same topic, or two versions of the same 
story 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







8 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. For details on grade-level writing 
expectations and writing exemplars for grade two, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. 
The metrics below show key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
Students are reading, and materials are organized to 
elicit responses to sources in age-appropriate ways. This 
might include activities such as dictation or making 
pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing, with 
support from the teacher. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, 
including: 
• Opinion writing, in which students state an opinion and 


supply reasons that support the opinion, using linking 
words to connect opinion and reasons 


• Informative/explanatory writing, in which students 
introduce a topic and use facts and definitions to develop 
points 


• Narrative writing, in which students recount events with 
details to describe actions, thoughts, and feelings 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore writer’s 
craft and support student production of grade-level opinion, 
informational, and narrative writing. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





9 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the grade two writing standards, 
including: 
• Focusing on a topic and strengthening writing as needed 


by revising and editing 
• Using a variety of digital tools to produce and publish 


writing, including in collaboration with peers 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 
 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources 
for students to participate in shared research and 
writing projects, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from provided sources 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







10 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 


Effective foundational skills instruction in grade two includes explicit and systematic lessons and diagnostic support in concepts of 
print, the alphabetic principle, phonics, phonological awareness, vocabulary development and word recognition, syntax, and reading 
fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to focus on the major goal of reading, which is 
comprehension. Building these foundational skills must be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a.Materials provide teachers with guidance and support 
for explicit and systematic sequenced instruction of the 
grade two 
Reading Standards for Foundational Skills, including phonics, 
phonological awareness, letter recognition, word recognition, 
and reading fluency in a research-based and transparent 
progression.(Refer to CCSS, Appendix A for the 
research detailing the advancement of foundational 
reading skills.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities that allow 
for systematic and frequent practice of all 
foundational skills through such features as engaging texts, 
games, digital materials, etc. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/2/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf





11 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in encoding (spelling) 
and decoding (reading) the sound symbol relationships 
of English. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading grade-level texts with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
Between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







12 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language skills 
and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills, vocabulary, 
and knowledge gained in preceding grades (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a.There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials 
and tasks in grade two are designed to help build student 
understanding and use of: 
• Nouns(including collective and irregular plural nouns) 
• Reflexive pronouns 
• The past tense of frequently occurring irregular verbs 
• Adjectives and adverbs 
• Complete simple and compound sentences 
• Commas in greetings and closings 
• Apostrophes to form contractions and possessives 
• Correct spelling, applying knowledge of spelling patterns in 


writing words 
• Capitalization of holidays and other proper nouns 
• Reference materials such as beginning dictionaries to check 


spellings 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


Knowledge of Language 
5b. The materials support instruction on comparing formal 
and informal uses of English. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





13 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5c. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for developing vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words 
• Using prefixes and roots as clues to the meaning of 


words 
• Using knowledge of the meaning of individual words to 


predict the meaning of compound words 
• Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to 


determine the meaning of words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5d. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding 
of word relationships and nuances in word 
meanings. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







14 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 


To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression of 
communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness. If grade two students are able to listen to others, discuss 
what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. 
They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express 
their own thoughts using grade-level vocabulary, and ask questions when they don’t understand or need more clarification. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a.Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials 
provide an embedded/integrated language framework 
that guides student participation in academic 
conversations, including the ability to: 
• Agree on rules for discussion 
• Link ideas to the remarks of others 
• Recount key details from texts 
• Ask and answer questions to deepen understanding 
• Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, 


reading and  being read to, and responding to 
texts 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


 


6b.Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials include 
tasks that promote oral responses in a range of 
collaborative discussions, and support students with: 
• Telling a story or recounting an experience with 


relevant facts and details 
• Creating audio recordings or visual displays to add details 
• Speaking in complete, coherent sentences 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 







15 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 


While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all grade two students, the materials must 
include supports for students to apply concepts of print, phonics, vocabulary development, syntax, and fluency in comprehending 
texts. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. All scaffolding 
and support requires ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate their 
proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade-level work. As text 
complexity increases and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade-level access is 
equally important. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 







16 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-
level text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ skills 
strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of 
knowledge supporting specific common core 
standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7d. The materials provide support for students with 
varying learning styles and modalities (i.e., there are 
provisions for print, digital, and other multimedia sources 
for information attainment). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7e. The materials include developmentally appropriate 
materials and instructional sequences specifically designed 
for students in the primary grades (such as role-play, songs, 
games, etc.). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


 







17 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 2  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7f. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging  and complete text that can be 


used to assess student understanding and next 
instructional steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall  behind 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 
1 Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters i deas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful sty l e and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B p3762: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1bThemater i alscons i stentlyincludeshortchal l engingand complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academ i c language worthy of close reading See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: I did not see any close reading. 

		C1cThemater i alsconsistentlyprov i deopportunitiesto read both l i terary and i nformational texts in the grades two through threetext complexity band as well as texts that directly address the Alignment Criteria for Foundational Skills 4a4d of th i s document Readaloud texts should measure above the grades two through threetextcomplexity band p 31 50 informational 50 literary Anchor Standards 110: 

		C1d Mater i als prov i de strategies for grade l evel content and academ i c vocabulary acquisition: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: I did not feel the sample binder showed enough for me to evaluate the quality of the materials.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1aThe range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherently and systemat i ca l l y builds know l edge and vocabulary across subjects themes and top i cs This appl i es espec i al l y to texts readaloudbytheteacherwhich shouldpromotespeak i ng and listening about topics under study in gradetwo See CCSS AppendixBfor examplesof grade l evelknow l edge demandsText sets alsoaddressa wide varietyof student interestsand are likelytofoster independent reading: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of high quality culturally responsive and appropriate topicsand themes Textsfrom diverseculturesreflectthesamehighqualityfeaturesthat are demanded of all texts Text sets are connected to content: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1c Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of l i terary texts including but not limited to  Stories poems andsongs  Fables andfolktales  Multiple versions of the same story by different authors or from differentcultures: I don't know. Unable to see all text. Only list of leveled text., not mentor texts.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1dThe range of informational texts include selections that  Present historical events  Present scientific ideas or concepts  Describe technical procedures  Contain relevantvisual representations of information  Contain at least two texts on the same topic  Contain var i ous text features such as glossar i es indexes and icons: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: There was not enough of a teacher guide sample for me to evaluate effectively.
Plans were only whole group, no small group instructions.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text including but not limited to  Ask i ng and answer i ng questions about who what where when and why  Recounting stor i es and demonstrat i ng an understandingof their central ideas message or lessons  Describ i ng how characters respond to major events and challenges  Identifyingthe main topic of multiparagraph informational texts as well as the focus of specific paragraphs  Mak i ng connect i ons between histor i cal events sc i entific ideas and technical procedures presented ina text: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitlyattend tothe text including but not limited to  Describ i ng how words and phrases supply rhythm and meaning to stories poems and songs  Describing the overall structure of a story  Acknowledgingthe differences in characterspoints of view  Determ i n i ng the meaning of words and phrases in grade two readingselections  Identifying the main purpose of an informationaltext  Recognizing and us i ng var i ous text features such as headingsandglossariesto locate information: First point ( rhythm...) was blank next to correlation chart.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2cIntegrationofKnowledgeandIdeasQuestionsandtasks that accompany the text require students to explicitly attend to the text including but not limited to  Using illustrations and words to access information explaining how spec i f i c i mages contr i bute to understanding  Describ i ng the reasons authors use to support specif i c points in atext  Comparing and contrasting important points from two textsonthesametopicortwoversionsofthesame story: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: Again, not enough info to evaluate thoroughly.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what Students are reading and materials are organized to elicit responses to sources in ageappropriate ways This might include activities such as dictation or making pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing with support from the teacher: There was a writing prompt with each day. No rubric or teacher support?

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Opinion writing in which students state an opinion and supply reasons that support the opinion using linking words to connect opinion and reasons  Informativeexplanatory writing in which students introduce a topic and use facts and definitions to develop points  Narrative writing in which students recount events with details to describe actions thoughts and feelings: I don't know. No explicit overview.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3c Reading mater i als can serve as models to explore writers craft and support student production of gradelevel opinion informational and narrative writing: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materialsinclude explicit support toteachers either intheteacherseditionorclassroommaterialsforwriting instruction linkedtothegrade twowritingstandards including  Focusing on a topic and strengthening writing as needed by revising and editing  Using a variety of digital toolsto produce and publish writing including in collaboration with peers: Again... Not enough evidence to draw conclusion.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3eMaterials provide opportunities and resources for students to participate in shared researchand writing projects including  Recalling information from experiences  Gathering information from provided sources: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4aMaterials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicit and systematic sequenced instruction of the grade two Reading Standards for Foundational Skillsincluding phonics phonologicalawarenessletterrecognitionwordrecognition and reading fluency in a researchbased and transparent progressionRefer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the advancement of foundational reading skills: I disagree with some of he phonics progression. Doesn't match Words Their Way. ( long vowels before blends & digraphs)

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4bMaterialsincludeavarietyofopportunitiesthatallow for systematic and frequent practice of all foundational skills through such features as engaging texts games digital materials etc: I was unable to determine if student workbook was adequate. Too short of a sample in Student Resource Book.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Mater i a l s prov i de regular practice in encod i ng spelling and decoding reading the sound symbo l relationships of English: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4d Materialsguide studentsinreading gradelevel texts with purpose and understanding making frequent connections Between the acquisition of foundational skills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5aThere is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextualized approach in daily instruction Materials and tasks in grade two are designed to help build student understanding and use of  Nounsincluding collective and irregular plural nouns  Reflexive pronouns  The past tense of frequently occurring irregular verbs  Adjectives andadverbs  Complete simple and compound sentences  Commas in greetings and closings  Apostrophestoform contractionsandpossessives  Correct spelling applying knowledge of spelling patterns i n writing words  Capitalization of holidays and other proper nouns  Reference mater i a l s such as beginning dictionaries to check spellings: Unable to view the work requested of students throughout the year.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSKnowledge of Language 5b The mater i a l s support instruction on comparing formal and informal uses of English: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5cThematerials provide contextsupportand strategies for developing vocabulary acquisition skills including  Using sentencelevelcontext clues to unlock the meaning of words  Usingprefixes and rootsascluestothe meaningof words  Using knowledge of the meaning of individual words to predict the meaning of compound words  Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to determine the meaning of words: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5d The materials provide embedded opportunities for studentsto encounterand developanunderstanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_6: Not enough material to review.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6aComprehension and Collaboration Materials provide an embeddedintegrated language framework that guides student participation in academic conversations including theabilityto  Agree on rules for discussion  Link ideas to the remarks of others  Recount key details from texts  Ask and answer questions todeepen understanding  Use words and phrases acquired through conversat i ons reading and being readtoand responding to texts: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6bPresentation of Knowledge and Ideas Materials include tasks that promote oral responses in a range of collaborative discussions and support students with  Tellingastoryorrecounting an experience with relevant facts and details  Creating audiorecordings or visual displaysto add details  Speaking in complete coherent sentences: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_7: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames  Repeated grammatical structures and language: No instruction for differentiation. Just notes in the margin. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs andcharts  Maps andphotographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignalsequenceoroffercluestomeaning suchas where when and how key events occur: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c Thematerialsaredesignedto support teacher instruction by use of  Explicit i nstruct i onal direct i ons accompanied by mater i als that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives that build student abilityto readandcomprehendgrade level text  Strategies to gradual l y i ncrease d i ff i cu l ty as students  skil l s strengthen  Strateg i esto supportstudentacquis i tionof know l edge supporting specific common core standards  C l ear and detai l ed teacher direct i ons and guidance for introducing newconcepts andskills  C l ear guidance for document i ng student progress toward meeting gradelevel standards: Don't know

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThematerials provide support forstudentswith varying learning stylesand modalities iethereare provisions for print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include developmentally appropriate mater i als and i nstruct i onal sequences specif i cally designed for students in the primary grades such as ro l eplay songs games etc: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7f The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance l evels andneeds based onassessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces ofchallenging and complete textthatcan be used to assess studentunderstanding and next instructional steps  Reading select i ons and questions that progress in a l ogical sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasksfor students who areontarget for meeting gradelevel expectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fall behind: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_8: No hard copy examples

		Text1: 

		Group1: Choice2

		Group2: Choice3

		Group3: Choice2

		Group4: Choice2

		Group5: Off

		Group6: Choice2

		Group7: Choice2

		Group8: Off

		Group9: Off

		Group10: Off

		Group11: Off

		Group12: Off

		Group13: Choice3

		Group14: Off

		Group15: Off

		Group16: Choice3

		Group17: Off

		Group18: Choice3

		Group19: Off

		Group20: Off

		Group21: Off

		Group22: Off

		Group23: Off

		Group24: Off

		Group25: Off

		Group26: Off

		Group27: Off

		Group28: Off

		Group29: Off

		Group30: Off

		Group31: Off

		Group32: Off

		Group33: Off

		Group34: Off

		Group35: Off

		Group36: Off

		Group37: Off

		Group38: Choice1

		Group39: Off

		Group40: Off

		Group41: Off
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



ebadger

Text Box

21.ELAState.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: X

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: Not evident

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: X

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: Not enough information provided in sample materials to tell

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: X

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: X

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: X

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: X

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: X

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: Not evident

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: X

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 16

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: X

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: X

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: Not enough information provided

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: X

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: X

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: Questions and tasks aligned to the standards and standards are noted

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: X

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: Not enough info

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: X

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: X

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: X

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: X

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: X

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: X

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: X

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: X

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: Sample only showed argument writing

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: X

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 25

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: X

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: X

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: X

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: X

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: X

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: Not evident

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 5

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: X

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: X

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 6

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 52

		Title: Scholastic Literacy

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: Scholastic

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: 5

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  


X Pre production, not given 


X Samples give have great layouts, organzied


X Skills, goalls, weekly focus....for each clit component


X Not listed in TG, weak correlation doc 
given


X
X Balanced lit


X
X User friendly, not overwhelming, layed out so nicely


X Not stated
X Digital and print
14 3


Literacy Scholastic 


2019 1st
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  


X Not enough to evaluate on
X Not enough to evaluate
X Not stated


X Very well written 
X Not in TG, weak connections doc


X Not enough to evaluate 
X Not enough to evaluate 
X Not enough to evaluate 11


X What's here is well done


X Not stated
X Ample opp for assessing in a variety of ways


X Weak connections doc but it looks like it will


X Limited sample says so
X Components work well together


X Not stated
X Yes, gradual release of responsibility


X Daily focus
X Very weak


14 11
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      


X Not much
X No lists of texts or pictures to look at


X Not stated or given
X Sample lessons do give tips for EL


X ?
2 4


X Weak connect doc
X Should but weak connect doc


X Should but weak connect doc


3


51/72








ELA/Literacy 
Grade-Level 


Instructional 
Materials 


Evaluation Tool 
Quality Review 


GRADE 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


WCSD 2018 



ebadger

Text Box

15.ELA.11







2 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The guiding statements provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the 
texts WCSD is considering for adoption. To address the grade three standards, the submitted materials need to create the conditions 
for rich and robust discussion and writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, 
English Learners, students who are performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and academic 
language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in CCSS, 
Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





3 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


C1c.Thematerialsconsistentlyprovideopportunitiesto 
read both literary and informational texts in the grades three 
through five-text complexity band with scaffolding as needed at 
the high end of the range. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1d. Materials provide instructional content and strategies 
for grade-level vocabulary acquisition. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







4 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw student attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent questions 
that address the grade three standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In grade three, and across all other grade 
levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade level should be expanded 
in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in order to foster independent 
reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple times and are aligned to 
district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a.The range of materials, both print and digital, 
allows teachers and students to explore content that 
coherently and systematically builds knowledge and 
vocabulary across subjects, themes, and topics. (See CCSS 
Appendix B for examples of grade-level knowledge demands.) 
Text sets also address a wide variety of student interests, and 
are likely to foster independent reading. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





5 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts including, but not limited to: 
• Fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures 
• Stories, drama, and poetry 
• Multiple stories by the same author 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1d.The range of informational texts include selections 
that: 
• Present historical events 
• Describe technical procedures 
• Present scientific ideas or concepts 
• Contain relevant visual representations of  information 
• Contain at least two texts on the same topic 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence              1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







6 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language and domain- 
specific words and phrases. Text for grade three students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order 
thinking skills. There should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for 
conveying meaning, as well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require 
that the student refer to the text in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of 
questions—and should also require the student to begin comparing texts, authors, and opinions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but 
not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions to demonstrate 


understanding of a text, referring to the text as the basis 
for answers 


• Recounting stories, including fables, folktales, and myths 
from diverse cultures 


• Determining the central message, theme, or  idea  of a 
text, recounting key supporting details 


• Describing the characters in a story and explaining how 
their actions contribute to the sequence of events 


• Describing the relationship between a series of historical 
events, scientific concepts, or steps in technical procedures 


• Make inferences 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





7 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require students 
to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not limited to: 
• Determining the meaning of words and phrases used in 


a text, including general academic and domain-specific 
words, and distinguishing literal from nonliteral language 


• Referring to parts of stories, dramas, or poems, using terms 
such as chapter, scene, and stanza, and how the parts build 
on earlier sections 


• Distinguishing their own point of view from that of 
the author, narrator, or characters in a text 


• Using text features and search tools such as key words 
and side bars 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, including, 
but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the most important points 


and details presented in two texts on the same topic 
• Comparing and contrasting the themes, settings, and 


plots of stories 
• Explaining how specific aspects of a text’s 


illustrations contribute to what is described in 
words 


• Using information gained from illustrations 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







8 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. For details on grade-level writing 
expectations and writing exemplars for grade three, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. 
The metrics below show key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and routinely include writing over 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) and 
extended time frames (for research, reflection, and revision) 
for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and 
audiences. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


1) weak 
 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, 
including: 
• Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a 


point of view with reasons 
• Writing informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic 


and convey ideas and information clearly 
• Writing narratives to develop real or imagined 


experiences or events using effective technique, 
descriptive details, and clear sequences of events 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore 
writer’s craft, demonstrate use of domain-specific words and 
phrases, and support student production of grade-level 
narrative, informational, and opinion writing. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





9 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the grade three writing 
standards, including: 
• Producing writing in which the development 


and organization  are  appropriate to the task and 
purpose 


• Developing and strengthening writing by planning, revising, 
and editing 


• Using technology to produce and publish writing, as well 
as to interact and collaborate with others 


Materials should also guide the teaching of specific 
components of grade three writing standards 1-3 (See CCSS). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources for 
students to conduct short research projects that build 
knowledge about a topic, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from print and digital sources 
• Taking brief notes on sources and sorting evidence 


into provided categories 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





10 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


Materials provide guidance and support for explicit and systematic instruction and diagnostic support in grade-level phonics, 
vocabulary development, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order 
to focus on the major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Effective foundational skills instruction in grade three includes an 
explicit and systematic focus on phonics and practice in applying phonics for students who are struggling. Building word analysis 
skills and fluency must also be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the grade three Reading 
Standards for Foundational Skills, including phonics, word 
analysis, and reading with fluency to support 
comprehension. 
(Refer to CCSS, Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational skills in reading.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 


2) some 
 
 
        1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities for students 
to develop and apply word analysis and decoding 
skills, including: 


• Understanding grade-level vocabulary 
• Identifying and knowing the meaning of most 


common prefixes and derivational suffixes 
• Decoding words with common Latin suffixes 
• Understanding multisyllabic words in context 


and out of context 
• Reading grade-appropriate irregularly-spelled 


words 
• Self-correcting using word  recognition skills 


and context to confirm understanding 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/3/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf





11 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in reading grade-level 
prose and poetry with accuracy, at an appropriate rate, and 
with appropriate expression. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading grade-level texts with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







12 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language skills 
and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills, knowledge, 
and vocabulary gained in preceding grades (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in grade three are designed to help build student 
understanding and use of: 
• Nouns (abstract, regular, and irregular) 
• Possessive pronouns 
• Regular and irregular verbs, and the simple verb tenses 
• Comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs 
• Coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in writing 


compound and complex sentences 
• Commas (such as in addresses and with quotations in 


dialogue) 
• Correct spelling and capitalization, applying knowledge of 


spelling patterns and generalizations in writing 
words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


Knowledge of Language 
5b. The materials support instruction on: 
• Choosing words and  phrases for effect 
• Recognizing differences between the conventions of 


spoken and written English 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





13 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5c. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for developing vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words 
• Using affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of 


words 
• Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to 


determine the meaning of words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


5d. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence             1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







14 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression of 
communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If grade three students are 
able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or misunderstandings, their learning 
becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may differ from their own, and they 
learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t understand or need more 
clarification (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a.Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials 
provide a language framework that guides student 
participation in academic conversations, including the 
ability to: 
• Come to a discussion prepared 
• Follow agreed upon rules/roles 
• Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow 


up on information 
• Review key ideas and explain their own ideas 
• Differentiate between contexts for formal English 


and situations where informal discourse is 
appropriate 


• Use accurate, grade-appropriate conversational, general 
academic, and domain-specific words and phrases 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





15 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6b.Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials provide 
a language framework for student planning of effective 
presentations, focusing on: 
• How to report on a topic using evidence to present 


findings from their research 
• How to tell a story or recount an experience 
• How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to 


support ideas 
• How to speak in complete sentences when appropriate to 


the task and situation 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence             2) some evidence              1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







16 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all grade three students, the materials 
must include supports for students to comprehend texts at the grades three through five-complexity band as required, and at the 
high end of this complexity band with scaffolding. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide 
strategies for vocabulary acquisition. All scaffolding and support requires ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide 
multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade-level work. As text 
complexity increases and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade-level access is 
equally important (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





17 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-
level text. 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ 
comprehension skills strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of 
knowledge supporting specific common core 
standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7d.The materials provide support for student 
learning through varying modalities (i.e., there are 
provisions for print, digital, and other multimedia sources 
for information attainment). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


 







18 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7e. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of  challenging  and complete text that can be 


used to assess student understanding and next 
instructional steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 
 


1 Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters ideas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful sty l e and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: I feel this Literacy series provides daily guidance and lessons about the texts being read.  The read aloud portion of this series has great questions and prompts for teachers to lead discussions with one on one, paired thinking and talking, whole group, and small group lessons.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1bThemater i alscons i stentlyincludeshortchal l engingand complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academ i c language worthy of close reading See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: Although the materials provided are minimal for sampling, I felt the 3rd grade lesson plan provided showed excellent lessons for close reading of the text on Roberto Clemente.  Passages were picked apart to give students deeper meaning to the main idea.

		C1cThematerialsconsistentlyprovideopportunitiesto read both l i terary and i nformationaltexts in the gradesthree throughfivetextcomp l exityband with scaffo l ding as needed at the high end of the range: I found more material for opportunities for on grade and below than I did for the high end of the range.  I did see some great ideas to extend the learning which would be doable as high readers.

		C1d Mater i als prov i de i nstruct i onal content and strategies for grade l evel vocabulary acquisition: In the sample week, vocab. Building is included on a daily basis with discussion and practice.  Words to Know is a feature that has graphic organizers to help reinforce new vocabulary.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: I feel this company strove to meet all of our standards and provides clear and user-friendly teacher directed lessons of a high quality.  The texts and materials that I was able to view are rich and complex.  It is not clear whether or not there is a text book or a series of small readers for this series.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1aThe range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherently and systemat i ca l l y builds know l edge and vocabulary across subjectsthemesand topicsSee CCSS AppendixB for examples of grade l eve l know l edge demands Text sets a l so addressa wide variety of student i nterestsand arelikelyto foster independent reading: There are 6 weeks of lessons in each unit.  The theme given in the sample materials is on Determination and a passion for sports.  Each week provides a different text on the topic and builds knowledge and vocabulary in a systematic way.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of high quality culturally responsive and appropriate topicsand themes Textsfrom diverseculturesreflectthesamehighqualityfeaturesthat are demanded of all texts: I only could view one week's lesson plan of one theme.  In the instructional design of the year, it appears to include a culturally diverse, high quality range of topics and themes.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1c Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of l i terary texts including but not limited to  Fablesfolktales and myths from diversecultures  Stories drama and poetry  Multiple stories by the same author: Without more sample materials, it is hard to determine the extent of the literary texts.  The series does claim to include fables, folktales, myths, stories, drama, & poetry and graphic organizers to assist in instruction and learning.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1dThe range of informational texts include selections that  Present historical events  Describe technical procedures  Present scientific ideas or concepts  Contain relevantvisual representations of information  Contain at least two texts on the same topic: Claims made for this standard.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1e Student reading materials contain a range of increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to build students ability to comprehend complex text and expand vocabulary throughout the school year: I feel, by the claims, that this series does do this.  However, without more materials it is difficult to be specific.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: The series claims to meet all of these standards.  With only one week of one of the 6 themes available for sampling, I cannot verify this with specifics.  The series does appear to meet or exceed this section of the standards.  

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text including but not limited to  Asking and answering questions to demonstrate understanding of a text referring to the text as the basis for answers  Recounting stor i es including fables folktales and myths from diversecultures  Determining the central messagethemeor idea ofa text recounting key supporting details  Describ i ng the characters in a story and explaining how their actions contribute tothe sequence of events  Describing the relationship between a series of historical events sc i ent i f i c concepts or steps i n technica l procedures  Make inferences: In each weekly lesson plan, questions/prompts are provided which are more than literal. The central theme is discussed and related to either previous themes from the current year or from past years in this series.  Character traits and motivations are included as either discussion or for writing prompts.  

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitlyattend tothe text including but not limited to  Determining the meaning of words and phrases used in atext including general academic and domainspecific words and distinguishing l i teral from nonliteral language  Referring to parts of stor i es dramas or poems us i ng terms suchaschaptersceneandstanzaandhowthepartsbuild on earlier sections  Distinguishing their own point of view from that of the author narrator or characters in a text  Using text featuresandsearchtools such as keywords and side bars: I feel the vocabulary portion s of the presented lessons are strong.  Academic vocabulary is taught such as : argument, cite evidence, claim, details, reason, support.  Text dependent vocabulary is addressed in every lesson in the samples provided.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: I feel this series meets all of the standards of 2a-c.  The information provided in the program overview shows this.  Without the full year of lessons, it is difficult to give more explicit examples.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what students are reading and routinely include writing over shorter time frames a single sitting or a day or two and extended time frames for research reflection and revision for a range of disciplinespecific tasks purposes and audiences: The daily writing prompts are explicitly connected to the texts.  Graphic organizers help students to clarify their thoughts.  Many of the writing assignments are quick writes called Write Now!
Extended writing prompts/assignments are included teaching the 3rd grade expectancies of genres.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts supporting a point of view with reasons  Writing informativeexplanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly  Writing narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events us i ng effect i ve techn i que descr i pt i ve deta i l s and clear sequences of events: The culminative writing lesson included teacher modeling and an assignment to use dialogue from the text to explain the author's intentions and then directs students to shift to a personal narrative to show how the dialogue draws in the writer.  The weeks lessons and workbook activities include daily work on dialogue.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3cReading materials can serve as models to explore writers craft demonstrate use of domainspecific words and phrases and support student production of gradelevel narrative informational and opinion writing: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materialsinclude explicit support toteachers either intheteacherseditionorclassroommaterialsforwriting instruction linked to the grade three writing standards including  Producing writing in which the development and organ i zat i on  are appropriate to the task and purpose  Developing and strengthening wr i ting by planning rev i s i ng and editing  Using technology to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others Materials should also guide the teaching of specific componentsof gradethree wr i tingstandards 13SeeCCSS: I feel the daily lessons and weekly plan are excellent in guiding writing instruction to the grade 3 writing standards. The steps of the writing process are easy for teachers to follow.  The series does include Literacy Pro and digital instruction besides the printed materials.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3eMaterialsprovide opportunities and resourcesfor students to conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic including  Recalling information from experiences  Gathering information from print and digital sources  Takingbriefnotes on sourcesand sorting evidence into provided categories: The teacher manual does have suggested resources for students to gather more information related to the themes and topics.   The Scholastic Literacy Pro is an independent digital program that focuses on student choice.  I saw some but not extensive opportunities for short research projects.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: I feel the writing component of this series is very good.  I did not see enough materials to give it an extensive review for all components.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4a Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicitandsystematicinstructionofthegradethreeReading Standards for Foundational Skills including phonics word analysis and reading with fluency to support comprehension RefertoCCSSAppendixAfortheresearchdetailingthe advancement of foundational skills in reading: There are sufficient materials with guidance to teach systematic foundational skills.  Decoding, phonics, comprehension, and fluency are all addressed.  

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4b Materials include a variety of opportunities for students to develop and apply word analysis and decoding skills including  Understanding gradelevel vocabulary  Identifying and knowing the meaning of most common prefixes and derivational suffixes  Decoding words with common Latin suffixes  Understanding multisyllabic wordsin context and out of context  Reading gradeappropriate irregularlyspelled words  Selfcorrectingusingwordrecognition skills and context to confirm understanding: The daily lessons and student workbook both address word analysis and decoding.  Vocabulary is taught, reviewed, and spiraled into future lessons.  Directed lessons are strong and built on with a logical progression of difficulty.  Spelling includes both regular and irregular word study.  Self evaluation on reading and writing is a part of understanding for each student.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Mater i als prov i de regular pract i ce in reading grade l evel prose and poetry with accuracy at an appropriate rate and with appropriateexpression: I did not see poetry in the weekly lesson sample from the series.  They do claim to provide grade level reading of prose and poetry.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4d Materialsguide studentsinreading gradelevel texts with purpose and understanding making frequent connections between the acquisition of foundational skills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: The lessons provided did guide the teacher to help students make connections between the foundational skills, vocabulary, and meaning of words from the text.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: I believe the materials do a very good job with foundational skills.  From the materials provided, I do not see enough evidence to be more specific about regular practice.  30 of the 36 weeks of lessons have individual student texts but these were not provided in the samples.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5a There is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextua l i zed approach i n dai l y i nstruct i on Mater i als and tasks in grade three are designed to help build student understanding and use of  Nouns abstract regular and irregular  Possessive pronouns  Regular and irregular verbsandthe simpleverbtenses  Comparativeandsuperlativeadjectivesandadverbs  Coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in wr i ting compound and complex sentences  Commas such as in addresses and with quotat i ons i n dialogue  Correct spel l i ng and capital i zat i on applying knowledgeof spelling patterns and generalizations in writing words: The lessons provided did show daily instruction of nouns, verbs, and adjectives.  Word work with spelling patterns was also provided.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSKnowledge of Language 5b The materials support instruction on  Choosingwords and phrases for effect  Recognizing differences between the conventions of spoken and written English: The lesson provided had a good end of the week activity using dialogue and emphasizing exclamation marks.  The activity was a pretend announcer/new person giving an interesting (via strong phrases and expression).  I felt this helped to teach spoken and written English.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5cThematerials provide contextsupportand strategies for developing vocabulary acquisition skills including  Using sentencelevelcontext clues to unlock the meaning of words  Using affixes and roots as clues tothemeaning of words  Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to determine the meaning of words: The lessons and the student workbook supports strategies to develop vocabulary acquisition.  I did not see references to glossaries or dictionaries.  It could be the sample weekly lesson just did not include this skill.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS5d The materials provide embedded opportunities for students to encounterand developanunderstanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings: I liked the indepth prompts and discussion opportunities to develop understandings of word relationships and nuances.  The student workbooks also have practice.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_6: I feel this series probably has an outstanding progression of lessons designed to teach word skills.  The lessons provided included some of the required instructional skills.  The overview of this program states that the language standards are well-covered.  I just did not have enough material to analyze more.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6aComprehension and Collaboration Materials provide a language framework that guides student participation in academic conversations including the abilityto  Come to a discussion prepared  Follow agreed upon rulesroles  Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on information  Review key ideas and explain their own ideas  Differentiatebetween contexts forformalEnglish and situations where informal discourse is appropriate  Useaccurategradeappropr i ateconversat i onal general academicanddomainspecificwordsandphrases: Speaking and listening are included.  Students are asked to participate in collaborative discussions.  They are encouraged to discuss key ideas, point of view, and use academic and domain-specific words and phrases.  I did not see lessons which include rules/roles for discussions.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6bPresentation of Knowledge and Ideas Materials provide a language framework for student planning of effective presentations focusing on  Howtoreportonatopicusingevidencetopresent findings from their research  How to tell a story or recount an experience  How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to support ideas  Howto speak in complete sentences when appropriateto the task and situation: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_7: Scholastic Literacy series has a wide variety of materials and provides teachers with adequate lesson on teaching reading and writing.  I do feel it provides instruction in expressing one's feelings/viewpoint about the text.  I would need to see more lessons to have a stronger understanding of the lessons.  

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames  Repeated grammatical structures and language: Each lesson has appropriate information for the teacher for support different levels of ability.  I do feel it is stronger for the struggling reader than for the above grade level reader.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs andcharts  Maps andphotographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignalsequenceoroffercluestomeaning suchas where when and how key events occur: There are 3 digital components to support the lessons.  The readers have good visual cues to help further the understanding of the text.  The texts are not available in digital form.  There are school and home activities provided on digital medial.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c Thematerialsaredesignedto support teacher instruction by use of  Explicit i nstruct i onal direct i ons accompanied by mater i als that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives that build student abilityto readandcomprehendgrade level text  Strategies to gradual l y i ncrease d i ff i cu l ty as students  comprehension skills strengthen  Strateg i esto supportstudentacquis i tionof know l edge supporting specific common core standards  C l ear and detai l ed teacher direct i ons and guidance for introducing newconcepts andskills  C l ear guidance for document i ng student progress toward meeting gradelevel standards: The lessons sampled give clear step by step directions for the teacher.  As the year progresses, the claim is the level of difficulty increases and strengthens students reading and writing levels.  Teacher manuals give strategies to support student learning.  There are a variety of assessments available for teachers to clearly understand their students' abilities and reading level.  

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThe materials provide support for student learning throughvaryingmodalitiesiethereare provisionsfor print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: There are read aloud, micro workshops, small reading group time frames within a 90 minute planned ELA day.  There is digital support, student workbook, and leveled reading opportunites.  Paired and small group collaboration is encouraged.  Home support is provided digitally.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance l evels andneeds based on assessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces of challenging and complete textthatcan be used to assess studentunderstanding and next instructional steps  Reading select i ons and questions that progress in a l ogical sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasksfor students who areontarget for meeting gradelevel expectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fallbehind: A variety of assessments including running records, reading interest survey, word knowledge inventory, student teacher conferences, and comprehension.  There is a data base to keep track of this information.There are reports available that include word knowledge reports, listening comprehension reports, reading assessment reports.  These reports give a class profile, group report, & individual student profile and progress.  I did not see performance tasks aligned to SBAC.  The program does claim reading selections and questions that progress in a logical sequence for gradual release.  It does have remediation suggestions.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_8: It would be difficult to give "extensive" as a rating for this program since limited materials were provided to sample.  I do feel the series covers all of the standards as stated in the claims.  It recognizes that reading and writing are linked to student development.  It offers students the chance to score themselves in their writing efforts. I do like the whole group approach for teaching the major components since this allows students to get equal instruction but then differentiate in small group and one on one lessons to raise their competency.   

		Text1: The pictures in the text do contribute to the meaning and theme of the lessons.  The series' claims do appear to meet the integration of knowledge and ideas.

		Group1: Choice1

		Group2: Choice1

		Group3: Choice2

		Group4: Choice2

		Group5: Choice1

		Group6: Choice1

		Group7: Choice2

		Group8: Choice2

		Group9: Choice2

		Group10: Choice2

		Group11: Choice2

		Group12: Choice2

		Group13: Choice1

		Group14: Choice2

		Group15: Choice2

		Group16: Choice1

		Group17: Choice1

		Group18: Choice2

		Group19: Choice1

		Group20: Choice2

		Group21: Choice2

		Group22: Choice2

		Group23: Choice1

		Group24: Choice3

		Group25: Choice2

		Group26: Choice2

		Group27: Choice2

		Group28: Choice2

		Group29: Choice3

		Group30: Choice1

		Group31: Choice2

		Group32: Choice2

		Group33: Choice2

		Group34: Choice2

		Group35: Choice2

		Group36: Choice2

		Group37: Choice2

		Group38: Choice2

		Group39: Choice2

		Group40: Choice2
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



ebadger

Text Box

15.StateELA.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 1

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: The samples provided were not complete.

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 2

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 2

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: Some online resources provided.  Teacher guide explanations are good.

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 2

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 2

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 2

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 2

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 1

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: Not enough SBAC type questions or tasks.

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 1

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: Digital programs are available but the text of the readers is not.

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 14

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 3

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 2

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: Student experiences and prior knowledge are tapped.

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 2

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 2

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 2

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 2

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 2

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 2

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 2

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 2

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: Strong and purposeful tasks.

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 2

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 2

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: Daily writing practice and genres are covered during the 36 week program.

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 2

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 36

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 2

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 2

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 2

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 2

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 1

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: I didn't see evidence.

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 8

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 1

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 2

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 2

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 6

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 68

		Title: Literacy

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: Scholastic

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: 3

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



ebadger

Text Box

09.StateELA.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: X

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: There is not enough material provided to review.  Only 3 binders with sample material.  No complete text, teachers manuals.

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: X

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: X

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: X

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: X

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: X

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: X

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: X

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: X

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: X

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: X

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: X

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: X

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: X

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: X

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: X

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: X

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: X

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: X

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: X

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: X

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: X

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: X

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: X

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: X

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: X

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: X

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: X

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: X

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: X

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: X

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: X

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: X

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: X

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: X

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: X

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: Inadequate

		Title: Scholastic

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: 

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: 

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 
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2 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


The guiding statements provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the 
texts WCSD is considering for adoption. To address the grade five standards, the submitted materials need to create the conditions for 
rich and robust discussion and writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities English 
Learners, students who are performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 
RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 


C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 


between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 


are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 


exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 


complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and academic 


language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in CCSS, 


Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





3 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to 


read both literary and informational texts at the high end 


of the grades three through five-text complexity band. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


C1d. Materials provide strategies for grade-level vocabulary 


acquisition as well as differentiated strategies for all 


students. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







4 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw student attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent questions 
that address the grade five standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In grade five, and across all other grade 
levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade level should be expanded 
in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in order to foster independent 
reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple times and are aligned to 
district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 


1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 


teachers and students to explore content that coherently and 


systematically builds knowledge and grade-level 


vocabulary across subjects, themes, and topics. (See CCSS 


Appendix B for examples of    grade-level knowledge 


demands.) Text sets also address a wide variety of 


student interests, and are likely to foster independent 


reading. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 


responsive and appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 


diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 


are demanded of all texts. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





5 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 


texts including, but not limited to: 


• Drama and poetry 


• Stories from various genres that invite exploration of the 


treatment of themes and topics 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


1d.Therangeofinformationaltexts include selections that: 


• Present historical events 
• Present multiple accounts of the same event or topic 


• Provide technical information 
• Present scientific ideas or concepts 


• Contain relevant visual representations of information 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







6 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language and domain- 
specific words and phrases. Texts for grade five students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order 
thinking skills. There should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for 
conveying meaning, as well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require 
that the student refer to the text in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of 
questions—and should also require the student to begin comparing texts, authors, and opinions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 


2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks require 


students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but 
not limited to: 


• Quoting from a text when explaining what the text says 


explicitly and making inferences 


• Summarizing text 


• Determining the theme of a story, drama, or poem from 


details in the text 


• Determining two or more main ideas of a text and how 


they are supported by key details 


• Comparing and contrasting two or more characters, 


settings, or events in a story or drama 


• Explaining the relationships or interactions between 


two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts 


covered in informational texts 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





7 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require students 


to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not limited to: 


• Determining the meaning of words and phrases as used 


in the text, including general academic and domain-


specific words as well as figurative language 


• Explaining how  a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fit 


together to form the overall structure of a story, drama, or 


poem 


• Comparing and contrasting the overall structure of two or 


more informational texts 


• Analyzing multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting 


similarities and differences in point of view and describing how 


point of view influences how events are described 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and tasks 


require students to explicitly attend to the text, including, 
but not limited to: 


• Drawing information from multiple print or digital 
sources 


• Analyzing how visual and multimedia elements contribute 


to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text 
• Comparing and contrasting the treatment of 


similar themes, topics, and patterns of events 


• Comparing and contrasting stories in the same genre on 


their approaches to similar themes and topics 


• Explaining how an author uses reasons and evidence to 


support points 
• Integrating information from several texts on the same 


topic 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence             1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







8 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. For details on grade-level writing 
expectations and writing exemplars for grade five, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. 
The metrics below show key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and routinely include writing over 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) and 
extended time frames (for research, reflection, and revision) 
for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and 
audiences. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 


for students to address culminating writing tasks, 


including: 


• Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a 


point of view with reasons and information 


• Writing informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic 


and convey ideas and information clearly 


• Writing narratives to develop real or imagined 


experiences or events using effective technique, 


descriptive details, and clear sequences of events 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore 


writer’s craft, demonstrate use of domain-specific words and 


phrases, and support student production of grade-level 


opinion, informational, and narrative writing. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





9 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either in the 


teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing instruction 


linked to the grade five writing standards, including: 


• Producing clear and coherent writing in which the 


development and organization are appropriate to the 


task, purpose, and audience 


• Developing and strengthening writing by planning, revising, 


editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach 


• Using technology to produce and publish writing, as well 


as to interact and collaborate with others, demonstrating 


sufficient keyboarding skills 


Materials should also guide the teaching of specific 


components of grade five writing standards 1-3 (See CCSS). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources for 


students to conduct short research projects that build 


knowledge about a topic, including: 


• Using several  sources to investigate different aspects 


of a topic 


• Recalling relevant  information from experiences 


or gathering information from print and digital 


sources 


• Summarizing or paraphrasing information in notes and 


finished work 


• Providing a list of sources 


• Drawing evidence from literary or informational texts to 


support analysis, reflection, or research 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





10 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


Materials provide guidance and support for explicit and systematic instruction and diagnostic support in grade-level phonics, 
vocabulary development, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize words fluently in order to focus on the 
major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Effective foundational skills instruction in grade five includes an explicit and 
systematic focus on phonics and practice in applying phonics for students who are struggling. Building word analysis skills and 
fluency must also be contextualized within the materials (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the grade five 
Reading Standards for Foundational Skills, including 


instruction in phonics, word analysis, and reading with 
fluency to support comprehension. (Refer to CCSS, 
Appendix A for the research detailing the advancement of 
foundational skills in reading.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities for students to 


develop and apply word analysis and decoding skills, 


including: 


• Understanding grade-level vocabulary using an integrated 


approach (including affixes, multi-syllable words, etc.) 


• Understanding multisyllabic words in context and out of 


context 


• Self-correcting using word recognition skills and 


context clues, rereading text purposefully as needed 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/5/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf





11 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in reading grade-level 


prose and poetry with accuracy, at an appropriate rate, and 


with appropriate expression. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading grade-level texts with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







12 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language skills 
and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills, knowledge, 
and vocabulary gained in preceding grades (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 


5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and conventions 


are addressed using an integrated and contextualized approach 


in daily instruction. Materials and tasks in grade five are 


designed to help build student understanding and use of: 


• Conjunctions (including correlative conjunctions), 


prepositions, and interjections, including knowing and 


explaining their function in a sentence 


• Correct verb tense, including perfect tenses, to 


convey various times, sequences, states, and 


conditions 


• Correct spelling of grade-level words 


• Commas to separate items in a series, separate an 


introductory phrase from the rest of a sentence, to indicate 


direct address, or to set off tag words or questions 


• Underlining, quotation marks, or italics to indicate titles 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


Knowledge of Language 


5b. The materials support instruction on: 


• Expanding, combining, and reducing sentences 


• Comparing and contrasting the varieties of English dialects 


and registers used in stories, dramas, or poems 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





13 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5c. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 


for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Using context clues to unlock the meaning of words 


• Using Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues 


to the meaning of words 


• Consulting reference materials to determine pronunciation 


or the meaning of words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


5d. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in 
word meanings. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







14 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression of 
communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness. If grade five students are able to listen to others, discuss 
what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. 
They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express 
their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t understand or need more clarification (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide a 


language framework for student participation in 
academic conversations, including the ability to: 


 


• Come to a discussion prepared 


• Follow agreed upon rules/roles 


• Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow 


up on information 


• Review key ideas and explain their own ideas 


• Differentiate between contexts for formal English 


and situations where informal discourse is 


appropriate 


• Use accurate, grade-appropriate general academic and 


domain-specific words and phrases 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6b.PresentationofKnowledge and Ideas. Materials provide a 


language framework for student planning of effective 
presentations, focusing on: 


• How to report on a topic or text using evidence to 


present findings from research 


• How to present an opinion 


• How to sequence ideas logically 


• How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to 


support ideas 


• How to use descriptive details to support main ideas or 


themes 


• How to use multimedia components 


• How to adapt speech to a variety of audiences 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







16 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 5  


 


While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all grade five students, the materials must 
include supports for students to comprehend text at the high end of the grades three through five text complexity band. Supports and 
scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. All scaffolding and support requires 
ongoing formal and informal assessments. These assessments should provide multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate their 
proficiency and inform instruction. 


It is important to note that scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above 
grade-level work. As text complexity increases and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above 
grade-level access is equally important (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 


instructional conversations about text to support student 


learning of: 


• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames for student talk and writing 


• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 


• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 


• Illustrations 


• Graphs and charts 


• Maps and photographs 


• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in the 


text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning(i.e., 


where, when, and how key events occur) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 


instruction by use of: 


• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives that 


build student ability to read and comprehend grade-level 


text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ 


comprehension skills strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of 


knowledge supporting specific common core 


standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 


for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 


toward meeting grade-level standards 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


7d.The materials provide support for student 


learning through varying modalities (i.e., there are 


provisions for print, digital, and other multimedia sources 


for information attainment). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS 


EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7e. The materials include assessments along with: 


• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 


• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 


• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be 


used to assess student understanding and next 


instructional steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 


sequence for gradual release1
 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 


meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 


are starting to fall behind 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


 
1 Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters ideas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful style and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: No texts were sent to review, so it is difficult to measure.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1bThe materialsconsistentlyincludeshortchallengingand complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academic language worthy of close reading See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: Not available to view

		C1c The materials consistently provide opportunities to read both literaryand informationaltexts at the high end of the grades three through fivetextcomplexityband: Not apparent as the materials were not provided to review.

		C1d Materials provide strategies for gradelevel vocabulary acquisition as well as differentiated strategies for all students: No materials provided

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1a The range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherentlyand systematicallybuilds knowledgeandgradelevel vocabulary acrosssubjects themes andtopics See CCSS Appendix B for examples of gradelevel knowledge demandsText setsalso address a wide variety of student interests and are likely to foster independent reading: N/A

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of high quality culturally responsive and appropriate topics and themes Textsfrom diverseculturesreflectthesamehighqualityfeaturesthat are demanded of all texts: N/a

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1c Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary texts including but not limited to  Drama and poetry  Stories from various genres that invite exploration of the treatment of themes and topics: N/a

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1dTherangeofinformationaltexts include selections that  Present historical events  Presentmultiple accounts of the same event or topic  Provide technicalinformation  Present scientific ideas or concepts  Contain relevantvisual representations of information: N/a

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1e Student reading materials contain a range of increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to build students ability to comprehend complex text and expand vocabulary throughout the school year: N/a

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text including but not limited to  Quoting from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and making inferences  Summarizing text  Determining the theme of a story drama or poem from details in thetext  Determiningtwoormoremainideasofatextandhow they are supported by key details  Comparing and contrasting two or morecharacters settings or events in a story or drama  Explaining the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals events ideas or concepts covered in informational texts: N/a

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitlyattend tothe text including but notlimited to  Determining the meaning of words and phrases as used in the text including general academic and domain specific words as well as figurative language  Explaining how a series ofchaptersscenesorstanzas fit togethertoformthe overallstructureof a storydramaor poem  Comparing and contrasting the overall structure of two or more informationaltexts  Analyzingmultipleaccountsofthesameeventor topicnoting similaritiesanddifferencesinpointofviewanddescribinghow pointofviewinfluenceshoweventsaredescribed: N/a

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2c Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Questions and tasks requirestudentstoexplicitlyattendtothetextincluding but not limitedto  Drawing information from multiple print or digital sources  Analyzing how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the meaning tone or beauty of a text  Comparingand contrasting the treatment of similar themes topics and patterns of events  Comparing and contrasting stories in the same genre on their approaches to similar themes and topics  Explaining how an author uses reasons and evidence to support points  Integrating information from several texts on the same topic: N/a

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what students are reading and routinely include writing over shorter time frames a single sitting or a day or two and extended time frames for research reflection and revision for a range of disciplinespecific tasks purposes and audiences: N/a

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts supporting a point of view with reasons and information  Writing informativeexplanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly  Writing narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique descriptive details and clear sequences of events: N/a

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3cReading materials can serve as models to explore writers craft demonstrate use of domainspecific words and phrases and support student production of gradelevel opinion informational and narrative writing: N/a

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materials include explicit support to teachers either in the teachersedition orclassroommaterialsforwritinginstruction linkedto the gradefive writing standardsincluding  Producing clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to the task purpose andaudience  Developing and strengthening writing by planning revising editing rewriting or trying a new approach  Using technology to produce and publish writing as well as to interactandcollaboratewithothersdemonstrating sufficient keyboardingskills Materials should also guide the teaching of specific components of grade five writing standards 13 See CCSS: N/a

		2 some evidence: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4a Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicit and systematic instruction of the grade five Reading Standards for Foundational Skills including instruction in phonics word analysis and reading with fluency to support comprehensionRefer to CCSS Appendix Aforthe research detailing the advancement of foundational skills in reading: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4b Materials include a variety of opportunities for students to develop and apply word analysis and decoding skills including  Understanding gradelevel vocabulary using an integrated approachincludingaffixesmultisyllablewordsetc  Understanding multisyllabic wordsin context and out of context  Selfcorrectingusingword recognition skills and context clues rereading text purposefully as needed: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Materials provide regular practice in reading gradelevel proseand poetry with accuracyat an appropriate rate and with appropriateexpression: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4d Materials guide students inreading gradelevel texts with purpose and understanding making frequent connections between the acquisition of foundational skills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5a There is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextualized approach in daily instruction Materials and tasks in grade five are designed to help build student understanding and use of  Conjunctions including correlative conjunctions prepositions and interjections including knowing and explaining their function in a sentence  Correctverbtenseincludingperfect tensesto convey various timessequencesstates and conditions  Correct spelling of gradelevel words  Commas to separate items in a series separate an introductory phrase from the rest of a sentence to indicate direct address or to set off tag words or questions  Underliningquotationmarksoritalicstoindicatetitles: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSKnowledge of Language 5b The materials support instruction on  Expanding combining and reducing sentences  Comparing and contrasting the varieties of English dialects and registers used in stories dramasorpoems: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5cThematerials provide contextsupportand strategies for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills including  Using context clues to unlock the meaning of words  UsingGreek orLatin affixes and rootsas clues to the meaning of words  Consulting reference materials to determine pronunciation or the meaning of words: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS5d The materials provide embedded opportunities for students to encounter and develop an understanding of figurative language word relationships and nuances in word meanings: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6a Comprehension and Collaboration Materials provide a language framework for student participation in academic conversations including the ability to  Come to a discussion prepared  Follow agreed upon rulesroles  Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on information  Review key ideas and explain their own ideas  Differentiate between contexts for formalEnglish and situations where informal discourse is appropriate  Use accurate gradeappropriate general academic and domainspecific words and phrases: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6bPresentationofKnowledge and Ideas Materials provide a language framework for student planning of effective presentations focusing on  How toreport on a topicor text using evidenceto present findings from research  How to present an opinion  How to sequence ideas logically  How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to support ideas  How to use descriptive details to support main ideas or themes  How to use multimedia components  How to adapt speech to a variety of audiences: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames for student talk and writing  Repeated grammatical structures and language: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs andcharts  Maps andphotographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignal sequenceorofferclues to meaningie where when and how key events occur: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c The materialsaredesignedto support teacher instruction by use of  Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials that are clearlyalignedtostated goals and objectives that build student ability to read and comprehend gradelevel text  Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students comprehension skills strengthen  Strategies to supportstudentacquisitionof knowledge supporting specific common core standards  Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance for introducing new concepts and skills  Clear guidance for documenting student progress toward meeting gradelevelstandards: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThe materials provide support for student learning throughvaryingmodalitiesiethereare provisionsfor print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance levels and needs based on assessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces of challengingand complete textthatcan be used to assess student understanding and next instructional steps  Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasksfor students who are on target for meeting gradelevel expectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fallbehind: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: 

		Text1: 

		Group1: Choice4

		Group2: Choice4

		Group3: Choice4

		Group4: Choice4

		Group5: Choice4

		Group6: Choice4

		Group7: Choice4

		Group8: Choice4

		Group9: Choice4

		Group10: Choice4

		Group11: Choice4

		Group12: Choice4

		Group13: Choice4

		Group14: Choice4

		Group15: Choice4

		Group16: Choice4

		Group17: Choice4

		Group18: Choice4

		Group19: Choice4

		Group20: Choice4

		Group21: Off

		Group22: Choice4

		Group23: Choice4

		Group24: Choice4

		Group25: Choice4

		Group26: Choice4

		Group27: Choice4

		Group28: Choice4

		Group29: Choice4

		Group30: Choice4

		Group31: Choice4

		Group32: Choice4

		Group33: Choice4

		Group34: Choice4

		Group35: Choice4

		Group36: Choice4

		Group37: Choice4

		Group38: Choice4

		Group39: Choice4

		Group40: Choice4

		Text3: 
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  


X
X
X


X


X
X


X
X


X
X Extensive digital games, interactive digital materials 


X


Literacy Scholastic


Kindergarten 
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  


X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X


X
X
X
X
X
X
X


X
X


X
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      


X
X


X Not readily determined 
X


X Not readily determined 


X


X
X


X


X
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



EBadger

Text Box

03.StateELA.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: X

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: X

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: X

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: X

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: X

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: X

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: X

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: Did not see performance tasks from sample unit

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: X

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: Did not see in sample unit

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 16

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: X

		CommentsTotal Organization: I don't feel comfortable saying it meets without seeing all materials

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: X

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: X

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: Could not see all units

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: X

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: X

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: X

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: X

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: X

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: I did not see it in the sample unit

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: X

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: Was not able to see Lexiles connected to the texts

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: X

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: X

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: Lexiles not attached

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: X

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: The one writing I did view, did not match the readings

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: X

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: Some

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 26

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: X4

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: X

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: X

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: X

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: X

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: X

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 4

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 3

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: May be included, but not in the unit I looked at

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: X

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: X

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 2

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 2

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: Hard to tell because I didn't have the whole curriculum 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: Inadequate, don't feel comfortable unless I saw the entire curriculum 58

		Title: Literacy

		Author(s): Scholastic

		Publishers: 

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: 4

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 
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ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE K-1 2  


 
Assessing text complexity in kindergarten and grade one is more a qualitative than quantitative process. The guiding statements 
provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the texts—particularly 
anchor texts—WCSD is considering for adoption. Anchor texts are materials designed to serve as the central unifying tool for the 
development of reading comprehension. While evaluations of text complexity formally begin with grade two, student reading 
materials, texts, and other materials in kindergarten and grade one need to create the conditions for rich and robust discussion and 
writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, English Learners, students who are 
performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and 
academic language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in 
CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to 
read both literary and informational texts. For student reading 
materials in kindergarten and grade one, refer to the Alignment 
Criteria for Foundational Skills (4a-4d of this 
document).Read- aloud anchor texts should fall within or 
above the grades two through three text complexity band. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw students’ attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent 
questions that address the kindergarten and grade one standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In kindergarten and grade one, and 
across all other grade levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade 
level should be expanded in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in 
order to foster independent reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple 
times and are aligned to district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State 
Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 
teachers and students to explore content that coherently 
and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across 
subjects, themes, and topics. This applies especially to texts 
read aloud by the teacher, which should promote speaking 
and listening about topics under study in kindergarten and 
grade one. (See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade-level 
knowledge demands.) Text sets also address a wide variety of 
student interests, and are likely to foster independent reading. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and   appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts, including poems and stories with relevant illustrations. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1d. The range of informational texts include: 
• At least two selections on the same topic 
• Selections with various text features such as headings, 


tables of contents, glossaries, and illustrations 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


            4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence           1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language. Texts for 
kindergarten and grade one students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order thinking skills. There 
should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for conveying meaning, as 
well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require that the student refer to the text 
in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of questions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions about key details in the text 
• Retelling familiar stories, including key details 
• Identifying and describing characters, settings, and major 


events in a story 
• Identifying the main topic of a text 
• Describing the connection between two individuals, events, 


or ideas in a text 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not 
limited to: 
• Determining the meanings of unknown words and phrases 


in stories, poems, and informational texts 
• Recognizing and explaining the differences between 


common types of text both literary (such as storybooks 
and poems) and informational 


• Naming the author and illustrator and describing their roles 
in telling the story or presenting ideas 


• Recognizing and using various features in informational 
texts (such as headings or glossaries) to locate information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and 
tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters in 


stories 
• Describing the key ideas conveyed in illustrations 
• Identifying reasons authors give to support points and the 


similarities between two texts on the same topic 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive  evidence              3) sufficient  evidence               2) some evidence                     1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. In kindergarten and grade one, 
students perform age-appropriate writing tasks and assignments with support and guidance from the teacher. For details on text 
types and purposes, production and distribution of writing, research to build and present knowledge, and the range of writing in 
kindergarten and grade one, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. The metrics below show 
key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and materials a reorganized to 
elicit responses to sources in age-appropriate ways. 
This might include activities such as dictation or making 
pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing, with 
support from the teacher. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, including: 
• Opinion writing, in which students introduce atopic or 


name a book, state an opinion, and supply a reason for the 
opinion (using a combination of drawing, dictating, and 
writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Informative/explanatory writing, in which students name a 
topic and supply facts about the topic (using a combination 
of drawing, dictating, and writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Narrative writing, in which students recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, including details about 
what happened (using a combination of drawing, dictating, 
and writing at the kindergarten level) 


            
          4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore writer’s 
craft and support student production of grade-level opinion, 
informational, and narrative writing. 


           4) extensive 
 
 


          3) sufficient 
 
 


          2) some 
 
 


          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing 
standards, including: 
• Focusing on a topic, responding to questions from 


peers, and adding details to strengthen writing as 
needed 


• Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources 
for students to participate in shared research and 
writing projects, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from provided sources 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient   evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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Effective instruction on foundational skills in kindergarten and grade one includes explicit and systematic lessons and diagnostic 
support in concepts of print, the alphabetic principle, phonics, phonological awareness, vocabulary development and word 
recognition, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to focus on the 
major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Building these foundational skills must be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the kindergarten and 
grade one Reading Standards for Foundational Skills (CCSS), 
including concepts of print, phonological awareness, 
letter recognition, phonics, word recognition, and reading 
fluency in a research-based and transparent progression. 
(Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational reading skills.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities that allow 
for systematic and frequent practice of all foundational 
skills through such features as engaging texts, games, digital 
materials, etc. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/K/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/1/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in encoding (spelling) 
and decoding (reading) the sound symbol relationships 
of English. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading emergent reader texts 
for kindergarten and grade-level texts for grade one with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language 
skills and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and 
knowledge (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in kindergarten and grade one are designed to help 
build student understanding and use of: 
• Upper- and lower-case letters 
• Question words 
• Recognition and use of end punctuation 
• Frequently occurring nouns in kindergarten, and common, 


proper, and possessive nouns by grade one 
• Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten, and use of verbs 


to convey past, present, and future actions in grade 
one 


• Complete sentence in kindergarten, and compound 
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory 
sentences in grade one 


• Capitalization of the first word in a sentence in 
kindergarten, and of dates and names of people in 
grade one 


• Correct spelling,  by sounding out simple words 
phonetically in kindergarten and applying common 
spelling patterns to spell words in grade one 


Grade One 
• Regular plural nouns, with matching verbs 
• Personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns 
• Conjunctions and determiners, such as articles or 


demonstratives 
• Frequently occurring adjectives 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5b. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Identifying new meanings for familiar words in kindergarten 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words in grade one 
• Using frequently occurring inflections and affixes as clues 


to the meaning of words 
• Using root words(such as look) and their inflectional forms 


(looks, looked, looking) in grade one 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


5c. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression 
of communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If 
kindergarten and grade one students are able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or 
misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may 
differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t 
understand or need more clarification. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide 
a frame that guides student participation in 
academic conversations by: 
• Agreeing on rules for discussion, taking turns speaking 
• Confirming understanding of texts read aloud 
• Asking and answering questions to clarify and gather 


information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


6b. Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials include 
tasks that promote oral responses in a range of 
collaborative discussions, and support students in: 
• Describing people, places, things, and events 
• Using visual displays to add details 
• Speaking audibly and completing sentences 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all kindergarten and grade one students, 
the materials must include supports for students to apply concepts of print, phonics, vocabulary development, syntax, and fluency in 
comprehending texts. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. 
All scaffolding and supports require ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple opportunities for students to 
demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade- level work. As text 
complexity increases, and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade- level access is 
equally important. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 


          1) weak 
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-level 
text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ skills 
strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of knowledge 
supporting specific common core standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7d. The materials provide support for students with varying 
learning styles and modalities (i.e., there are provisions for 
print, digital, and other multimedia sources for information 
attainment). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7e. The materials include developmentally appropriate 
materials and instructional sequences specifically designed 
for students in the primary grades (such as role-play, songs, 
games, etc.). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7f. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be used 


to assess student understanding  and next instructional 
steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive   evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Integration of Interdisciplinary Content Standards; Building Knowledge Systematically 
              THEMATIC                 SPIRAL                 NGSS                 NVACSS                   SEL                  ELD 


 
1. Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters ideas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful sty l e and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: Unable to find a list of mentor text, big book titles, interactive read Alouds to determine

Specs reference 6 thematic units with thematically aligned titles in small and whole group

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1b The materials consistently include short challenging and complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academiclanguageworthyofclosereadingSeeexemplarsin CCSS Appendix B: Unable to determine complexity of text or list of texts by title or genre

		C1c The materials consistently provide opportunities to readbothliteraryandinformationaltextsForstudentreading mater i alsin k i ndergartenand gradeonerefertothe A l i gnment Criteria for Foundational Skills 4a4d of this documentReadaloud anchor texts should fall within or above the grades two through three text complexity band: Unable to determine fully. Can see some literary and information texts.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1a The range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherently and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across subjectsthemesand topicsThisappliesespecially totexts readaloudbytheteacherwhichshouldpromotespeaking andlisteningabouttopicsunderstudyinkindergartenand gradeone See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade l evel knowledgedemandsTextsetsalsoaddressawidevarietyof studentinterestsandarelikelytofosterindependentreading: Unable to determine based on materials provided

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of h i gh qual i ty cu l tural l y responsive and appropriate topics andthemesTextsfrom diverse cultures reflect the same highquality features that are demanded of all texts: Unable to determine

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1cMaterialsincludearich anddiverse sampling ofliterary texts i nc l ud i ng poems and stories with re l evant illustrations: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1d The range of informational texts include  At least two selections on the same topic  Select i ons with var i ous text features such as headings tablesof contentsglossaries andillustrations: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1e Student reading materials contain a range of increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to build students ability to comprehend complex text and expand vocabulary throughout the school year: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text includingbutnot limited to  Askingandanswer i ngquestionsaboutkeydetailsinthetext  Retelling familiar stories including key details  Ident i fy i ng and describing characters sett i ngs and major events in astory  Identifying the main topic of a text  Describing the connection between two individualsevents or ideas in a text: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend tothetext including but not limited to  Determ i n i ng the meanings of unknown words andphrases in stories poems and informational texts  Recognizing and explaining the differences between common types of text both literary such as storybooks and poems and informational  Namingtheauthorandillustratoranddescribingtheirroles in telling the story or presenting ideas  Recognizingandusingvariousfeaturesininformational texts such as headings or glossar i es to l ocate i nformat i on: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2c Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Questions and tasks requirestudentstoexplicitlyattendtothetext including but not limitedto  Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters i n stories  Describing thekeyideas conveyed in illustrations  Identifyingreasonsauthors give to supportpoints andthe similarities between two texts on the same topic: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what students are reading and materials a reorganized to elicit responses to sources in ageappropriate ways This might include activities such as dictation or making pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing with support from the teacher: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Opinion writing inwhich studentsintroduceatopic or nameabookstateanopinionandsupply areasonforthe opinionusing acombinationof drawingdictatingand writing at the kindergarten level  Informativeexplanatory writing in which students name a topic and supply facts about the topic using a combination ofdrawing dictating and writingatthe kindergarten level  Narrativewritinginwhichstudentsrecounttwoormore appropriately sequencedeventsincluding detailsabout what happened us i ng a combinat i on of draw i ng dictat i ng and writing at the kindergarten level: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3c Reading mater i als can serve as models to explore writers craft and support student production of gradelevel opinion informational and narrative writing: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materials include explicit support to teachers either intheteacherseditionorclassroommaterialsforwriting instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing standards including  Focusing on a topic responding to questions from peers andadding detailstostrengthenwritingas needed  Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing including in collaboration with peers: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3e Materials provide opportunities and resources for students to participate in shared research and writing projects including  Recalling information from experiences  Gathering information from provided sources: Unable to determine 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4a Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicitandsystematicinstructionofthekindergartenand gradeoneReadingStandardsfor FoundationalSkillsCCSS including concepts of print phonological awareness letter recognitionphonics wordrecognitionandreading fluencyin a researchbased and transparent progression Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the advancement of foundational reading skills: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4bMaterialsincludeavarietyofopportunitiesthatallow forsystematicandfrequent practiceof all foundational skills through suchfeatures as engagingtexts games digital materials etc: Not clear on digital materials that support foundational skill practice

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Mater i a l s provide regu l ar pract i ce in encoding spe l l i ng and decoding reading the sound symbol relationships of English: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4dMaterialsguidestudentsinreadingemergentreadertexts for kindergarten and gradelevel texts for grade one with purpose and understanding making frequent connections betweentheacquisition offoundationalskills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5a There is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextua l i zed approach i n dai l y i nstruct i on Mater i als and tasksinkindergarten andgradeonearedesignedto help build student understanding and use of  Upperand lowercaseletters  Question words  Recognition and use of end punctuation  Frequently occurr i ng nouns in k i ndergarten and common proper and possessive nouns by grade one  Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten and use of verbs toconvey past present and futureactions ingrade one  Complete sentence in kindergarten and compound dec l arat i ve i nterrogat i ve i mperat i ve and exc l amatory sentences in gradeone  Capitalizationofthefirstword inasentence in k i ndergarten and of dates and names of people in gradeone  Correct spelling by sounding out simple words phonetically in kindergarten and applying common spelling patterns to spell words in grade one Grade One  Regular plural nouns with matching verbs  Personal possessive and indefinite pronouns  Conjunctions and determiners such as art i c l es or demonstratives  Frequently occurringadjectives: Uses text and posters to support this learning



		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5bThe materialsprovidecontextsupportand strategies for teaching vocabularyacquisition skills including  Identifyingnew meaningsforfamiliar wordsin kindergarten  Us i ng sentencelevel context clues to unlock the meaning of words in grade one  Us i ng frequently occurring i nf l ect i ons and aff i xes as clues to the meaning of words  Usingrootwordssuchaslookandtheirinflectionalforms looks looked looking in grade one: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS5c The materials provide embedded opportunities for studentstoencounterand developanunderstanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_6: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6a Comprehension and Collaboration Materials provide a frame that guides student participation in academic conversations by  Agreeing onrulesfordiscussiontaking turnsspeaking  Confirming understanding of texts read aloud  Ask i ng and answer i ng questions to c l ar i fy and gather information: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6b Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas Materials include tasks that promote oral responses in a range of collaborative discussions and support students in  Describing people places things and events  Using visual displays to add details  Speaking audibly and completing sentences: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_7: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames  Repeatedgrammatical structures and language: Explicit use of embedded concepts in mentor texts and use of posters, graphic organizers

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs and charts  Maps and photographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignalsequenceoroffercluestomeaning suchas where when and how key events occur: Explicit directions on how to access

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c Thematerialsaredesignedto supportteacher instruction by use of  Expl i c i t i nstruct i onal direct i ons accompanied by mater i als that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and that buildstudentabilitytoreadandcomprehendgrade l evel text  Strategies to gradually i ncrease difficulty as students ski l l s strengthen  Strategiestosupportstudentacquisitionofknowledge supporting specific common corestandards  Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance for introducing new concepts and skills  Clear guidance for documenting student progress toward meeting gradelevelstandards: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThe materials provide supportfor students with varying learningstylesand modalitiesiethereareprovisionsfor print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include developmentally appropriate mater i als and i nstruct i ona l sequences specifically designed for students in the pr i mary grades such as roleplay songs games etc: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7f The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance l evels and needs based on assessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces ofchallengingandcomplete text thatcanbeused to assess student understanding  and next instructional steps  Reading selections and questions that progress in a logica l sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasks for students who areon target for meeting gradelevelexpectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fallbehind: -Next Step Guided Reading Assessment (NSGRA) is built on an Assess-Decide-Guide framework

- Instruction That Moves Forward (teacher inputs information about a student's assessment and the system recommends next steps

- Guidelines for purpose, when to assess, what to look for, next steps both in all formal and informal assessments

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_8: 

		Check Box1: Yes

		Check Box2: Yes

		Check Box3: Off

		Check Box4: Yes

		Check Box5: Yes

		Check Box6: Yes

		Group1: Choice3

		Group2: Choice4
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		Group4: Choice3

		Group5: Choice4

		Group6: Choice4
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2018-2019 WCSD CAP K-5 ELA Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component. 


1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Program -


Does not occur Sometimes 


occurs Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, and print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13


13







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
https://www.evidenceforessa.org/


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


10 11 12 13





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Group1: Choice4

		Group3: Choice3

		Group4: Choice3

		Evaluator Number: 37

		Text1: #1-has a Biliteracy Pathway with parallel language programming. Has Spanish trade books in addition to leveled readers. Online at home access, PD, full videos 
#4-Has ELL resources and Wonders for ELL students. Webmaterials but do not see any PD for teachers. 
#5 no Spanish?, limited at home resources
#7-no Spanish resources, have online resources but not entire student book
#10-no Spanish? "May have Spanish" 
#8- no Spanish? "May have Spanish"
#2-entire book online, PD, full teacher resources, snooks, portal for teacher-student interaction. Breadth of resources can be overwhelming--may be hard to navigate. Has Spanish resources and Spanish English glossary. 
#9-full Spanish resources, and online resources. 
#6-does not have the entire system online 
#11-fully online program with additional resources including videos and PD. Spanish instructional materials are not available at this time. 
#13-entire program is online. Has Online PD, etc for teachers. However, lack of tangible materials is a negative. You can print off all the materials, including books for students. Has Spanish leveled readers. 
#12-has instructional videos online and implementation resources but does not say if there is anything else. No Spanish resources. 

		Text3: #1-wide variety of assessment, utilizes Running Records, Has assessment embedded within daily instruction. 
#5-only K3, would have to get another program for 4-5, however assessment seemed all tied together-words, vocabulary, phonics, writing was all cohesive. 
#3-full texts of books?
#6-is not assessment driven, sets up program with more informal assessment through the year. Has a beginning, middle, and end of year assessment protocol. Each Language Studio has formative assessment teachers can incorporate within their daily instruction. 
#7-Only has reading assessment guide for students grades 3-6 (recognizing standardized testing begins then) but lack of support for K-2, does have informal, conference-like assessment questions for variety of reading tasks (visualizing, wondering, etc) But, I think the system of Heinemann (#5) for such strategic actions is more effective. 
#10-assessment seems very shallow. Doesn't get into complexity of reading behaviors.
#8-assessment seems to be the focus. Lack of informal monitoring 
#2-wide variety, includes information on text complexity to prepare teachers/students. Daily formal and informal assessment. 
#4-has online Intervention, Weekly Assessment, and informal assessment/monitoring integrated within the weekly units. 
#13-entirely online assessment component with a front page that makes assessment easy to navigate. Parents can access. Assessment seems driven via the computer--meaning students would do a Running Record by reading to the computer. Highly problematic. 
#12-has beginning, middle, and end of year assessment but only has optional daily informal assessment in grades K-2. O

		Text5: #1-focuses is on scaffolding strategies, and has Intervention book. Includes Spanish and resources for ELL. Differentiation for above level seems a little broad, but otherwise strong for Below. Focuses on building strategies for self-monitoring. 
#5-relies more on teacher knowledge to meet diverse learners. System is setup so teachers have a wide range of tools but there are no instructional prompts or suggested dialogue to help with differentiation. Has books at all levels A-Z.
#10-leveled readers are only below, on, above. 
#8-differentiation mostly with below level students
#2-differentiation with struggling, on, advanced, and ELL. Wider variety of instruction as they have resources to differentiate phonics, comprehension, fluency, vocab, reteaching. Leveled Readers A-Z. Resource for Linguistic Contrast with 6-8 languages. 
#6-Has sidebars for struggling learners, yet nothing explicit. Program is set up for individualization so the materials, ideally, depending on teacher, are accessible for all learners. Other programs have specific materials and/or instructional foci for those learners and this program does not have this. 
#7-little differentiation, mostly focusing on below level students. Does not have differentiation every day, has trade books for K-2 but don't believe they are at A-Z
#9-the focus is very much on ELL students and/or below level students but nothing for advanced learners or different types of learning. 
#11-has leveled readers, has differentiation within each. 
#4-at end of each weekly unit in teacher edition, has differentiated instruction for small groups and large groups. Below, on, above, and ELL in reading and phonics. Has "Differentiate to Accelerate" pages for each week. Again, Beyond Level students do not have has much support. 
#12-does not have Guided Reading as it is heavily phonics structured. Therefore, not much differentiation beyond their decidable readers and their small group instruction which they ask teachers to make differentiated. They do have a Differentiation pack and Resource Manual but it is worksheet driven versus instruction that meets the needs of the students. 
#13-Has ELL component, and leveled readers for AA-Z but have not seen much/if any resources for above level students. Focuses on below level. Has a UDL framework but no specific ways to individualize instruction for learners. 

		Text6: #1-Books have a wide range of diversity represented. Since texts seem mostly nonfiction, not as much fiction to explore issues around diversity beyond visual differences. 
#4-recognizes "teachers must implement linguistically and culturally responsive teaching practices">moves beyond having diverse selection of books. 
#5-wide range of books including a wide range of cultural diversity. Leave instructional strategies us to teacher to individualize for the students.
#8-10, readers visually depict range of cultures but questions and activities as if all children are middle class white.
#6-since this program centers around building background knowledge and expanding on it through the grades, there is an historical and scientific component to the program as well as an unit on Different Lands, Similar Stories (exploring different origins of popular fairy tales. However, it rarely gets into current society and cultures. 
#7-books are not that diverse, instructional strategies do not reflect cultural diversity 
#9-while books may be visually diverse, they are not culturally diverse as leveled readers fall into stereotypes. Questions neglect considering the students.
#11-includes a variety of literature reflecting a range of cultures but only provided snippets of instructional materials so it is hard to make a fair assessment. The guide provides an action statement about culturally responsive materials but without the actual materials to observe it is hard to tell. 
#12-Hard to tell as there are no reading materials--a few picture books for each grade level are provided but they aren't the most culturally diverse. The decidable readers are not as well. Instructional strategies don't reflect learning styles. 
#13-states that materials are culturally responsive; however, since there are no tangible materials to look at it is hard to assess the veracity of this claim. Also no way to see if instructional cues are culturally responsive as well. M

		Text7: #1-Love that student book is soft back but do seem potential longevity issues with it. Teacher's Guide should have tabs for ease of access. Otherwise, very well made. 
#2-Student response books somewhat flimsy 
#5-includes full editions of all books. Other programs don't.
#10-student books are paper. Will have to repurchase every year, even more. I see some of these barely lasting through the school year. 
#9-books are very flimsy. Leveled readers are also weakly bound.
#11-it is hard to rate this as there are no physical copies of the materials. There are only binders of printed samples of what the materials will look like. Knowing and having used Scholastic materials, I would assume the quality would be high but cannot honestly assess these materials as there are no actual student/teacher editions to look at.
#4-some children's editions are hard back and some "soft" bound. 
#13-Only had a binder for us to view. Program is online and teachers can print materials but paper-based materials will not last long. Any tangible materials they say are available were not present to assess. 
#12-Decodable readers are incredibly small and would be impossible for emerging and beginning writers to actually write in. Student materials are flimsy. Teacher materials seem okay. 

		Text8: #1-strong research component, did studies with school districts in OH and NC with program, showed data. Additionally, uses research support for study. 
#10-only through 2nd grade, provides links but nothing specific. Seemed to be about skills over the actual basal
#6-at the end of each language and skills chapter there is a reference list but there is minimal research about the efficacy of this program compared to others. They do cite on NYC study but that is not enough for fidelity. 
#8-says it is research based but very vague/broad
#7-states the creators have pulled from research (all high-profile and well respected researchers); however, do not show any data of how this specific program meets achievement standards 
#4-did efficacy testing in several school districts. Has strong research support for components of program. 
#13-cites research, stated program was done with districts with 100% FRL and low SES and/or with students with disabilities. No research done with larger school districts or with a wider range of students. 
#12-says it is research based and has been evaluated by EdReports but no data of using program in schools. 

		Text9: #1-Has online at home access, but don't see any components within Teacher's Guide. 
#5- Don't see any homework components but no worksheets!! (That's a huge positive)
#2- Has a clearly defined parent/at-home component explained in the Program Materials. Utilizes online materials for at home resources
#7-Did not see anything about At-Home resources, resources for parents, or homework. Does have online component that parents "may" be able to access
#9-has Home-to-School connections, and take home activity calendars that go home every 3 weeks. 
#6-Has a really small take home component that is up to teacher discretion. No other mention about homework.
#11-there is a family engagement component but the materials are available only at additional cost and not included. 
#4-has school-to-home letters and online components you can access at home but not seeing any weekly homework components. 
#13-since program is online there is at-home access; however, nothing is stated within the binder about what this homework/at-home access looks like beyond being the same program the teacher sees. Parents can see student progress but not much at-home work.  

		Group2: Choice4

		Group5: Choice3

		Group6: Choice2

		Group7: Choice3

		Group8: Choice3

		Group9: Choice4

		Group11: Choice4

		Group12: Choice4

		Group13: Choice4

		Group14: Choice4

		Group15: Choice4

		Group16: Choice3

		Group17: Choice3

		Group18: Choice3

		Group19: Choice3

		Group21: Choice4

		Group22: Choice4

		Group23: Choice3

		Group24: Choice4

		Group25: Choice4

		Group26: Choice2

		Group27: Choice2

		Group28: Choice2

		Group29: Choice2

		Group31: Choice4

		Group32: Choice3

		Group33: Choice3

		Group34: Choice4

		Group35: Choice4

		Group36: Choice3

		Group37: Choice2

		Group38: Choice2

		Group39: Choice2

		Group 41: Choice3

		Group 42: Choice4

		Group 43: Choice4

		Group 44: Choice3

		Group 45: Choice4

		Group 46: Choice3

		Group 47: Choice3

		Group 48: Choice4

		Group 49: Choice2

		Group 51: Choice4

		Group 52: Choice4

		Group 53: Choice4

		Group 54: Choice4

		Group 55: Choice4

		Group 56: Choice2

		Group 57: Choice2

		Group 58: Choice2

		Group 59: Choice3

		Group 61: Choice4

		Group 62: Choice4

		Group 63: Choice2

		Group 64: Choice3

		Group 65: Choice3

		Group 66: Choice2

		Group 67: Choice1

		Group 68: Choice2

		Group 69: Choice4

		Group 71: Choice4

		Group 72: Choice4

		Group 73: Choice4

		Group 74: Choice3

		Group 75: Choice4

		Group 76: Choice2

		Group 77: Choice2

		Group 78: Choice3

		Group 79: Choice3

		Text22: #3-stories do seem too complex for grade level. Excellent use of scaffolding within but difficulty and complexity seem high. 
#8- teacher edition seems confusing 
#7-entire series hard to navigate as they separate reading from vocabulary, meaning making, and writing. Could see this becoming cumbersome for teachers to access during their ELA block. 
#6-Divided into Skills, Language, and Writing, may take training to understand. Lack of actual children's literature is discouraging (leveled readers/read aloud books are all program written stories. Upper grades do have classic literature stories but one could question engagement). Does have a great vocabulary component that is well designed. 
#11-This is hard to assess as we are only provided with copies of one unit from each grade level to look at. Again, knowing Scholastic I would assume organization and visual clarity would be high but it is unfair to assess this against others. 
#4-do not like how differentiation is at the end of each week instead of incorporated within. A few other structural/organizational components do not make the reading of the program streamlined.
#13-Hard to assess this since we only have binder of materials. Program is online and based on screen-shots it does seem accessible but can't fairly speak to the organization of the program. 
#12-find this program incredibly confusing. 

		Group80: Choice3

		Group81: Choice3

		Group82: Choice2

		Group83: Choice2

		Group84: Choice3

		Group85: Choice2

		Group86: Choice3

		Group87: Choice3

		Group88: Off

		Group89: Choice2

		Group90: Choice2

		Group91: Choice1

		Group92: Choice2

		Group93: Choice1

		Group94: Choice2

		Group95: Choice2

		Group96: Choice4

		Group97: Choice2

		Group98: Choice2

		Group99: Choice2

		Group100: Choice1

		Group101: Choice3

		Group102: Choice2

		Group103: Choice1

		Group104: Choice4

		Group105: Choice2

		Group106: Choice2

		Group107: Choice2

		Group108: Choice1

		Group109: Choice2

		Group110: Choice2

		Group111: Choice1
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Nevada Department of Education                July 2, 2013           Textbook and Instructional Material Adoption Form 


             TIM-01 ELA 


Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  


X Not enough materials were submitted to form an opinion


X
X


X


X
X


X
X


X
X


10


Literacy Scholastic


3
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  


X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X


X
X
X
X
X
X
X


X
X


18
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      


X
X


X
X
X


5


X
X


X


3
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Assessing text complexity in kindergarten and grade one is more a qualitative than quantitative process. The guiding statements 
provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the texts—particularly 
anchor texts—WCSD is considering for adoption. Anchor texts are materials designed to serve as the central unifying tool for the 
development of reading comprehension. While evaluations of text complexity formally begin with grade two, student reading 
materials, texts, and other materials in kindergarten and grade one need to create the conditions for rich and robust discussion and 
writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, English Learners, students who are 
performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and 
academic language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in 
CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Use of authentic texts


Doesn't indicate



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to 
read both literary and informational texts. For student reading 
materials in kindergarten and grade one, refer to the Alignment 
Criteria for Foundational Skills (4a-4d of this 
document).Read- aloud anchor texts should fall within or 
above the grades two through three text complexity band. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Mentor texts
Says so....cannot find a scope and sequence to find a 
balance or not


Preproduction, No books to look at
No scope and sequence of skills taught in any grade
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At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw students’ attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent 
questions that address the kindergarten and grade one standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In kindergarten and grade one, and 
across all other grade levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade 
level should be expanded in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in 
order to foster independent reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple 
times and are aligned to district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State 
Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 
teachers and students to explore content that coherently 
and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across 
subjects, themes, and topics. This applies especially to texts 
read aloud by the teacher, which should promote speaking 
and listening about topics under study in kindergarten and 
grade one. (See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade-level 
knowledge demands.) Text sets also address a wide variety of 
student interests, and are likely to foster independent reading. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and   appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


K-5 thematic aligned
Builds on each year
Wide variety of texts
Print and digital for all


Love the variety of \texts for parts of lit block



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts, including poems and stories with relevant illustrations. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1d. The range of informational texts include: 
• At least two selections on the same topic 
• Selections with various text features such as headings, 


tables of contents, glossaries, and illustrations 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


            4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence           1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Authentic texts 
Authentic language


Not sure....not indicated 


Seems that way.....no scope and sequence and no list of texts 
for the grade levels


Love the authentic texts and language
No scope and sequence or list of titles being used in the themes
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Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language. Texts for 
kindergarten and grade one students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order thinking skills. There 
should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for conveying meaning, as 
well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require that the student refer to the text 
in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of questions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions about key details in the text 
• Retelling familiar stories, including key details 
• Identifying and describing characters, settings, and major 


events in a story 
• Identifying the main topic of a text 
• Describing the connection between two individuals, events, 


or ideas in a text 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not 
limited to: 
• Determining the meanings of unknown words and phrases 


in stories, poems, and informational texts 
• Recognizing and explaining the differences between 


common types of text both literary (such as storybooks 
and poems) and informational 


• Naming the author and illustrator and describing their roles 
in telling the story or presenting ideas 


• Recognizing and using various features in informational 
texts (such as headings or glossaries) to locate information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


The weekly focus hits the desired focus with a gradual release of 
responsibility. Hopefully it would do wit with these skills.
The NVACS connection says that this is a big focus


NVACS connection syas they ar taught.....



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and 
tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters in 


stories 
• Describing the key ideas conveyed in illustrations 
• Identifying reasons authors give to support points and the 


similarities between two texts on the same topic 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive  evidence              3) sufficient  evidence               2) some evidence                     1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


NVACS connections syas they are taught.....


Lack of scope and sequence makes it hard to know if they are and when they are teaching these skills 
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The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. In kindergarten and grade one, 
students perform age-appropriate writing tasks and assignments with support and guidance from the teacher. For details on text 
types and purposes, production and distribution of writing, research to build and present knowledge, and the range of writing in 
kindergarten and grade one, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. The metrics below show 
key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and materials a reorganized to 
elicit responses to sources in age-appropriate ways. 
This might include activities such as dictation or making 
pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing, with 
support from the teacher. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, including: 
• Opinion writing, in which students introduce atopic or 


name a book, state an opinion, and supply a reason for the 
opinion (using a combination of drawing, dictating, and 
writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Informative/explanatory writing, in which students name a 
topic and supply facts about the topic (using a combination 
of drawing, dictating, and writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Narrative writing, in which students recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, including details about 
what happened (using a combination of drawing, dictating, 
and writing at the kindergarten level) 


            
          4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore writer’s 
craft and support student production of grade-level opinion, 
informational, and narrative writing. 


           4) extensive 
 
 


          3) sufficient 
 
 


          2) some 
 
 


          1) weak 


Syas so....
Sample week the lessons build on each other....
Connected to reading 


Genre based, writing process
Short mini lessons 


RA and SR ar mentors for writing 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing 
standards, including: 
• Focusing on a topic, responding to questions from 


peers, and adding details to strengthen writing as 
needed 


• Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources 
for students to participate in shared research and 
writing projects, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from provided sources 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient   evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Seems really focused
Sample week lesson was cool
May need to supplement into a writing block though


Not sure.....


Unique approach.....well rounded just wish I could have seen more. 
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Effective instruction on foundational skills in kindergarten and grade one includes explicit and systematic lessons and diagnostic 
support in concepts of print, the alphabetic principle, phonics, phonological awareness, vocabulary development and word 
recognition, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to focus on the 
major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Building these foundational skills must be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the kindergarten and 
grade one Reading Standards for Foundational Skills (CCSS), 
including concepts of print, phonological awareness, 
letter recognition, phonics, word recognition, and reading 
fluency in a research-based and transparent progression. 
(Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational reading skills.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities that allow 
for systematic and frequent practice of all foundational 
skills through such features as engaging texts, games, digital 
materials, etc. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


No clue 
Not explained at all.


Says so....



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/K/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/1/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in encoding (spelling) 
and decoding (reading) the sound symbol relationships 
of English. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading emergent reader texts 
for kindergarten and grade-level texts for grade one with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Weekly focus
GRoR
Wish could see yearly scope


Weekly focus
Gradual release of responsibility
Builds across week 
Wish could see more...


Wish could see more
This is a huge focus for K-2 and it's not talked about in depth.....
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The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language 
skills and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and 
knowledge (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in kindergarten and grade one are designed to help 
build student understanding and use of: 
• Upper- and lower-case letters 
• Question words 
• Recognition and use of end punctuation 
• Frequently occurring nouns in kindergarten, and common, 


proper, and possessive nouns by grade one 
• Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten, and use of verbs 


to convey past, present, and future actions in grade 
one 


• Complete sentence in kindergarten, and compound 
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory 
sentences in grade one 


• Capitalization of the first word in a sentence in 
kindergarten, and of dates and names of people in 
grade one 


• Correct spelling,  by sounding out simple words 
phonetically in kindergarten and applying common 
spelling patterns to spell words in grade one 


Grade One 
• Regular plural nouns, with matching verbs 
• Personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns 
• Conjunctions and determiners, such as articles or 


demonstratives 
• Frequently occurring adjectives 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


Focus in writing mini lesson 
Wish could see scope and sequence 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5b. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Identifying new meanings for familiar words in kindergarten 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words in grade one 
• Using frequently occurring inflections and affixes as clues 


to the meaning of words 
• Using root words(such as look) and their inflectional forms 


(looks, looked, looking) in grade one 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


5c. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 


Weekly focus builds daily 
Tied to reading and writing 


Not sure....NVACS says they will. 


Wish could know more;.....lesson plans look good.
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To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression 
of communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If 
kindergarten and grade one students are able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or 
misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may 
differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t 
understand or need more clarification. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide 
a frame that guides student participation in 
academic conversations by: 
• Agreeing on rules for discussion, taking turns speaking 
• Confirming understanding of texts read aloud 
• Asking and answering questions to clarify and gather 


information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


6b. Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials include 
tasks that promote oral responses in a range of 
collaborative discussions, and support students in: 
• Describing people, places, things, and events 
• Using visual displays to add details 
• Speaking audibly and completing sentences 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Says it is built in....


Built in to the components


A big focus for us for WCSD and 21 st century 
Just wish could see more
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While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all kindergarten and grade one students, 
the materials must include supports for students to apply concepts of print, phonics, vocabulary development, syntax, and fluency in 
comprehending texts. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. 
All scaffolding and supports require ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple opportunities for students to 
demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade- level work. As text 
complexity increases, and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade- level access is 
equally important. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 


          1) weak 
 


Says it can....


Wish could samples
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-level 
text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ skills 
strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of knowledge 
supporting specific common core standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7d. The materials provide support for students with varying 
learning styles and modalities (i.e., there are provisions for 
print, digital, and other multimedia sources for information 
attainment). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7e. The materials include developmentally appropriate 
materials and instructional sequences specifically designed 
for students in the primary grades (such as role-play, songs, 
games, etc.). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


 


Samples look awesome so teacher friendly. 
Clear, colorful, easy lay out, user friendly.
Not overwhelming at all. 
Goals and focuses set. 


Says so,....for ELL


Not sure.....
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7f. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be used 


to assess student understanding  and next instructional 
steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive   evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Integration of Interdisciplinary Content Standards; Building Knowledge Systematically 
              THEMATIC                 SPIRAL                 NGSS                 NVACSS                   SEL                  ELD 


 
1. Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 


Great assessments online tools drive instructions wish could see 
more 


wIsh to see more


✔ ✔ ✔








 


1 
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



EBadger

Text Box

25.StateELA.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 1

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 1

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 1

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 1

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 1

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 1

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 1

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 1

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 1

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 10

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 1

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 1

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 1

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 1

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 1

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 1

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 1

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 1

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 1

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 1

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 1

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 1

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 1

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 1

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 1

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 1

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 18

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 1

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 1

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 1

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 1

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 1

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 5

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 1

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 1

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 1

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 3

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 36

		Title: Literacy

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: Scholastic

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: ELA/5th

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 








2018-2019 WCSD CAP K-5 ELA Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component. 


1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Program -


Does not occur Sometimes 


occurs Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13


34


ELA.1 +Bilingual Text and online, Customizable digital lessons, games and projects online 
ELA.2 +Digital readers, work texts, Readers app, leveled readers and e-textbooks, Spanish Options 
ELA.3 +All components digital as well, books, presentations, games 
ELA.4 +All components digital and print. 
ELA.5 +Interactive - online; Audio books.   -No foreign language options 
ELA.6 +Digital Library.   -No Foreign Language Option 
ELA.7 +Web Based Options.  -No Foreign Language Option 


ELA.1 +customizable tests, student data tracking, variety of print/digital assessment  
ELA.2 + Variety of assessments online, customizable, district options for tracking; Write Smart 
ELA.3 +Customizable tests; assessments and benchmark tracking 
ELA.4 +customizable tests and assessments 
ELA.5 +variety and monitoring online 
ELA.6 +Online assessments and monitoring 
ELA.7 +Online and Print assessments 







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, and print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13


13


ELA.1 +Variety of reading levels in each unit, support for ELL built in, GT and Interventions,  
ELA.2 +Audio Reads, ELA support, Remediation and Intervention (no mention of GT)  
ELA.3 + ELL Support, interventions, differentiated options for each lesson. 
ELA.4 +Differentiated reading levels/leveled readers, ELL, interventions. 
ELA.5 +Lots of books at differentiated reading levels, small groups for diverse learners 
ELA.6 +EL Support, diverse range of texts, differentiated instructional plans 


ELA.1 +Texts represent different cultures, genders, ethnicity, times, and challenges 
ELA.2 +Diverse stories and texts, guided questions show diverse children. 
ELA.3 +Diverse characters and stories, also diverse times 
ELA.4 + Diverse cultures, stories, and characters  
ELA.5 +Diverse books and readings 
ELA.6 +Units include diversity in lessons - Feels monotone 
ELA.7 +Diverse texts 


ELA.1 +good readers       -student books soft cover 
ELA.2 +Hard Cover student books, good individual readers, nice quality 
ELA.3 +Decodable readers good quality, Hardcover books for students 
ELA.4 +Hardcover student books, Quality readers 
ELA.5 +Good Readers and lots of books 
ELA.6 +Individual Books of good quality -paper seems thin 







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
https://www.evidenceforessa.org/


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13


ELA.1 -No Studies Met Inclusion Requirements
ELA.2 +Strong, One study K-2 ONLY
ELA.3 +- Significant positive and Significant Negative results in studies
ELA.4 +- No significant positive results
ELA.5 -No Studies Met Inclusion Requirements


ELA.1 +Online and print options abound
ELA.2 + Daily and weekly family connections; wasn't clear if/how they are customizable
ELA.3 +Options for Homework +Connect Ed
ELA.4 +Connect Ed
ELA.5 +Online options for homework
ELA.6 + Home letters and good Worksheets
ELA.7 + Collaborative Literacy Program







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


10 11 12 13


ELA.1 +images support text yet some are a bit much.   -few "math" text features in K-3 (Graphs, 
Charts, etc.) ex. Grade 2 text on earthquake didn't have a visual table or graph representing strength 
of earthquake although it discussed Richter (bolded word in text) scale in text
ELA.2 +Images support text but don't crowd the page.   -"math" text features in younger years are 
missing (graphs, charts, etc.) Book two student text of grade 2 had no charts or graphs, just pictures 
accompanied by text.
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Assessing text complexity in kindergarten and grade one is more a qualitative than quantitative process. The guiding statements 
provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the texts—particularly 
anchor texts—WCSD is considering for adoption. Anchor texts are materials designed to serve as the central unifying tool for the 
development of reading comprehension. While evaluations of text complexity formally begin with grade two, student reading 
materials, texts, and other materials in kindergarten and grade one need to create the conditions for rich and robust discussion and 
writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, English Learners, students who are 
performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and 
academic language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in 
CCSS, Appendix B.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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C1c. The materials consistently provide opportunities to 
read both literary and informational texts. For student reading 
materials in kindergarten and grade one, refer to the Alignment 
Criteria for Foundational Skills (4a-4d of this 
document).Read- aloud anchor texts should fall within or 
above the grades two through three text complexity band. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw students’ attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent 
questions that address the kindergarten and grade one standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In kindergarten and grade one, and 
across all other grade levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade 
level should be expanded in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in 
order to foster independent reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple 
times and are aligned to district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State 
Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 
teachers and students to explore content that coherently 
and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across 
subjects, themes, and topics. This applies especially to texts 
read aloud by the teacher, which should promote speaking 
and listening about topics under study in kindergarten and 
grade one. (See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade-level 
knowledge demands.) Text sets also address a wide variety of 
student interests, and are likely to foster independent reading. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and   appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts, including poems and stories with relevant illustrations. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1d. The range of informational texts include: 
• At least two selections on the same topic 
• Selections with various text features such as headings, 


tables of contents, glossaries, and illustrations 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


            4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence           1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language. Texts for 
kindergarten and grade one students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order thinking skills. There 
should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for conveying meaning, as 
well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require that the student refer to the text 
in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of questions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions about key details in the text 
• Retelling familiar stories, including key details 
• Identifying and describing characters, settings, and major 


events in a story 
• Identifying the main topic of a text 
• Describing the connection between two individuals, events, 


or ideas in a text 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not 
limited to: 
• Determining the meanings of unknown words and phrases 


in stories, poems, and informational texts 
• Recognizing and explaining the differences between 


common types of text both literary (such as storybooks 
and poems) and informational 


• Naming the author and illustrator and describing their roles 
in telling the story or presenting ideas 


• Recognizing and using various features in informational 
texts (such as headings or glossaries) to locate information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and 
tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters in 


stories 
• Describing the key ideas conveyed in illustrations 
• Identifying reasons authors give to support points and the 


similarities between two texts on the same topic 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:      4) extensive  evidence              3) sufficient  evidence               2) some evidence                     1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. In kindergarten and grade one, 
students perform age-appropriate writing tasks and assignments with support and guidance from the teacher. For details on text 
types and purposes, production and distribution of writing, research to build and present knowledge, and the range of writing in 
kindergarten and grade one, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. The metrics below show 
key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and materials a reorganized to 
elicit responses to sources in age-appropriate ways. 
This might include activities such as dictation or making 
pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing, with 
support from the teacher. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, including: 
• Opinion writing, in which students introduce atopic or 


name a book, state an opinion, and supply a reason for the 
opinion (using a combination of drawing, dictating, and 
writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Informative/explanatory writing, in which students name a 
topic and supply facts about the topic (using a combination 
of drawing, dictating, and writing at the kindergarten level) 


• Narrative writing, in which students recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, including details about 
what happened (using a combination of drawing, dictating, 
and writing at the kindergarten level) 


            
          4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore writer’s 
craft and support student production of grade-level opinion, 
informational, and narrative writing. 


           4) extensive 
 
 


          3) sufficient 
 
 


          2) some 
 
 


          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing 
standards, including: 
• Focusing on a topic, responding to questions from 


peers, and adding details to strengthen writing as 
needed 


• Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources 
for students to participate in shared research and 
writing projects, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from provided sources 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient   evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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Effective instruction on foundational skills in kindergarten and grade one includes explicit and systematic lessons and diagnostic 
support in concepts of print, the alphabetic principle, phonics, phonological awareness, vocabulary development and word 
recognition, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to focus on the 
major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Building these foundational skills must be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the kindergarten and 
grade one Reading Standards for Foundational Skills (CCSS), 
including concepts of print, phonological awareness, 
letter recognition, phonics, word recognition, and reading 
fluency in a research-based and transparent progression. 
(Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational reading skills.) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities that allow 
for systematic and frequent practice of all foundational 
skills through such features as engaging texts, games, digital 
materials, etc. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/K/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/1/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in encoding (spelling) 
and decoding (reading) the sound symbol relationships 
of English. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading emergent reader texts 
for kindergarten and grade-level texts for grade one with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language 
skills and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and 
knowledge (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in kindergarten and grade one are designed to help 
build student understanding and use of: 
• Upper- and lower-case letters 
• Question words 
• Recognition and use of end punctuation 
• Frequently occurring nouns in kindergarten, and common, 


proper, and possessive nouns by grade one 
• Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten, and use of verbs 


to convey past, present, and future actions in grade 
one 


• Complete sentence in kindergarten, and compound 
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory 
sentences in grade one 


• Capitalization of the first word in a sentence in 
kindergarten, and of dates and names of people in 
grade one 


• Correct spelling,  by sounding out simple words 
phonetically in kindergarten and applying common 
spelling patterns to spell words in grade one 


Grade One 
• Regular plural nouns, with matching verbs 
• Personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns 
• Conjunctions and determiners, such as articles or 


demonstratives 
• Frequently occurring adjectives 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5b. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Identifying new meanings for familiar words in kindergarten 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words in grade one 
• Using frequently occurring inflections and affixes as clues 


to the meaning of words 
• Using root words(such as look) and their inflectional forms 


(looks, looked, looking) in grade one 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


5c. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression 
of communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If 
kindergarten and grade one students are able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or 
misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may 
differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t 
understand or need more clarification. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide 
a frame that guides student participation in 
academic conversations by: 
• Agreeing on rules for discussion, taking turns speaking 
• Confirming understanding of texts read aloud 
• Asking and answering questions to clarify and gather 


information 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


6b. Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials include 
tasks that promote oral responses in a range of 
collaborative discussions, and support students in: 
• Describing people, places, things, and events 
• Using visual displays to add details 
• Speaking audibly and completing sentences 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive  evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 
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While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all kindergarten and grade one students, 
the materials must include supports for students to apply concepts of print, phonics, vocabulary development, syntax, and fluency in 
comprehending texts. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for vocabulary acquisition. 
All scaffolding and supports require ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple opportunities for students to 
demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade- level work. As text 
complexity increases, and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade- level access is 
equally important. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 


          1) weak 
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-level 
text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ skills 
strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of knowledge 
supporting specific common core standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7d. The materials provide support for students with varying 
learning styles and modalities (i.e., there are provisions for 
print, digital, and other multimedia sources for information 
attainment). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


7e. The materials include developmentally appropriate 
materials and instructional sequences specifically designed 
for students in the primary grades (such as role-play, songs, 
games, etc.). 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 
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GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7f. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be used 


to assess student understanding  and next instructional 
steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


           4) extensive 
 
 
          3) sufficient 
 
 
          2) some  
 
 
          1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive   evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


Integration of Interdisciplinary Content Standards; Building Knowledge Systematically 
              THEMATIC                 SPIRAL                 NGSS                 NVACSS                   SEL                  ELD 


 
1. Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters ideas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful sty l e and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: Texts were not provided to review , only one page of a sample information text

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1b The materials consistently include short challenging and complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academiclanguageworthyofclosereadingSeeexemplarsin CCSS Appendix B: Not evident 

		C1c The materials consistently provide opportunities to readbothliteraryandinformationaltextsForstudentreading mater i alsin k i ndergartenand gradeonerefertothe A l i gnment Criteria for Foundational Skills 4a4d of this documentReadaloud anchor texts should fall within or above the grades two through three text complexity band: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: Texts were not provided to review 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1a The range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherently and systematically builds knowledge and vocabulary across subjectsthemesand topicsThisappliesespecially totexts readaloudbytheteacherwhichshouldpromotespeaking andlisteningabouttopicsunderstudyinkindergartenand gradeone See CCSS Appendix B for examples of grade l evel knowledgedemandsTextsetsalsoaddressawidevarietyof studentinterestsandarelikelytofosterindependentreading: Says it includes 100 books for a classroom library. 
No books to review for range 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of h i gh qual i ty cu l tural l y responsive and appropriate topics andthemesTextsfrom diverse cultures reflect the same highquality features that are demanded of all texts: No text sets to review

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1cMaterialsincludearich anddiverse sampling ofliterary texts i nc l ud i ng poems and stories with re l evant illustrations: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1d The range of informational texts include  At least two selections on the same topic  Select i ons with var i ous text features such as headings tablesof contentsglossaries andillustrations: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1e Student reading materials contain a range of increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to build students ability to comprehend complex text and expand vocabulary throughout the school year: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: Texts were not provided to review

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text includingbutnot limited to  Askingandanswer i ngquestionsaboutkeydetailsinthetext  Retelling familiar stories including key details  Ident i fy i ng and describing characters sett i ngs and major events in astory  Identifying the main topic of a text  Describing the connection between two individualsevents or ideas in a text: Some questions to invite thinking about the text

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend tothetext including but not limited to  Determ i n i ng the meanings of unknown words andphrases in stories poems and informational texts  Recognizing and explaining the differences between common types of text both literary such as storybooks and poems and informational  Namingtheauthorandillustratoranddescribingtheirroles in telling the story or presenting ideas  Recognizingandusingvariousfeaturesininformational texts such as headings or glossar i es to l ocate i nformat i on: Not evident in sample lesson 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2c Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Questions and tasks requirestudentstoexplicitlyattendtothetext including but not limitedto  Comparing and contrasting the experiences of characters i n stories  Describing thekeyideas conveyed in illustrations  Identifyingreasonsauthors give to supportpoints andthe similarities between two texts on the same topic: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: Only one sample lesson with no texts to review
A few questions to prompt comprehension of text 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what students are reading and materials a reorganized to elicit responses to sources in ageappropriate ways This might include activities such as dictation or making pictures to express thoughts in addition to writing with support from the teacher: Only lesson provided has how to write a sentence

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Opinion writing inwhich studentsintroduceatopic or nameabookstateanopinionandsupply areasonforthe opinionusing acombinationof drawingdictatingand writing at the kindergarten level  Informativeexplanatory writing in which students name a topic and supply facts about the topic using a combination ofdrawing dictating and writingatthe kindergarten level  Narrativewritinginwhichstudentsrecounttwoormore appropriately sequencedeventsincluding detailsabout what happened us i ng a combinat i on of draw i ng dictat i ng and writing at the kindergarten level: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3c Reading mater i als can serve as models to explore writers craft and support student production of gradelevel opinion informational and narrative writing: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materials include explicit support to teachers either intheteacherseditionorclassroommaterialsforwriting instruction linked to the kindergarten and grade one writing standards including  Focusing on a topic responding to questions from peers andadding detailstostrengthenwritingas needed  Exploring and starting to use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing including in collaboration with peers: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3e Materials provide opportunities and resources for students to participate in shared research and writing projects including  Recalling information from experiences  Gathering information from provided sources: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: Materials provided did not have evidence to meet this component

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4a Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicitandsystematicinstructionofthekindergartenand gradeoneReadingStandardsfor FoundationalSkillsCCSS including concepts of print phonological awareness letter recognitionphonics wordrecognitionandreading fluencyin a researchbased and transparent progression Refer to CCSS Appendix A for the research detailing the advancement of foundational reading skills: Lesson provided has them practice the /l/ sound orally and then in print

No other lesson included. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4bMaterialsincludeavarietyofopportunitiesthatallow forsystematicandfrequent practiceof all foundational skills through suchfeatures as engagingtexts games digital materials etc: Says there is online games

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Mater i a l s provide regu l ar pract i ce in encoding spe l l i ng and decoding reading the sound symbol relationships of English: Not evident

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4dMaterialsguidestudentsinreadingemergentreadertexts for kindergarten and gradelevel texts for grade one with purpose and understanding making frequent connections betweentheacquisition offoundationalskills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: Not evident

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: Not enough evidence to meet this component

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5a There is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextua l i zed approach i n dai l y i nstruct i on Mater i als and tasksinkindergarten andgradeonearedesignedto help build student understanding and use of  Upperand lowercaseletters  Question words  Recognition and use of end punctuation  Frequently occurr i ng nouns in k i ndergarten and common proper and possessive nouns by grade one  Frequently occurring verbs in kindergarten and use of verbs toconvey past present and futureactions ingrade one  Complete sentence in kindergarten and compound dec l arat i ve i nterrogat i ve i mperat i ve and exc l amatory sentences in gradeone  Capitalizationofthefirstword inasentence in k i ndergarten and of dates and names of people in gradeone  Correct spelling by sounding out simple words phonetically in kindergarten and applying common spelling patterns to spell words in grade one Grade One  Regular plural nouns with matching verbs  Personal possessive and indefinite pronouns  Conjunctions and determiners such as art i c l es or demonstratives  Frequently occurringadjectives: Had a Snapple grammar lesson for using complete sentence. 
Standards not evident

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5bThe materialsprovidecontextsupportand strategies for teaching vocabularyacquisition skills including  Identifyingnew meaningsforfamiliar wordsin kindergarten  Us i ng sentencelevel context clues to unlock the meaning of words in grade one  Us i ng frequently occurring i nf l ect i ons and aff i xes as clues to the meaning of words  Usingrootwordssuchaslookandtheirinflectionalforms looks looked looking in grade one: Not evident

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS5c The materials provide embedded opportunities for studentstoencounterand developanunderstanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings: Not evident

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_6: Not enough evidence to meet the standards of this component

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6a Comprehension and Collaboration Materials provide a frame that guides student participation in academic conversations by  Agreeing onrulesfordiscussiontaking turnsspeaking  Confirming understanding of texts read aloud  Ask i ng and answer i ng questions to c l ar i fy and gather information: Turn and Talk bubble in sample lesson provided 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6b Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas Materials include tasks that promote oral responses in a range of collaborative discussions and support students in  Describing people places things and events  Using visual displays to add details  Speaking audibly and completing sentences: Not evident 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_7: Evidence does not meet standards for this component

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames  Repeatedgrammatical structures and language: Think aloud
ELL support to focus on verbs and word meaning
Some suggestion so for support and extension for a few lessons 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs and charts  Maps and photographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignalsequenceoroffercluestomeaning suchas where when and how key events occur: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c Thematerialsaredesignedto supportteacher instruction by use of  Expl i c i t i nstruct i onal direct i ons accompanied by mater i als that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives and that buildstudentabilitytoreadandcomprehendgrade l evel text  Strategies to gradually i ncrease difficulty as students ski l l s strengthen  Strategiestosupportstudentacquisitionofknowledge supporting specific common corestandards  Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance for introducing new concepts and skills  Clear guidance for documenting student progress toward meeting gradelevelstandards: Hard to score
Only one sample lesson given

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThe materials provide supportfor students with varying learningstylesand modalitiesiethereareprovisionsfor print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: Not evident

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include developmentally appropriate mater i als and i nstruct i ona l sequences specifically designed for students in the pr i mary grades such as roleplay songs games etc: Not evident 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7f The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance l evels and needs based on assessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces ofchallengingandcomplete text thatcanbeused to assess student understanding  and next instructional steps  Reading selections and questions that progress in a logica l sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasks for students who areon target for meeting gradelevelexpectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fallbehind: Overview says there is an assessment guide
Not present to review

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_8: Most components not evident
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essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



EBadger

Text Box

29.StateELA.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: X

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: Uncorrected Proof - 2 binders w/ 1 sample lesson per grade level

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: X

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: X

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: X

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: X

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: X

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: X

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: X

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 14

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: X

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: X

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: X

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: X

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: X

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: X

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: X

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: X

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: X

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: X

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: X

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: X

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: X

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: X

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 25

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: X

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: X

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: X

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: X

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: X

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 6

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: X

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: X

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 3

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 47

		Title: Literacy

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: Scholastic

		Copyright Date: 

		Subject/Grade Level: 3rd

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 
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2 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
The guiding statements provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the 
texts WCSD is considering for adoption. To address the grade four standards, the submitted materials need to create the conditions 
for rich and robust discussion and writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, 
English Learners, students who are performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1b. As well as, texts that contain rich content, ideas and 
academic language worthy of close reading. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





3 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


C1c.Thematerialsconsistentlyprovideopportunitiesto 
read both literary and informational texts in the grades three 
through five-text complexity band with scaffolding as needed 
at the high end of the range. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1d. Materials provide strategies for grade-level vocabulary 
acquisition. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence             2) some evidence             1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







4 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw student attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent questions 
that address the grade four standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In grade four, and across all other grade 
levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade level should be expanded 
in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in order to foster independent 
reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple times and are aligned to 
district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a. The range of materials, both print and digital, allows 
teachers and students to explore content that coherently and 
systematically builds knowledge and grade-level 
vocabulary across subjects, themes, and topics. (See CCSS 
Appendix B for examples of   grade-level knowledge 
demands.)  Text sets also address a wide variety of 
student interest, and are likely to foster independent 
reading. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





5 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts including, but not limited to: 
• Stories, drama, prose, and poetry 
• Stories, myths, and traditional literature from 


diverse cultures 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 


        1) weak 
 


1d.Therangeofinformationaltexts includes elections that: 
• Present historical events 
• Describe technical procedures 
• Present scientific ideas or concepts 
• Contain at least two texts on the same topic 
• Present first  and secondhand accounts of the same 


event or topic 
• Contain relevant visual representations of information 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







6 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language and domain- 
specific words and phrases. Text for grade four students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order 
thinking skills. There should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for 
conveying meaning, as well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require 
that the student refer to the text in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of 
questions—and should require the student to begin comparing texts, authors, and opinions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but 
not limited to: 
• Referring to details and examples in a text when 


explaining what the text says and when making 
inferences 


• Summarizing text 
• Determining the theme of a story or main idea of 


a text from key details 
• Describing characters, settings, or events in depth 
• Explaining events, procedures, ideas, or concepts covered 


in historical, scientific, or technical reading selections, 
including what happened and why 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





7 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require students 
to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not limited to: 
• Determining the meaning of words and phrases as 


used in the text, including general academic and 
domain-specific words as well as those that allude to 
significant characters found in mythology (such as 
Herculean) 


• Explaining the differences between drama, prose, and poetry 
• Describing the overall structure of a text or structural 


elements of poems and drama 
• Comparing and contrasting the point of view from which 


different stories are narrated, including first- and 
second-hand accounts of the same event or topic, or 
first- and third-person narrations of a story 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, including, 
but not limited to: 
• Explaining how an author uses reasons and evidence to 


support points 
• Making connections between the text of a story or a drama 


and prose 
• Interpreting information presented visually, orally, or 


quantitatively 
• Comparing and contrasting the treatment of 


similar themes, topics, and patterns of events in 
literature 


• Integrating information from two texts on the same topic 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence             2) some evidence             1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







8 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. For details on grade-level writing 
expectations and writing exemplars for grade four, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. 
The metrics below show key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and routinely include writing over 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) and 
extended time frames (for research, reflection, and revision) 
for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and 
audiences. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
 


1) weak 
 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, 
including: 
• Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a 


point of view with reasons and information 
• Writing informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic 


and convey ideas and information clearly 
• Writing narratives to develop real or imagined 


experiences or events using effective technique, 
descriptive details, and clear sequences of events 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore 
writer’s craft, demonstrate use of domain-specific words and 
phrases, and support student production of grade-level 
opinion, informational, and narrative writing. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





9 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either in the 
teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the grade four writing standards, 
including: 
• Producing clear and coherent writing in which the 


development and organization are appropriate to the 
task, purpose, and audience 


• Developing and strengthening writing by planning, revising, 
and editing 


• Using technology, including the Internet, to produce and 
publish writing, as well as to interact and collaborate with 
others, demonstrating sufficient keyboarding skills 


• Graphic organizers, chart, etc. to aid in explicit 
teacher instruction 


Materials should also guide the teaching of specific 
components of grade four writing standards 1-3 (See CCSS). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


        1) weak 
 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources for 
students to conduct short research projects that build 
knowledge about a topic, including: 
• Investigating different aspects of a topic 
• Recalling relevant information from experiences 


or gathering information from print and digital 
sources 


• Taking notes and categorizing information 
• Providing a list of sources 
• Drawing evidence from literary or informational texts to 


support analysis, reflection, or research 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence             1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





10 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 


Materials provide guidance and support for explicit and systematic instruction and diagnostic support in grade-level phonics, 
vocabulary development, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order to 
focus on the major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Effective foundational skills instruction in grade four includes an explicit 
and systematic focus on phonics and practice in applying phonics for students who are struggling. Building word analysis skills and 
fluency must also be contextualized within the materials (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the grade four 
Reading Standards for Foundational Skills by providing 
instruction in phonics, word analysis, and reading with 
fluency to support comprehension. (Refer to CCSS, 
Appendix A for the research detailing the advancement of 
foundational skills in reading.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities for students to 
develop and apply word analysis and decoding skills, 
including: 
• Understanding grade-level vocabulary using an integrated 


approach (including affixes, multi-syllable words, etc.) 
• Understanding multisyllabic words in context and out of 


context 
• Self-correcting using word recognition skills and 


context clues, rereading text purposefully as needed 
• Developing fluency with grade-level regular and irregular 


spelling patterns 
• Spelling patterns and morphology 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/4/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf





11 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in reading grade-level 
prose and poetry with accuracy, at an appropriate rate, and 
with appropriate expression. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading grade-level texts with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence             1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







12 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language skills 
and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills, knowledge, 
and vocabulary gained in preceding grades (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and conventions 
are addressed using an integrated and contextualized approach 
in daily instruction. Materials and tasks in grade four are 
designed to help build student understanding and use of: 
• Relative pronouns 
• Progressive verb tenses 
• Modal auxiliaries such as can, may, or must to convey 


various conditions 
• Correct ordering of adjectives within sentences 
• Prepositional phrases 
• Complete sentences and editing fragments and run-ons 
• Correct spelling and capitalization 
• Commas and quotation marks to mark direct 


speech  or quotations 
• Commas before a coordinating conjunction in a 


compound sentence 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


Knowledge of Language 
5b. The materials support instruction on: 
• Choosing words and phrases to convey ideas precisely 
• Choosing punctuation for effect 
• Differentiating between contexts that call for formal and 


informal English 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





13 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5c. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Using context clues to unlock the meaning of words 
• Using Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues 


to the meaning of words 
• Consulting reference materials to determine pronunciation 


or the meaning of words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


5d. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in 
word meanings. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence              1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







14 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 


To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression of 
communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness. If grade four students are able to listen to others, discuss 
what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or misunderstandings, their learning becomes deeper and more meaningful. 
They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may differ from their own, and they learn how to agree and disagree, express 
their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t understand or need more clarification (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a. Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials provide a 
language framework for student participation in 
academic conversations, including the ability to: 


 


• Come to a discussion prepared 
• Follow agreed upon rules/roles 
• Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow 


up on information 
• Review key ideas and explain their own ideas 
• Use accurate, grade-appropriate conversational, general 


academic, and domain-specific words and phrases 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





15 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6b.PresentationofKnowledge and Ideas. Materials provide a 
language framework for student planning of effective 
presentations, focusing on: 
• How  to report on a topic using  evidence to 


present findings from their research 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


• How to tell a story or recount an 
experience in an organized manner 


• How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to 
support main ideas and themes 


• How to speak in complete sentences when appropriate to 
the task and situation clearly and at an acceptable pace 


• How to differentiate between contexts for formal English 
and situations where informal discourse is appropriate 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence              2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







16 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 


While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all grade four students, the materials 
must include supports for students to comprehend texts at the grades three through five-complexity band as required, and at the high 
end of this complexity band with scaffolding. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide strategies for 
vocabulary acquisition. All scaffolding and support requires ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide multiple 
opportunities for students to demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
It is important to note that scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above 
grade-level work. As text complexity increases and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above 
grade-level access is equally important (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames for student talk and writing 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(i.e., where, when, and how key events occur) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





17 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-
level text 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ 
comprehension skills strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of 
knowledge supporting specific common core 
standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7d.The materials provide support for student 
learning through varying modalities (i.e., there are 
provisions for print, digital, and other multimedia sources 
for information attainment). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


 







18 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 4  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7e. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of challenging and complete text that can be 


used to assess student understanding and next 
instructional steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence             2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 
 


1 Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters ideas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful style and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: From the unit I looked at it seemed that the texts were rich, but there is only one sample unit. It is hard to see the entire curriculum and all texts with just a sample unit.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1bAs well as texts that contain rich content ideas and academic language worthy of close reading: Close reading was more of a read aloud with stopping points. The questions did have students attending to the text. Hard to tell about all texts due to just having a sample

		C1cThematerialsconsistentlyprovideopportunitiesto read both l i terary and i nformationaltexts in the gradesthree throughfivetextcomplexityband with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range: From the unit I looked at there were two NF reads, one on Steve Jobs and one on sharks. There were no examples of any other readings in the binder for reference.

		C1d Mater i als prov i de strategies for grade l evel vocabulary acquisition: Yes. Students work on phonics and word student each day.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: The evidence is sufficient. From the unit I looked at there were two non-fiction reads. I can assume that there would be fiction, but I just can't see it due to the sample. The small-group guided readings did have fiction reads included.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1a The range of materials both print and digital allows teachers andstudents to explore content that coherentlyand systematicallybuilds knowledgeandgradelevel vocabulary acrosssubjects themes andtop i csSeeCCSS AppendixB for examples of gradelevel knowledge demandsText setsalso address a wide variety of student interest and are likely to foster independent reading: I did not see a digital resource. There are grade level topics and themes.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of high quality culturally responsive and appropriate topicsand themes Textsfrom diverseculturesreflectthesamehighqualityfeaturesthat are demanded of all texts: In the unit I looked at we looked at Steve Job and sharks. I am not able to say if the program does provide attention to diverse cultures.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1c Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of l i terary texts including but not limited to  Stories drama prose and poetry  Storiesmythsand traditional literature from diverse cultures: Not seen in my sample unit.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1dTherangeofinformationaltexts includes elections that  Present historical events  Describe technical procedures  Present scientific ideas or concepts  Contain at least two texts on the same topic  Present first and secondhand accountsofthe same event or topic  Contain relevantvisual representations of information: Steve Jobs -Mentor text

and a text on sharks focusing on author's purpose 



		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1e Student reading materials contain a range of increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to build students ability to comprehend complex text and expand vocabulary throughout the school year: Hard to tell because I was only able to see one unit. I would need to see a list of texts with Lexiles to be able to determine that.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: There is evidence of diversity and different reading materials, but I cannot make an accurate statement without seeing all texts and Lexile ranges.Sta

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text including but not limited to  Referring to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says and when making inferences  Summarizing text  Determiningthetheme of a story or mainidea of atext from keydetails  Describing characters settings or events in depth  Explain i ng events procedures ideas or concepts covered inhistoricalscientificortechnicalreadingselections including what happened and why: The longer reading is presented as a read aloud with stopping points. The stopping points do have students attending to the text, but do not encourage text evidence.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitlyattend tothe text including but not limited to  Determining the meaning of words and phrases as used in the text including general academic and domainspecific words as well as those that allude to significant characters found in mythology such as Herculean  Explainingthed i fferencesbetweendramaproseandpoetry  Describing the overal l structure of a text or structural elements of poems and drama  Comparing and contrasting the point of view from which different storiesare narrated including firstand secondhandaccountsofthesameevent or topicor firstand thirdperson narrations of a story: There was only four close read questions. The shorter text has students make inferences, but there is not a lot of text evidence being used in the longer or shorter texts.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2c Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Questions and tasks requirestudentstoexplicitlyattendtothetext including but not limitedto  Explain i ng how an author uses reasons and ev i dence to support points  Making connections between the text of a story or a drama and prose  Interpret i ng informat i on presented v i sual l y orally or quantitatively  Comparingand contrasting the treatment of similar themestopics and patterns of events in literature  Integrating informationfrom two textsonthesametopic: Yes, students are required to attend to the text to show connections, how an author is reasoning, visuals, and the author's purpose.

The word meaning analysis is more in the short reading and the reasoning and connections is in the longer reading.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: Overall, there are questions that have students attending to the text for word analysis and making inferences and conclusions. I don't think there are enough questions in the longer reading to lead students to a strong piece of writing.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what students are reading and routinely include writing over shorter time frames a single sitting or a day or two and extended time frames for research reflection and revision for a range of disciplinespecific tasks purposes and audiences: The writing is not evidence-based and does not connect to the story or stories the students read in the sample unit.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts supporting a point of view with reasons and information  Writing informativeexplanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly  Writing narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events us i ng effect i ve techn i que descr i pt i ve deta i l s and clear sequences of events: The writing piece in the sample unit does not connect to the stories that the questions were written to.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3cReading materials can serve as models to explore writers craft demonstrate use of domainspecific words and phrases and support student production of gradelevel opinion informational and narrative writing: The two reading materials that were available in the sample unit were NF reads about two different topics, Steve Jobs and Sharks. The two books were not provided so I am not sure.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Mater i als include explicit support to teachers either in the teacher  s edition or classroom mater i als for writing instruction linked to the grade four writing standards including  Producing clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to the task purpose andaudience  Developing and strengthening wr i ting by planning rev i s i ng and editing  Using technology including the Internet to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others demonstrating sufficient keyboarding skills  Graphic organizers chart etc to aid in explicit teacher instruction Materials should also guide the teaching of specific components of gradefour writing standards 13 See CCSS: Graphic organizer that was in the sample unit was weak. The writing topic included in the unit as the culminating task did not connect to the readings in the unit.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3eMaterials provide opportunities and resourcesfor students to conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic including  Investigating different aspects of a topic  Recalling relevantinformation from experiences or gathering informationfromprintanddigital sources  Taking notes and categorizing information  Providing a list of sources  Drawing evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis reflection or research: In the sample there was not research.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: The writing does not connect to the readings in the sample unit. It is weak and hard to judge without the whole curriculum.

The writing task was working on a skill, the main idea of the story, but the readings and questions focused on details from Steve Jobs and Sharks.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4a Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicit and systematic instruction of the grade four Reading Standards for Foundational Skills by providing instruction in phonics word analysis and reading with fluency to support comprehensionRefer to CCSS Appendix Aforthe research detailing the advancement of foundational skills in reading: No guidance for how to teach, just how to do the activity provided. There is one word sort. I don't think students have enough opportunities to practice the concept in the sample unit.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4b Materials include a variety of opportunities for students to develop and apply word analysis and decoding skills including  Understanding grade l evel vocabulary us i ng an i ntegrated approachincludingaffixesmultisyllablewordsetc  Understanding multisyllabic wordsin context and out of context  Selfcorrectingusingword recognition skills and context clues rereading text purposefully as needed  Developing f l uency with grade l eve l regu l ar and irregular spelling patterns  Spelling patterns and morphology: No, there is only a small introduction of the lesson and word sort.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Mater i als prov i de regular pract i ce in reading grade l evel prose and poetry with accuracy at an appropriate rate and with appropriateexpression: There is only a word sort in the unit. No fluency readings are attached.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4d Materialsguide studentsinreading gradelevel texts with purpose and understanding making frequent connections between the acquisition of foundational skills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: There is word sort work, writing it in a sentence and a speed drill, but no reading and fluency work attached.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: In the unit viewed the direct instruction is weak when introducing the concept. There are opportunities to practice the concept, but not within the content, which would make it more meaningful for students. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5a There is ev i dence that grade l eve l grammar and convent i ons are addressed us i ng an i ntegrated and contextual i zed approach in daily instruction Materials and tasks in grade four are designed to help build student understanding and use of  Relative pronouns  Progressive verbtenses  Modal auxiliaries such as can may or must to convey various conditions  Correct ordering of adjectives within sentences  Prepositional phrases  Complete sentences andediting fragments and runons  Correct spelling and capitalization  Commas and quotation marks to mark direct speechor quotations  Commasbeforea coordinatingconjunctionin a compound sentence: Yes, but there is no scope and sequence for the entire year. Hard to tell if it meets all the standards.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSKnowledge of Language 5b The materials support instruction on  Choosing words and phrases to convey ideas precisely  Choosing punctuation for effect  Differentiating between contexts that call for formal and informal English: Yes, and encourages to have students apply to their writing they have participated in.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5cThematerials provide contextsupportand strategies for teaching vocabulary acquisition skills including  Using context clues to unlock the meaning of words  UsingGreek orLatin affixes and rootsas clues to the meaning of words  Consu l t i ng reference mater i als to determ i ne pronunc i at i on or the meaning of words: There are opportunities, but the time spent does not give students enough practice to master. The lessons are short, but I do like that they focus on the same concept all week.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS5d The materials provide embedded opportunities for students to encounter and develop an understanding of figurative language word relationships and nuances in word meanings: There is practice sheets for students and students are encouraged to look through their writing folders and find pieces that contain to the concept, but there is not an actual activity.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_6: I don't think there is enough opportunities for students to practice the concepts. Although there is practice each day, it is not necessarily quality practice. The lessons are short, although students do apply concepts to the writing (it's encouraged).

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6a Comprehension and Collaboration Materials provide a language framework for student participation in academic conversations including the ability to  Come to a discussion prepared  Follow agreed upon rulesroles  Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on information  Review key ideas and explain their own ideas  Useaccurategradeappropr i ateconversat i onal general academicanddomainspecificwordsandphrases: No agreed upon rules or roles from what I see in the sample unit. There is posed questions that students discuss, but there is no protocol for the close reading time.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6bPresentationofKnowledge and Ideas Materials provide a language framework for student planning of effective presentations focusing on  Howtoreportonatopicusing evidenceto present findings from their research  How to tell a story or recount an experience in an organized manner  How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to support main ideas and themes  Howto speak in complete sentences when appropriateto the task and situation clearlyand at an acceptable pace  How to differentiate between contexts for formal English and situations where informal discourseis appropriate: From what I see in the sample unit there are questions that require students to use the text, but there isn't encouraged text evidence happening. Students are coming up with inferences and conclusions, but the sample responses don't have students citing or using text evidence to support their reasoning.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_7: There is use of speaking and listening and time for discussions, but no protocol for students or for teacher to go off of.

From what I see in the sample unit there are questions that require students to use the text, but there isn't encouraged text evidence happening. Students are coming up with inferences and conclusions, but the sample responses don't have students citing or using text evidence to support their reasoning.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames for student talk and writing  Repeated grammatical structures and language: Yes, this was seen in the short text. Students were asked about word meaning and had to analyze words and phrases. There are practice sheets and students are encouraged to apply concepts to their writing, just no structure on how the teacher wants them to do that.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs andcharts  Maps andphotographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning iewhere when and how key events occur: I did not see digital materials from the sample unit given.

Saw some photos and charts, but again it is hard to tell with just a sample unit.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c Thematerialsaredesignedto support teacher instruction by use of  Explicit i nstruct i onal direct i ons accompanied by mater i als that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives that build student abilityto readandcomprehendgrade level text  Strategies to gradual l y i ncrease d i ff i cu l ty as students  comprehension skills strengthen  Strateg i esto supportstudentacquis i tionof know l edge supporting specific common core standards  C l ear and detai l ed teacher direct i ons and guidance for introducing newconcepts andskills  C l ear guidance for document i ng student progress toward meeting gradelevel standards: There are guidelines for teacher, but in foundational skills and language there is not explicit guidelines on how to teacher the specific concept. Just directions on how to complete the activity.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThe materials provide support for student learning throughvaryingmodalitiesiethereare provisionsfor print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: I was able to see some print materials in photos of the sample unit, but I did not see digital items in the sample binder.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance l evels andneeds based onassessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces ofchallengingand complete textthatcan be used to assess studentunderstanding and next instructional steps  Reading select i ons and questions that progress in a l ogical sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasksfor students who areontarget for meeting gradelevel expectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fallbehind: I only had a sample binder. I saw a few pages from a week within unit three, but did not see any assessments for the unit so it is hard to make a judgement.

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_8: I only have a sample unit and the whole unit is not included, so it is hard to see specific evidence on supporting materials. 
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  


1 Incomplete curriculum...waiting for additional samples


2
2


2


2
2
2
2


2
1 No electronic teacher addition at this time


16 2


Literacy Scholastic


1/ELA
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  


2
2


1 No scope and sequence/incomplete curric


2
2
2
2
2
2


2 Dok's noted in TE
2
2
2
2


1 Only seen in leveled library. On 1 week sample lesson provided


2


2
2
32 2
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      


1 Only for El and to extend learning


1 Program overview notes it, but unseen 
due to lack of complete curric


1
1 El only
1
5


2
2


2


6


63
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 


English Language Arts 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 


essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 


comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):    Publisher(s):     


Copyright Date:     Subject/Grade Level: 


Student ISBN:  


Teacher Edition ISBN: 


Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


1. Material provides a useful table of 


contents, glossary, supplemental pages, and 


index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 


arranged logically; and allow access through 


multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 


introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 


for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 


and/or online resources to the depth and 


breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards. 


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 


research-based. 
   


6. Focus of academic and domain specific 


vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading, 


writing, listening, and speaking.  


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing & interesting.    


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 


assessment type questions and/or 


performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 


available.  
   


Other: ________________    


Total Organization:      


English Language Arts Content  



ebadger

Text Box

07.StateELA.11
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Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


11.  Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and 


abilities (KSAs) appropriate to the grade level.  
   


12. Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of 


KSAs appropriate to grade level.   
   


13. Real-world applications are relevant to the 


students. 
   


14. Information and directions are clearly written and 


explained. 
   


15. Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 


accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 


instructional material. 


   


17. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 


appropriate. 
   


18. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 


abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
   


19. Questions and tasks encourage the development 


and application of higher-level thinking skills. 
   


20. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies 


and/or questions to check for understanding at all 


Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


21. Teacher edition includes formative 


assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 
   


22. Material adheres to the text complexity at each 


grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content 


Standards.   


   


23. Material provides access to or demonstrates 


concepts in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of 


student responses. 


   


24. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept 


at grade level. 
   


25. Range and quality of text at each grade level is 


addressed with a well-balanced representation of 


literary and informational texts.  


   


26. Material includes application of skills and 


concepts at grade level.   
   


27. Material makes it clear that student writing is a 


key task (argument, informative, response to audience 


and purpose, short focused research).     


   


28. Content includes 21
st
 Century skill development 


such as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem 


solving.    


   


Other: ____________________    


Total ELA Content Criteria:      


Inclusion  
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Alignment  
 


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 


  


Comments 


 


34. Material content aligns to 


district/organization curriculum. 
   


35. Material content aligns with college and 


career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 


Content Standards). 


   


36. Material is a useful resource in preparing 


students to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada Academic Content Standards and 


statewide assessments. 


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: ______________________  


Criteria 2  


Meets 


1  


Inadequate 
Comments 


29.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 


differentiate instruction and model content to 


support all learners.  


   


30. Material reflects sensitivity with regard 


to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-


economic status, intellectual, and physical 


abilities.   


   


31. Material includes access to a multilingual 


glossary. 
   


32. Material provides resources for students 


with disabilities and English Language 


Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


33. Material is available for students with 


visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 


NIMAC system.  


   


Other: _________________ 


 
   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: X

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: X

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: X

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: X

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: X

		1 Inadequate6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		Comments6 Focus of academic and domain specific vocabulary is prevalent throughout reading writing listening and speaking: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: X

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing  interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: X

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: X

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: X

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: X

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence and rigor of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: X

		1 Inadequate13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		Comments13 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: X

		1 Inadequate14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		Comments14 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments15 Tasks are aligned to the anchor standards of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: X

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		Comments17 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: X

		1 Inadequate18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		Comments18 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: X

		1 Inadequate19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		Comments19 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: X

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: X

		1 Inadequate21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		Comments21 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments22 Material adheres to the text complexity at each grade level outlined by the Nevada Academic Content Standards: Kinder is weak per given unit 

		2 Meets23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: X

		1 Inadequate23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		Comments23 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments24 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: X

		1 Inadequate25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		Comments25 Range and quality of text at each grade level is addressed with a wellbalanced representation of literary and informational texts: 

		2 Meets26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments26 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: X

		1 Inadequate27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: 

		Comments27 Material makes it clear that student writing is a key task argument informative response to audience and purpose short focused research: Every lesson aligned to overall writing task with brief writes and shared write included 

		2 Meets28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: X

		1 Inadequate28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Comments28 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal ELA Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: X

		1 Inadequate29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		Comments29 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: Support lines The page of each lesson 

		2 Meets30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: X

		1 Inadequate30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		Comments30 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: X

		Comments31 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: X

		1 Inadequate32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		Comments32 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: X

		1 Inadequate33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Comments33 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: Online opportunities provide accommodations  

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: X

		1 Inadequate34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		Comments34 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: X

		1 Inadequate35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments35 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: X

		1 Inadequate36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Comments36 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for ELA Textbook or Instructional Material: 35/36

		Title: Scholastic Literacy 

		Author(s): 

		Publishers: Scholastic

		Copyright Date: 2018?

		Subject/Grade Level: 3

		Student ISBN: 

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 

		Other: 








2018-2019 WCSD CAP K-5 ELA Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component. 


1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Program -


Does not occur Sometimes 


occurs Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, and print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13


13







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
https://www.evidenceforessa.org/


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


10 11 12


10 11 12


13


13







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


10 11 12 13





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Group1: Choice4

		Group3: Choice3

		Group4: Choice4

		Evaluator Number: 36

		Text1: 2: I found the online student component disorganized and difficult to navigate.
13: seems to be a fully web-based program. Gamified learning. ELL resources are extra.
10:the digital components seem cursory, not fully integrated. The pad for teachers is limited. No reading materials in languages other than English.
1: digital materials seem comprehensive and interesting for kids. Biliteracy materials are integrated.
5: digital resources for teachers, but I didn't see resources for students or families.
6: digital resources are not included for the life of the program; they are extra after the first year. Not a very robust suite of digital resources.
3: all materials available digitally. No multilingual sources. 
7: digital materials are for teachers and classroom use mainly. I didn't see any online tools for students to use outside the classroom.
8: Includes a digital library and other resources and games. Does not include multilingual resources.
11: includes limited web-based components that are supplemental or complementary to classroom program. Does not provide multilingual materials.  
9: program includes a wide variety of web-based components that complement in-class work. Many bilingual (Spanish/English) resources. In fact, the whole program is available in both Spanish and English. 
12: All materials are available digitally and in print.  It seems to be focused on digital, open-access materials with a print-to-digital transition support.
4: lots of materials available online with full text for students and resources for teachers. 

		Text3: 2: Many varied assessments and a lot of support for long-term monitoring. Clear instructions.
13: not a very robust assessment system. Has a few assessments, but all individual, no discussion.
10: assessment occurs frequently enough, but the program is not clear about what skills are being assessed. The assessments seems to take the power out of teachers' hands in favor of using the program without question or expertise.
1: assessment is ongoing, connected to lessons and units. Assessment is not only surface-level comprehension. Includes progress monitoring tools.
5: high quality, comprehensive assessment with monitoring.
6: assessments are disconnected from the content of the reading and writing materials, I.e. Grammar work that is unconnected to the story students will read.
3: includes initial diagnostics and ongoing assessments. The ongoing assessments are mostly multiple-choice. Informal assessments don't include a way to track progress.
7: assessments include interaction between teachers and students, providing a more comprehensive assessment profile.
8: includes assessment activities, but those assessments do not require interaction between teacher and student (or very little). Mostly multiple choice assessments. 
11: includes assessments and progress monitoring, but the assessments aren't very robust. Focused only on a few key skills. No mention of writing assessment.
9: assessments are ongoing and multi-faceted for reading skills. I did not see any mention of writing assessment in the progress monitoring information. 
12: assessments are vague and there does not appear to be a progress monitoring component. Assessment is built into every lesson, but it is not always clear whether those assessments are research-based, widely-accepted assessment methods. Includes formative and summative.
4: assessments are focused on standardized, multiple choice assessment. Not much support for formative or informal assessments. Includes a progress monitoring component for the standardized tests. 

		Text5: 2: The ELŁ components are disconnected/ not well integrated into the instructional plan for native speakers. ELL components seem to be an add on.
13: provides leveled readers and assessments. ELL materials are extra. Kids move at their own pace.
10: the program provides clear differentiation opportunities.
1: includes differentiation strategies for all levels, including those who are above grade level. Includes resources for supporting ELs.
5: lots of opportunities to differentiate.
6; there are differentiation materials for challenge and support in the teacher text, but the ELL materials are missing or somewhere else. The differentiation seems disconnected from the purposes and content.
3: Lots of opportunities for differentiation built into the teacher's guides. 
7: Because there is a lot of teacher-student interaction in the assessments, there are more opportunities for differentiating based on the learners in the classroom. 
8: many differentiation supports. 
11: provides some guidance about differentiating reading strategies in small groups and independent learning. Doesn't provide support for ELs.
9: Lots of EL support. Program includes whole and small group work and independent work, which allows the teacher to differentiate frequently.
12: Lots of differentiation support in each lesson.
4: Leveled readers help teachers differentiate. Provides ELL support

		Text6: 2: The pictures and some literature represent diverse people's, but the instruction includes assumptions that students are white or of majority culture. Example: a lesson about names stated and included practice for first and last name only. Referred to having one last name.
13: surface-level diversity. Some books have diverse characters, but not much diversity of experience, culture, etc. 
10: the program says it includes lasting lessons that are culturally relevant, but I couldn't find any. Some stories have diverse characters but much of the other material is dominant culture.
1: diversity includes writing about injustice as well as diverse characters.
5: diverse texts, authors, and topics.
6: texts seem VERY disconnected from today's society and only cursorily culturally responsive.
3: some authentically diverse texts and topics. Some engagement with diverse questions and themes.
7: some authentically diverse texts and topics. Not much engagement with culturally responsive questions or activities. 
8: includes current events that represent diversity. Includes attempts to tackle sensitive cultural issues. 
11: it's difficult to say based on the materials provided. Scholastic's partnership with We Need Diverse Books is helpful. I saw some references to current diversity.
9: There seems to be an emphasis on mainstream, white, dominant culture, but each unit does include diverse materials. Often those diverse materials still represent the white perspective (see, for example, the 5th grade book about the Indian Removal Act). 
12: materials are focused on social justice and support ELLs through authentic literature and true engagement in the lessons. Books engage diverse topics and lessons are built on diverse discussion and engagement. NOT superficial diversity.
4: Text and topics represent diverse people and ideas. 

		Text7: 2: materials are of high quality and full color.
13: website is beautiful and would appeal to kids.
10: student materials seem high quality, but teacher materials are a bit flimsy.
1: teacher materials are a bit flimsy. Student materials are good.
5: thick pages, clear instructions for assembling materials.
6: materials are high quality.
3: materials are high quality
7: materials are high quality
8: materials are high quality
11: difficult to judge from materials provided. Scholastic's materials are usually high quality.
9: materials are high quality. Student books appear sturdy.
12: a bit difficult to judge. Are all materials digital? They offer print services. Sample materials are high quality and in-color. Not sure about the online components. 
4: materials are high quality.

		Text8: 2: the program refers to studies that show its effectiveness, but the evidence seems scant or could be refuted. 
13: research is only in small groups and summer sessions. Major lack of research to support district-wide adoption except for supplemental use.
10: research is mostly about the importance of learning to read. Studies cited lack context.
1: instructional strategies, organization, and sequences are supported by research. Studies of implementation provide mixed results. Especially troubling is the increased achievement gap for students of color in New York.
5: lots of high quality research
6: one study cited about implementation in New York City schools. Results were good, but this is not a robust evidence base for this program.
3: choices in the program are based on solid research.
7: well-researched choices inform the program and materials.
8: cites a single small-scale study, and the results are not that impressive.
11: includes a lot of research to support the program choices of guided and interactive reading. No studies citing the efficacy of the program in schools with students. 
9: program cites current and useful research to inform program choices and construction. Also cites a few studies of implementation that seem to show improvement in students who learned using the program. 
12: research cited was about the alignment of the curriculum to standards, not about efficacy or about research-based practices. 
4: several implementation studies that show modest improvements in student achievement. Program has research-based practices embedded most of the time. 

		Text9: 2: I didn't see much evidence of family engagement, but the program says that it is included in every unit and lesson.
13: students can access the materials at home and parents can comment on student work. Superficial family engagement.
10: really vague ideas and engagement component
1: not much evidence of family engagement.
5: I didn't see much mention of family or home engagement
6: I didn't see any mention of family and home engagement.
3: digital materials can be accessed at home, but not much home or family engagement beyond the work done in the classroom.
7: specific activities and resources for family engagement
8: includes family letters, but no digital home components.
11: includes a guide to support family engagement, but some of those materials are an additional cost and not included with the program. Seems that the ideas are not well integrated with the program. 
9: program includes family engagement materials. While they appear to be supplemental or optional, they are comprehensive and complementary to the classroom work. 
12: one of the best I've seen about home and family engagement. Lots of connections and encouragement to actually engage the content at home. 
4: not much discussion of family engagement component. 

		Group2: Choice2

		Group5: Choice3

		Group6: Choice2

		Group7: Choice2

		Group8: Choice3

		Group9: Choice4

		Group11: Choice4

		Group12: Choice4

		Group13: Choice3

		Group14: Choice3

		Group15: Choice4

		Group16: Choice2

		Group17: Choice4

		Group18: Choice2

		Group19: Choice3

		Group21: Choice3

		Group22: Choice3

		Group23: Choice4

		Group24: Choice4

		Group25: Choice4

		Group26: Choice2

		Group27: Choice4

		Group28: Choice4

		Group29: Choice4

		Group31: Choice4

		Group32: Choice2

		Group33: Choice3

		Group34: Choice4

		Group35: Choice4

		Group36: Choice2

		Group37: Choice3

		Group38: Choice3

		Group39: Choice3

		Group 41: Choice3

		Group 42: Choice4

		Group 43: Choice4

		Group 44: Choice4

		Group 45: Choice4

		Group 46: Choice4

		Group 47: Choice4

		Group 48: Choice4

		Group 49: Choice4

		Group 51: Choice3

		Group 52: Choice2

		Group 53: Choice4

		Group 54: Choice3

		Group 55: Choice4

		Group 56: Choice2

		Group 57: Choice4

		Group 58: Choice1

		Group 59: Choice2

		Group 61: Choice2

		Group 62: Choice2

		Group 63: Choice3

		Group 64: Choice2

		Group 65: Choice2

		Group 66: Choice1

		Group 67: Choice4

		Group 68: Choice3

		Group 69: Choice3

		Group 71: Choice4

		Group 72: Choice3

		Group 73: Choice4

		Group 74: Choice3

		Group 75: Choice4

		Group 76: Choice3

		Group 77: Choice4

		Group 78: Choice2

		Group 79: Choice4

		Text22: 2: I find the teacher materials to be confusing and perhaps overwhelming. I was not clear about how the student text connected to the teacher text.
13: seems well organized and straightforward, but there is very little support for teachers.
10: student materials don't seem to provide textual support (highlighting, bold, etc.). Not many graphs that I saw. Lots of worksheet type materials.
1: materials are well organized and clear. 
5: very organized
6: materials are generally well organized and texts are clear and easy to use.The student text does not seem that engaging for students in places. 
3: materials are well organized and appropriate. 
7: well organized and appropriate.
8: some of the materials seem inappropriately basic or childish for 5th grade. Good highlighting of key vocabulary and ideas. Includes graphs and graphics with support for how to read those.
11: difficult to judge, but the samples appear well organized and appropriate. 
9: materials are well organized for both teachers and students. 
12: materials are clear, but it is unclear how the materials work with digital vs. print. NOT enough reading included. A whole quarter is too much to focus on a single novel. 
4: materials are clear and well organized. The 5th grade materials seem too young for 5th graders in print and pictures. Good highlighting of words in the text. Teacher materials are easy to follow. 

		Group80: Choice2

		Group81: Choice2

		Group82: Choice4

		Group83: Choice3

		Group84: Choice2

		Group85: Choice3

		Group86: Choice4

		Group87: Choice2

		Group88: Choice4

		Group89: Choice2

		Group90: Choice2

		Group91: Choice4

		Group92: Choice3

		Group93: Choice2

		Group94: Choice3

		Group95: Choice2

		Group96: Choice3

		Group97: Choice1

		Group98: Choice2

		Group99: Choice2

		Group100: Choice4

		Group101: Choice2

		Group102: Choice4

		Group103: Choice3

		Group104: Choice4

		Group105: Choice2

		Group106: Choice3

		Group107: Choice2

		Group108: Choice3

		Group109: Choice1

		Group110: Choice2

		Group111: Choice3
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2 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The guiding statements provided in this section will examine text complexity in order to differentiate quality and richness among the 
texts WCSD is considering for adoption. To address the grade three standards, the submitted materials need to create the conditions 
for rich and robust discussion and writing for ALL students (struggling readers, students with identified academic disabilities, 
English Learners, students who are performing at grade level, and advanced students). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
C1a. The texts present rich and embedded relationships 
between and among characters, ideas, and concepts that 
are conveyed through masterful style and structure. (See 
exemplars in CCSS, Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1b. The materials consistently include short, challenging, and 
complete texts that contain rich content, ideas, and academic 
language worthy of close reading. (See exemplars in CCSS, 
Appendix B.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/4/Framework%20for%20Raising%20Expectations.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





3 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


C1c.Thematerialsconsistentlyprovideopportunitiesto 
read both literary and informational texts in the grades three 
through five-text complexity band with scaffolding as needed at 
the high end of the range. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


C1d. Materials provide instructional content and strategies 
for grade-level vocabulary acquisition. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:              4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







4 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
At least 80% of all questions in the submission are high-quality text-dependent and text-specific questions. The overwhelming 
majority of these questions reference specific text and draw student attention to the text they are reading. Text-dependent questions 
that address the grade three standards will be described in greater depth in Alignment Criterion II. 


 
 


Materials must reflect a wide range of text types and genres, as required by the standards. In grade three, and across all other grade 
levels, there should be ample texts on topics that can support sustained study. Knowledge built at one grade level should be expanded 
in other grade levels. Topics should take into account individual student academic needs and interests in order to foster independent 
reading. It is also imperative that the included topics and themes are compelling enough to read multiple times and are aligned to 
district needs. Pay particular attention to the guidance provided in Appendix B of the Common Core State Standards. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
1a.The range of materials, both print and digital, 
allows teachers and students to explore content that 
coherently and systematically builds knowledge and 
vocabulary across subjects, themes, and topics. (See CCSS 
Appendix B for examples of grade-level knowledge demands.) 
Text sets also address a wide variety of student interests, and 
are likely to foster independent reading. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1b. Text sets include a diverse range of high quality, culturally- 
responsive and appropriate topics and themes. Texts from 
diverse cultures reflect the same high-quality features that 
are demanded of all texts. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf





5 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


1c. Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of literary 
texts including, but not limited to: 
• Fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures 
• Stories, drama, and poetry 
• Multiple stories by the same author 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1d.The range of informational texts include selections 
that: 
• Present historical events 
• Describe technical procedures 
• Present scientific ideas or concepts 
• Contain relevant visual representations of  information 
• Contain at least two texts on the same topic 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


1e. Student reading materials contain a range of 
increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to 
build students’ ability to comprehend complex text and 
expand vocabulary throughout the school year. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence              1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







6 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
Questions posed to students in the materials under review should support student learning in building reading comprehension, in 
finding and producing the textual evidence to support responses, and in developing grade-level academic language and domain- 
specific words and phrases. Text for grade three students must include text-dependent questions that require the use of higher order 
thinking skills. There should be a range of questions that require students to attend to the author’s language as his/her vehicle for 
conveying meaning, as well as to support specific inferences with explicit details from the text. Most questions should require 
that the student refer to the text in several places in order to devise an answer—rather than asking only literal, “right there” types of 
questions—and should also require the student to begin comparing texts, authors, and opinions (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Literature and Informational Text 
2a. Key Ideas and Details. Questions and tasks require 
students to explicitly attend to the text, including, but 
not limited to: 
• Asking and answering questions to demonstrate 


understanding of a text, referring to the text as the basis 
for answers 


• Recounting stories, including fables, folktales, and myths 
from diverse cultures 


• Determining the central message, theme, or  idea  of a 
text, recounting key supporting details 


• Describing the characters in a story and explaining how 
their actions contribute to the sequence of events 


• Describing the relationship between a series of historical 
events, scientific concepts, or steps in technical procedures 


• Make inferences 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





7 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


2b. Craft and Structure. Questions and tasks require students 
to explicitly attend to the text, including, but not limited to: 
• Determining the meaning of words and phrases used in 


a text, including general academic and domain-specific 
words, and distinguishing literal from nonliteral language 


• Referring to parts of stories, dramas, or poems, using terms 
such as chapter, scene, and stanza, and how the parts build 
on earlier sections 


• Distinguishing their own point of view from that of 
the author, narrator, or characters in a text 


• Using text features and search tools such as key words 
and side bars 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


2c. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas. Questions and tasks 
require students to explicitly attend to the text, including, 
but not limited to: 
• Comparing and contrasting the most important points 


and details presented in two texts on the same topic 
• Comparing and contrasting the themes, settings, and 


plots of stories 
• Explaining how specific aspects of a text’s 


illustrations contribute to what is described in 
words 


• Using information gained from illustrations 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient  evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







8 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The writing standards for each grade level highlight distinctive expectations about student writing. For details on grade-level writing 
expectations and writing exemplars for grade three, see the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy. 
The metrics below show key characteristics to look for in your review of materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3a. Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what 
students are reading, and routinely include writing over 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) and 
extended time frames (for research, reflection, and revision) 
for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and 
audiences. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  


1) weak 
 


3b. Text-dependent questions generally create the foundation 
for students to address culminating writing tasks, 
including: 
• Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a 


point of view with reasons 
• Writing informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic 


and convey ideas and information clearly 
• Writing narratives to develop real or imagined 


experiences or events using effective technique, 
descriptive details, and clear sequences of events 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3c. Reading materials can serve as models to explore 
writer’s craft, demonstrate use of domain-specific words and 
phrases, and support student production of grade-level 
narrative, informational, and opinion writing. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





9 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


3d. Materials include explicit support to teachers, either 
in the teacher’s edition or classroom materials, for writing 
instruction linked to the grade three writing 
standards, including: 
• Producing writing in which the development 


and organization  are  appropriate to the task and 
purpose 


• Developing and strengthening writing by planning, revising, 
and editing 


• Using technology to produce and publish writing, as well 
as to interact and collaborate with others 


Materials should also guide the teaching of specific 
components of grade three writing standards 1-3 (See CCSS). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


3e. Materials provide opportunities and resources for 
students to conduct short research projects that build 
knowledge about a topic, including: 
• Recalling information from experiences 
• Gathering information from print and digital sources 
• Taking brief notes on sources and sorting evidence 


into provided categories 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





10 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


Materials provide guidance and support for explicit and systematic instruction and diagnostic support in grade-level phonics, 
vocabulary development, syntax, and reading fluency. Students must be able to recognize and pronounce words fluently in order 
to focus on the major goal of reading, which is comprehension. Effective foundational skills instruction in grade three includes an 
explicit and systematic focus on phonics and practice in applying phonics for students who are struggling. Building word analysis 
skills and fluency must also be contextualized within the materials. 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4a. Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for 
explicit and systematic instruction of the grade three Reading 
Standards for Foundational Skills, including phonics, word 
analysis, and reading with fluency to support 
comprehension. 
(Refer to CCSS, Appendix A for the research detailing the 
advancement of foundational skills in reading.) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 


2) some 
 
 
        1) weak 


4b. Materials include a variety of opportunities for students 
to develop and apply word analysis and decoding 
skills, including: 


• Understanding grade-level vocabulary 
• Identifying and knowing the meaning of most 


common prefixes and derivational suffixes 
• Decoding words with common Latin suffixes 
• Understanding multisyllabic words in context 


and out of context 
• Reading grade-appropriate irregularly-spelled 


words 
• Self-correcting using word  recognition skills 


and context to confirm understanding 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/3/

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf





11 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


4c. Materials provide regular practice in reading grade-level 
prose and poetry with accuracy, at an appropriate rate, and 
with appropriate expression. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


4d. Materials guide students in reading grade-level texts with 
purpose and understanding, making frequent connections 
between the acquisition of foundational skills and access 
to the meaning of texts (including a set of text-dependent 
or text-specific questions to check for understanding). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







12 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
The Common Core State Standards for language focus on ensuring that students gain adequate mastery of a range of language skills 
and applications. Students are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills, knowledge, 
and vocabulary gained in preceding grades (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Conventions of Standard English 
5a. There is evidence that grade-level grammar and 
conventions are addressed using an integrated and 
contextualized approach in daily instruction. Materials and 
tasks in grade three are designed to help build student 
understanding and use of: 
• Nouns (abstract, regular, and irregular) 
• Possessive pronouns 
• Regular and irregular verbs, and the simple verb tenses 
• Comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs 
• Coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in writing 


compound and complex sentences 
• Commas (such as in addresses and with quotations in 


dialogue) 
• Correct spelling and capitalization, applying knowledge of 


spelling patterns and generalizations in writing 
words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


Knowledge of Language 
5b. The materials support instruction on: 
• Choosing words and  phrases for effect 
• Recognizing differences between the conventions of 


spoken and written English 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





13 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
5c. The materials provide context, support, and strategies 
for developing vocabulary acquisition skills, including: 
• Using sentence-level context clues to unlock the 


meaning of words 
• Using affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of 


words 
• Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to 


determine the meaning of words 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


5d. The materials provide embedded opportunities for 
students to encounter and develop an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence             1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







14 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


To be CCSS-aligned, speaking and listening must be integrated into lessons, items, and tasks. These must reflect a progression of 
communication skills required for eventual college- and career-readiness, as outlined in the standards. If grade three students are 
able to listen to others, discuss what they are learning, and voice their own confusion or misunderstandings, their learning 
becomes deeper and more meaningful. They are exposed, at this level, to points of view that may differ from their own, and they 
learn how to agree and disagree, express their own thoughts, and ask questions when they don’t understand or need more 
clarification (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6a.Comprehension and Collaboration. Materials 
provide a language framework that guides student 
participation in academic conversations, including the 
ability to: 
• Come to a discussion prepared 
• Follow agreed upon rules/roles 
• Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow 


up on information 
• Review key ideas and explain their own ideas 
• Differentiate between contexts for formal English 


and situations where informal discourse is 
appropriate 


• Use accurate, grade-appropriate conversational, general 
academic, and domain-specific words and phrases 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





15 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


6b.Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas. Materials provide 
a language framework for student planning of effective 
presentations, focusing on: 
• How to report on a topic using evidence to present 


findings from their research 
• How to tell a story or recount an experience 
• How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to 


support ideas 
• How to speak in complete sentences when appropriate to 


the task and situation 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:            4) extensive evidence             3) sufficient evidence             2) some evidence              1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 







16 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 


While scaffolds are not a part of the standards themselves, it is important to support teachers in meeting the needs of the range of 
students in their classrooms. In order to meet the reading, speaking, and writing needs of all grade three students, the materials 
must include supports for students to comprehend texts at the grades three through five-complexity band as required, and at the 
high end of this complexity band with scaffolding. Supports and scaffolds should draw students back to the text and provide 
strategies for vocabulary acquisition. All scaffolding and support requires ongoing formal and informal assessments that provide 
multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate their proficiency and inform instruction. 
Scaffolding is not just intended for struggling students, but also for students who are ready for above grade-level work. As text 
complexity increases and tasks get increasingly challenging, the need for appropriate scaffolds for above grade-level access is 
equally important (CCSS). 


 


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7a. The texts promote differentiated instruction and 
instructional conversations about text to support student 
learning of: 
• Academic language 
• Linguistic frames 
• Repeated grammatical structures and language 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7b. The materials include student supports such as: 
• Multiple digital and media versions of texts 
• Illustrations 
• Graphs and charts 
• Maps and photographs 
• Visual cues/notes that draw attention to words in 


the text that signal sequence or offer clues to meaning 
(such as where, when, and how key events occur) 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 



http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/





17 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7c. The materials are designed to support teacher 
instruction by use of: 
• Explicit instructional directions accompanied by materials 


that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives 
that build student ability to read and comprehend grade-
level text. 


• Strategies to gradually increase difficulty as students’ 
comprehension skills strengthen 


• Strategies to support student acquisition of 
knowledge supporting specific common core 
standards 


• Clear and detailed teacher directions and guidance 
for introducing new concepts and skills 


• Clear guidance for documenting student progress 
toward meeting grade-level standards 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


7d.The materials provide support for student 
learning through varying modalities (i.e., there are 
provisions for print, digital, and other multimedia sources 
for information attainment). 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


 







18 ELA/LITERACY GRADE-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION TOOL: QUALITY REVIEW GRADE 3  


 
GUIDING STATEMENTS 


 
SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT/MATERIALS EVIDENCE 


RATING 


7e. The materials include assessments along with: 
• Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of 


performance levels and needs based on assessment results 
• Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise 


through the use of performance tasks 
• Pieces of  challenging  and complete text that can be 


used to assess student understanding and next 
instructional steps 


• Reading selections and questions that progress in a logical 
sequence for gradual release1 


• Enrichment tasks for students who are on target for 
meeting grade-level expectations 


• Steps to take when evidence suggests that students 
are starting to fall behind 


         4) extensive 
 
 
        3) sufficient 
 
 
        2) some 
 
  
        1) weak 


OVERALL RATING:             4) extensive    evidence            3) sufficient evidence            2) some evidence            1) weak evidence 


SUMMARY STATEMENT (Explain why the materials received this overall rating): 


 
 


1 Gradual release: scaffolding of instruction so that students develop the ability to read and complete tasks and assignments independently and proficiently. 





		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text C1a The texts present rich and embedded relationships between and among characters ideas and concepts that are conveyed through masterful sty l e and structure See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSC1bThemater i alscons i stentlyincludeshortchal l engingand complete texts that contain rich content ideas and academ i c language worthy of close reading See exemplars in CCSS Appendix B: 

		C1cThematerialsconsistentlyprovideopportunitiesto read both l i terary and i nformationaltexts in the gradesthree throughfivetextcomp l exityband with scaffo l ding as needed at the high end of the range: 

		C1d Mater i als prov i de i nstruct i onal content and strategies for grade l evel vocabulary acquisition: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating: Upper grades include syllabication lessons on phonics and word study which is needed beyond 2nd grade. The scope and sequence chart of phoneme work is very helpful for grades 1-3
Vocab skills scope and sequence is also helpful 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 1aThe range of materials both print and digital allows teachers and students to explore content that coherently and systemat i ca l l y builds know l edge and vocabulary across subjectsthemesand topicsSee CCSS AppendixB for examples of grade l eve l know l edge demands Text sets a l so addressa wide variety of student i nterestsand arelikelyto foster independent reading: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1b Text sets include a diverse range of high quality culturally responsive and appropriate topicsand themes Textsfrom diverseculturesreflectthesamehighqualityfeaturesthat are demanded of all texts: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1c Materials include a rich and diverse sampling of l i terary texts including but not limited to  Fablesfolktales and myths from diversecultures  Stories drama and poetry  Multiple stories by the same author: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1dThe range of informational texts include selections that  Present historical events  Describe technical procedures  Present scientific ideas or concepts  Contain relevantvisual representations of information  Contain at least two texts on the same topic: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS1e Student reading materials contain a range of increasingly challenging selections that allow teachers to build students ability to comprehend complex text and expand vocabulary throughout the school year: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_2: As Scholastic does, the range of texts are extensive employing popular titles and authors 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSLiterature and Informational Text 2a Key Ideas and Details Questions and tasks require students to explicitly attend to the text including but not limited to  Asking and answering questions to demonstrate understanding of a text referring to the text as the basis for answers  Recounting stor i es including fables folktales and myths from diversecultures  Determining the central messagethemeor idea ofa text recounting key supporting details  Describ i ng the characters in a story and explaining how their actions contribute tothe sequence of events  Describing the relationship between a series of historical events sc i ent i f i c concepts or steps i n technica l procedures  Make inferences: Mega ignition checks provide deeper look vs teacher questions 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS2b Craft and Structure Questions and tasks require students to explicitlyattend tothe text including but not limited to  Determining the meaning of words and phrases used in atext including general academic and domainspecific words and distinguishing l i teral from nonliteral language  Referring to parts of stor i es dramas or poems us i ng terms suchaschaptersceneandstanzaandhowthepartsbuild on earlier sections  Distinguishing their own point of view from that of the author narrator or characters in a text  Using text featuresandsearchtools such as keywords and side bars: Words used in context 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_3: Improved questions
Ina by teacher to ensure students go back to text and determine vocab meaning and use. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3a Writing assignments are explicitly connected to what students are reading and routinely include writing over shorter time frames a single sitting or a day or two and extended time frames for research reflection and revision for a range of disciplinespecific tasks purposes and audiences: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3b Textdependent questions generally create the foundation for students to address culminating writing tasks including  Writing opinion pieces on topics or texts supporting a point of view with reasons  Writing informativeexplanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly  Writing narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events us i ng effect i ve techn i que descr i pt i ve deta i l s and clear sequences of events: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3cReading materials can serve as models to explore writers craft demonstrate use of domainspecific words and phrases and support student production of gradelevel narrative informational and opinion writing: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3d Materialsinclude explicit support toteachers either intheteacherseditionorclassroommaterialsforwriting instruction linked to the grade three writing standards including  Producing writing in which the development and organ i zat i on  are appropriate to the task and purpose  Developing and strengthening wr i ting by planning rev i s i ng and editing  Using technology to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others Materials should also guide the teaching of specific componentsof gradethree wr i tingstandards 13SeeCCSS: Pacing mAy be slow 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS3eMaterialsprovide opportunities and resourcesfor students to conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic including  Recalling information from experiences  Gathering information from print and digital sources  Takingbriefnotes on sourcesand sorting evidence into provided categories: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_4: Though the writing component is more rigorous, the pacing and feedback to student writing does not fully complete students' writing peogression. Could be better developed 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4a Materials provide teachers with guidance and support for explicitandsystematicinstructionofthegradethreeReading Standards for Foundational Skills including phonics word analysis and reading with fluency to support comprehension RefertoCCSSAppendixAfortheresearchdetailingthe advancement of foundational skills in reading: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4b Materials include a variety of opportunities for students to develop and apply word analysis and decoding skills including  Understanding gradelevel vocabulary  Identifying and knowing the meaning of most common prefixes and derivational suffixes  Decoding words with common Latin suffixes  Understanding multisyllabic wordsin context and out of context  Reading gradeappropriate irregularlyspelled words  Selfcorrectingusingwordrecognition skills and context to confirm understanding: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4c Mater i als prov i de regular pract i ce in reading grade l evel prose and poetry with accuracy at an appropriate rate and with appropriateexpression: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS4d Materialsguide studentsinreading gradelevel texts with purpose and understanding making frequent connections between the acquisition of foundational skills and access to the meaning of texts including a set of textdependent or textspecific questions to check for understanding: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_5: Foundational skill instruction and application have been woven into lesson; however, the word study and analysis could be more robust to support struggling readers. The digital component is awesome but I would to see research that gives evidence of foundational skills (reading variant vowels etc) transfers toward reading growth.

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSConventions of Standard English 5a There is evidence that gradelevel grammar and conventions are addressed using an integrated and contextua l i zed approach i n dai l y i nstruct i on Mater i als and tasks in grade three are designed to help build student understanding and use of  Nouns abstract regular and irregular  Possessive pronouns  Regular and irregular verbsandthe simpleverbtenses  Comparativeandsuperlativeadjectivesandadverbs  Coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in wr i ting compound and complex sentences  Commas such as in addresses and with quotat i ons i n dialogue  Correct spel l i ng and capital i zat i on applying knowledgeof spelling patterns and generalizations in writing words: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSKnowledge of Language 5b The materials support instruction on  Choosingwords and phrases for effect  Recognizing differences between the conventions of spoken and written English: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALSVocabulary Acquisition and Use 5cThematerials provide contextsupportand strategies for developing vocabulary acquisition skills including  Using sentencelevelcontext clues to unlock the meaning of words  Using affixes and roots as clues tothemeaning of words  Consulting glossaries or beginning dictionaries to determine the meaning of words: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS5d The materials provide embedded opportunities for students to encounterand developanunderstanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_6: Again, really great lessons but scope is lagging. 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6aComprehension and Collaboration Materials provide a language framework that guides student participation in academic conversations including the abilityto  Come to a discussion prepared  Follow agreed upon rulesroles  Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on information  Review key ideas and explain their own ideas  Differentiatebetween contexts forformalEnglish and situations where informal discourse is appropriate  Useaccurategradeappropr i ateconversat i onal general academicanddomainspecificwordsandphrases: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS6bPresentation of Knowledge and Ideas Materials provide a language framework for student planning of effective presentations focusing on  Howtoreportonatopicusingevidencetopresent findings from their research  How to tell a story or recount an experience  How to use appropriate facts and relevant details to support ideas  Howto speak in complete sentences when appropriateto the task and situation: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_7: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7a The texts promote differentiated instruction and instructional conversations about text to support student learning of  Academic language  Linguistic frames  Repeated grammatical structures and language: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7b The materials include student supports such as  Multiple digital and media versions of texts  Illustrations  Graphs andcharts  Maps andphotographs  Visual cuesnotes that draw attention to words in the text thatsignalsequenceoroffercluestomeaning suchas where when and how key events occur: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7c Thematerialsaredesignedto support teacher instruction by use of  Explicit i nstruct i onal direct i ons accompanied by mater i als that are clearly aligned to stated goals and objectives that build student abilityto readandcomprehendgrade level text  Strategies to gradual l y i ncrease d i ff i cu l ty as students  comprehension skills strengthen  Strateg i esto supportstudentacquis i tionof know l edge supporting specific common core standards  C l ear and detai l ed teacher direct i ons and guidance for introducing newconcepts andskills  C l ear guidance for document i ng student progress toward meeting gradelevel standards: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7dThe materials provide support for student learning throughvaryingmodalitiesiethereare provisionsfor print digital and other multimedia sources for information attainment: 

		SPECIFIC EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXTMATERIALS7e The materials include assessments along with  Suggestions for next steps to address a spectrum of performance l evels andneeds based on assessment results  Opportunities for students to demonstrate their expertise through the use of performance tasks  Pieces of challenging and complete textthatcan be used to assess studentunderstanding and next instructional steps  Reading select i ons and questions that progress in a l ogical sequence for gradual release1  Enrichment tasksfor students who areontarget for meeting gradelevel expectations  Steps to take when evidence suggests that students are starting to fallbehind: 

		SUMMARY STATEMENT Explain why the materials received this overall rating_8: This program needs suggestions for next steps - too much weight put into digital component to advise teachers do next step I structio. 
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